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Introductory Note
The LSA Secretariat has prepared this Meeting Handbook to serve as the official program for the Fiftyfourth Annual Meeting of the Linguistic Society of
America. The Program Committee chaired by Bernard
Spolsky and consisting of Stephen Anderson, Jean Berko
Gleason, Henry Hoenigswald, Peter Ladefoged, William R.
l~errifield and Richard Smaby, reviewed the submitted
abstracts and assembled the program for this meeting.
We would like to take this opportunity to formally
acknowledge the help which has been given by the Los
Angeles Local Arrangements Committee. This Committee
was chaired by Peter Ladefoged, University of California
at Los Angeles, and consisted of Paul Kirk, California
State University at Northridge, Stephen Krashen, University of Southern California, Ronald Macaulay, Pitzer
College, Burckhard Mohr, California State University at
Dominguez Hills, Janet B. Sawyer, California State University at Long Beach, Donald B. Sears, California State
University at Fullerton and Robert Stockwell, University
of California at Los Angeles.
We hope that this Meeting Handbook will be a useful
guide for those attending the meeting, as well as serve
as a permanent record of the 54th Annual Meeting.
LSA Secretariat
December 1979

should be sure to bring an adequate supply
of curricula vitae--enough to submit one
copy each to potential interviewers. The
Service will have no duplication facilities
availabl e.

fhere will be an LSA Exhibit of linpublications and scientific equipthe Santa Anita Room. The Exhibit
ed to be open at the hours listed

LSA Business Meeting

This year, the Business Meeting has
been scheduled in the Emerald Bay Room on
Level 3 on Friday, 28 December from 2:004:30 p.m. The meeting will be chaired by
William Labov, LSA President. The members
of the Resolutions Committee are Stephen
Anderson, Chair, John J. Gumperz and Robert
The display copies in the LSA Joint
~ib1t will be sold beginning at 8:30 E. Longacre.
on 29 December, the proceeds to be doPresidential Address
to fellowships for the Linguistic
te (the display copies having been
William Labov, the 1979 LSA President,
slY donated by the publishers exhibtn the LSA Joint Book Exhibit). Ad- will deli ver the Presidential Address on
.-ce orders for display copies, at a dis- Friday, 28 December at 4:45 p.m. in t he
of 5% greater than that given by the Emerald Bay Room on Level 3. The address
llblfsher, will be taken prior to 29 Decem- is entitled "Resolving the Neo-Gramrnarian
Controversy. "
lilr if accompanied by payment. The book
be picked up on 29 December between
Cash Bars
1:30 and 10:00 a.m. or it will be resold
.. the advance payment donated to LinguisCash bars are scheduled from 5:30-7:00
tk Institute fellowships.
p.m. on 27 December and from 5:45-7:00 p.m.
on 28 December.
, 27 December 10: 00
3:30
10:00
3:30
, 29 December 8:30

a.m.- 2:00
p.m.- 6:00
a.m.- 2:00
p.m.- 6:00
a.m.-11 :30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

-t•t

National Endowment for the Humanities

As a new service to those attending
meeting, each author on the program
ts invited to provi de the Loca 1 Arrange•ts Conrnfttee with a reproducible copy
tf his or her paper at the Copying Center.
Attendees may place orders for reproduced
~ies during the meeting.
All copies
wtll be offered at cost. Originals should
• sublllitted on 8 1/2 X 11 size paper.
Althors are urged to minimize the total
-.Der of pages by use of single spacing,
IUTOW margins and multiple figures per
pege. Papers should be delivered to the
~tng Center at the earliest possible
Clllveni ence.
~s

Mr. Nick Demara of the Division of
Fellowships of the National Endowment for
the Humanities (NEH) will be available to
discuss the NEH programs with LSA members
on Friday, December 28 from 9:00 a.m. until
2:00 p.m. in the Los Felix Room of the
Bonaventure Hotel.
National Science Foundation
Dr. Paul Chapin, Program Director for
Linguistics at the National Science Foundation (NSF), will be available to meet with
LSA members in the La Brea Room of the
Bonaventure Hotel at the following times:

The Copying Center will be located

II the San Fernando Room. The Center will
• open at the fo 11 ow1 ng hours:

Thursday, 27 December 10 :00-11 :00
3:00- 4:00
Friday, 28 December
10 :00-11 :00
lllllnesday. 26 December 7:00-9:00 p.m.
lllursday, 27 December 8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Saturday, 29 December 10:00-11 :00
Friday, 28 December
8:00 a.m.-noon
olab Placement

a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.

American Association for Applied Linguistics

AJob Placement Center will be open in
The Second Annual Meeting of the AAAL
will take place 27 December 1979 in the
Room during the Annual
Palos Verdes Room of the Bonaventure Hotel
in conjunction with the 54th Annual Meeting
..._ On 27 and 28 December, the Service will of the Linguistic Society of America. All
~open from 8:30a.m. to 6:00p.m.
It will members are encouraged to attend the AAAL
tlso be open from 9:00 a.m. until noon on 29 Business Meeting at 1:30 p.m. There will be
~~er. Lists of openings will be avail- an evening session, chaired by President
le and the staff will arrange interviews Roger Shuy, which features Eugene A. Nida
~tween the applicants and the employers.
addressing "Languages Are For Communicating."
~rviewers are asked to list openings and Abstracts of the papers begin on page 75 of
~k in with the Service so that an inter- this handbook.
•ew schedule can be arranged. Applicants
~ san Bernardino
l'lllllting.

1v

v

THURSDAY, 27 DECEMBER, MORNING
1979 LSA ANNUAL MEETING

. Bright

GENERAl INFORMATION
Registration for the 1979 LSA Annual Meeting will be conducted on the Lobby Level. The Job
Placement Center will be located in the San Bernardino Room. The Santa Anita Room will be
the site of the Exhibit and the Paper Copying Center will be located in the San Fernando Roo..
Regj stratton &
Copying Center
Wednesday, 26 December 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Thursday, 27 December 8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

Friday, 28 December

8:30 a.m.-6 :00p.m.

Saturday, 29 December

8:00 a.m.-noon

Emerald
pfaff &Renate Portz (Frcie U Berlin):
Children's Acquisition of German: Unis versus Interference
Romaine (U Birmingham): Stylistic VariaDiffusion in Historlcal Change

a syntactic

Placement

9:00 a.m.-noon

10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.~.
3:30-6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.~.
3:30-6:00 p.m.
8:30-11:30 a.m.

HYers Scotton (Michigan SU): Negotiation
The Establishment of Identities in
Duranti (USC): llY9! & Talanoaga :
Styles in Samoan Oratory

--··•...ru

SPECIAL INTEREST HIGHLIGHTS
Wednesday, 26 December LSA Executive Committee
Thursday, 27 December Cash Bar
5:30-7:00
Friday, 28 December
LSA Business Meeting
2:00-4:30
Presidential Address: 4:45-5:45
William Labov, "Resolving the NeoGranmarian Controversy"
Cash Bar
5:45-7:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Los Feliz Room
Emerald Bay Room
Emerald Bay Room

p.m.

EVENING SESSIONS
Thursday, 27 December
SYMPOSIUM: EXCEPTIONAL LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTIC THEORY
Room: 1
Emerald Bay Room
7:30 Introduction: Victoria A. Fromkin (UCLA)
7:40 Loraine Obler (Boston U ~Roston VA '~d rtr): Lanquaqe in Senile Dementia
7:55 Sheila Blumstein (Brown U &Boston VA Med Ctr): Dissolution of Language in Aphasia:
Evidence for Linguistic Theory
8:10 Discussion
8:20 Gillian Sankoff (U Penn): Pidgin-Creole Studies &Linguistic Change
8:35 Nancy Dorian (Bryn Mawr C): Language Death &Linguistic Theory
8:50 Discussion
9:00 Lise Menn (Boston U &Boston VA Med Ctr): Child Language as a Source of Constraints
for Linguistic Theory
9:15 Deborah Keller-Cohen (U Michigan): Second Language Learning &Linguistic Theory
9:30 Discussion
9:40 Comment by William Labov (U Penn)
9:55 Comment by Jean Berko Gleason (Boston U)
10:10 Comment by James Mccawley (U Chicago)
10:25 General Discussion
Friday, 28 December
SYMPOSIUM: THE RElATIONSHIP BETWEEN PIDGINIZATION, CREOLIZATION AND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
Room: 1
Emera 1d Bay Room
SESSION II
8:00 Introduction: Roger Andersen (UCLA)
8:05 Lead Paper: Albert Valdman (Indiana U): On the Implication of Creolization for Second
Language Acquisition
8:35 Discussant: Derek Bickerton (U Hawaii)
8:45 Discussant: Gillian Sankoff (U Penn)
8:55 Discus~ant: Dan Slobin (U California, Berkeley)
9:05 Discussant: Elizabeth Traugott (Stanford U)
9:15 Open Discussion
9:35 Break
9:45 Introduction: Roger Andersen (UCLA)
9:50 Lead Paper: John Schumann ''Ann t1arie Stauble (UCLA): A Jliscussion of Oecreolfzation
&Second Language Acquisition
10:20 npen Oiscussion

Santa Barbara Room
• R. Matters (UCLA & SIL): An Argument FavorIll the Suprasegmental Representation of Tone
.,_, P. Hayes (HIT): Aklan Stress: Disjunctive
-tng or Metrical Feet?
- t. Major (San Diego SU): Brazilian Portu,._ as a Stress-timed Language
. .td Micllaels (U Conn): Length in English Vowel
llternattons
~ Vago (Queens C &Grad Ctr CUNY): Klamath
1111111 Deletion: Conclusions for Rule Applicat
Qlrlotte Webb (San Diego SU): A Constraint of
~ssfve Consonantal Assimilation
lllrfna "espor & Irene Vogel (U Amsterdam): Extllnlll Sandhi Rules & Syntax in Italian
,_ Tiersma (UCSD): The Nature of lexica1 Ref"Kentation: A Study of Breaking in Frisian
IIWt Bley-Vr~an (UT Austin): The Morphologfca
Olracter of German Final Devoicing

Longacre
9:00 Nancy S. Levin (Ohio SU): The Listing Function
9:20 Erie J. Reuland (SU Groningen): Dutch Subordinate Clause Types &t he Syntax of Logical Form
9:40 Harmon s. Boertien (U Houston) : Interdependence
of Linguistic Constraints : Evidence from Double
Modal Dialects
10:00 Arnold M. Zwicky (Ohio SU): Stranded~
10:20 Frank Heny (Groningen): Representing Significant Generalizations in Lexical Grammar
10:40 William M. Christie, Jr. (U Arizona): Naturalness of Explanation &the Problem of Central
Embedd1nqs
11:00 Randall Hendrick (U North Carolina): On Re- .
Stricting the Power of Strict Subcategorizat1on
11:20 Wayne E. Harbert (Cornell U): In Defense of
Tense
11 :40 Richard 0. Janda (UCLA): Echo-Questions Are
Evidence for What?

9:00 Rochelle Lieber (MIT): On Morphological Conversion
9:20 Steven L. Strauss (Arizona SU): Stress Assignment as Morphological Adjustment in English
9:40 James w. Harris (MIT) : Explorations in Spanish
Word-Structure: An X-bar Theory
10:00 Heasum Kim (Grad Ctr CUNY): Compound Verbs
in Korean
10:20 Mark Aronoff & Frank Anshen (SUNY Stony Brook):
Morphological Productivity & Phonolo9ical
Transparency
10:40 Craig Hoffman (U Conn}: A Non-transformational
Analysis of Verbal Compounds
11:00 E.F. Konrad Koerner (U Ottawa) : Kruszewski As
A Syntactician
11:20 Michael A. Covington (Yale U): A Medieval
Dependency Grammar
Gordon M. Mess
(Cornell U : Did Homeric He-

San
6
Palos Verdes Room
llclltl Schaffer (Ohio SU): To-Contraction As A
Chair: Russell Campbell
Teclltique for Oral Disambiguation
a:nn Robert M. Ingram (Madonna C): Linguistic ContriM~ Van Lancker & Gerald J. Canter (Northbutions to the Teaching of Sign Languages
~ttrn U): Idiomatic versus Literal lnterpreta9:30 Anne V. Martin : Deleted-Sentence Preferences: A
titns of Ditropically Anbiguous Sentences
Reflection of Psycholinguistic Processing of
o!Jotsna Vaid (McGill U): On the Neurolfnguistfc
Information Relationships
~ssing of Rhyme
10:00 Muriel Saville-Troike (Georgetown U): The Be
~~h Schaffer (Ohio SU): An Evaluation of
Creative: Stages in the Acquisition of En9fish
Be by Navajo Children
~ic Cues in Adjective-Noun Phrases Using
,..terant Speech
Chair: Bruce T. Downing
~·Reinhart (Tel Aviv U): Linguistic Evidence
•vrProcessfng Units Smaller than Clauses
10:30 Douglas E. Flahive (Colorado SU): Analyzing the
Cohesive Properties of Texts
~bet Engdahl (U Mass): Grammatical Extrac·~ Out of Complex Noun Phrases
11:00 Robert C. Williamson &John A. Van Eerde (Lehigh
U): language Maintenance &Shift in a Breton
!:!!d A. Zubin (SUNY Buffalo) & Klaus-Michael
and Welsh Sample
~ke (U Hamburg): Cognitive Constraints on
-tituent Ordering
11:30 Andrew Schiller (ll Illinois Chicago Circle): The
Language of Accidental Death l Dismemberment:
IIIHssa Holland (AIR): CQII1)rehension of Complex
A Case of Forensic Linguistics

TtliRSDAY, 27 DECEMBER, AFTERr«lON

2: DO

Muriel Saville· Troike & i.)'nn A. McCreedy (Georgetown U): Topic·Praninence in Navajo

2:45 Arlene Malinowski (North Carolina SU): Distribution & Function of the Auxiliaries ~I
!Y!r in Judeo-Spanish

3:30 James McCloskey ( UC !klblin): The Modern Irish
Prepositional Relative & Successive Cyclicity

4:15

William A. Ladusaw (U Iowa): On the Notion
• Affective" in the Analysis of Polarity
Sensitivity

the Acousti c Di
Phonolo~y

2:20 Joseph

[9]:

on of

2:40 Gary G. Weisnler, Daniel A. Dinnsen & Mary F. Elbert (Indiana U): A Clinical Stu~ of the Voicing
Distinction & Final Stop Deletion
3:00 Patricia Keating (MIT): A Cross-Language Difference in the Perception of Voicing
3:20 Patrice Speeter Beddor (U Minn): Perception of
the Oral-Nasal Distinction in Consonants &
Vowels
3:40 l.D. Condax & Geoffrey S. Nathan (U Hawaii): It
Sounds Lite Some Kf nd of "R": Why?
4:00 Peter Ladefoged (UCLA): The Phonetic Inadequacy
of Phonological Specifications of Clicks
4:20

2:00 John Baugh (U T Austin): Situational
of Suffix -s in Black English
2:20 Rolf Bremann (U MDnster): A Soc1o1fngufstf
vey of English 1n Corn1011ll
c
2:40 William ksnp (U Montreal): Variable Ccilipltlles
3:00 Gregory R. Guy (U Penn): On the L1ngufst1c
Homogeneity of Socia1 Groups
3:20 David Sankoff (Ctr Recherches Math): Dl"lhll1
Variable Rules
"
3:40 Leanne Hinton (U California, Berkeley):
Honmies II Moms: How People Address Their
Parents
4:00

Deborah Tannen (Georgetown U): T01111rd 1 Tlleor,
of Conversational Style: The Machine-G~~n
Question

4:20

Nancy Fri shberg & John GriiiWI (NYU): Calpeti
Sign languages I Language Planning in Puer::
Rico

ana
in a Deviant

• Beaver (Northeastern ll U): (f] I
Spectra of Adjacent Vowels

!an Maddieson {UCLA): Phonetic Specffleetion From
Phonological Inventory

4:40 Jack Gandour (Purdue U): Is language in the
Larynx?

FRIDAY, 2B DECEMBER. MORNING

2:20

Heidi Ann lazar-Meyn (U Penn): An Analogic1 1
Explanation of the Modern Irish Plurtl in
-acha(1)

2:40

George !klnkel (Pri11ceton U): The Original S~tu
of Conjunctive *- k e

3:00 Break
3:20 James J. Hessinger (Tellllle U): A Statistical Dl·
ta-Bese For the St* of Greek l Latin Syntax
3:411

~~~C)I lc~1er {Cornell C): Indefinites, Interroaativl!s, To ~ lcaliz~rs ~ RPhtiv~~
<IE *kif - in Old Russian

4:00 Eugene Papa (Indiana U): On Predicting the Directi on of Movement in ChaIn Shl fts
4:20 Andrew S. Allen {U California, BerkelQO): The
Morphological l Phonological Functions of
the rnterf1x

2:20 James Wood1011rd (Gallaudet C): Crossing: Towards
a Theory of Naturalness in Sign language Phonology

2:15

2:40 Joan D. Forman l Susan D. Fischer (NTID/RIT):
Word-Class Sensitive Classifiers fn American Sign
Language

2:45

3:00 Susan D. Fischer & Joan D. Forman (NTID/RIT):

3:15

4:00 Andrea Ora fzar {Baptist Hosp Miami): Tnora 1
Processing I the Development of Pragmatics/
Syntax in Aphas fa
4:20

Susan H. Houston (VA Hosp Pittsburgh): Pragmatics
in Psychotic Conmun!cat!on

4:40 linda Gallo1011y ~ Robin Scarcella {UCLA & USC):
Cerebral Organintion fn Adult Second Language
Acquisition

Stephen J. Gales (U Northern Iowa): Strategfu I
Effects of Leamer Feedback fn C011111unicatfon
Wayne Of c kerson (U Ill! noi s Ur bana): Bfsyllabfc
laxing Rule Vowel Prediction in Linguistics I
language learning
Ptrly Sheldon (U Mfnn): The Acquisition of /r/1

Ill by Japanese Learners of English: Evidence
Speech Production Ability Precedes Speech Perc•
tion Ability

3:20 Janet Delong Ziegler: Cognition & L1nguist1c
Competence Among the Young Deaf
3:40 Jonathan Fine & Giampfero Bartolucci (St. Jo·
seph' s Hosp): Preservation of Text l Story
Grii!IIDar in an IWnestfc Syndrome (korsakoff)

on: Roger Andersen (UCLA)
: JOrgen Meisel (Gesamthochschule WupGennany): Strategies of l2 Acquisition:
One Kind of Simplification
.:..•-·-···~•: Nancy Dorian (Bryn Mawr C)
ile~:uss:ant: Glenn Gilbert & Donna Mack (S Ill U)
iLMt:CIIS1>an<: Mario Saltarelli (U Ill) & Susan
[OWll SU)
scussion

9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20

David Sudbeck (U Col orado, Boulder) : Appli
of Catastrophe Theory to linguistic Analysis
Julie F. Nemer (Indiana U): Stop-Formation ~
Markedness in Two African Languages
Josh Ard (U Michigan) : A Closer Look at Manchu
Phonology
Michael Kenstowicz (U Illinois): On Metathesis
in Palestinian Arabic
Gregory K. Iverson (U Iowa) &Kathleen Houlihan
(U Minn): The Typological Determination of
Phonological Markedness
Richard Wo.icik (Barnard C, Columbia U) Borderline Cases Between Rules &Processes
Royal Skousen (Brigham Young U): English Spelling &Phonological Representation
Catherine P. Browman (NYU): Word- Internal Order:
Evidence from language Errors
Li nnea H.
st (UCLA): Paronomasia :

Dorothy Disterheft (U South Carolina}: The
Spread of Dative Verbal Noun Compl-tati011
fn Irish

Nancy Fri shberg (NYU): Dominance Constraint I
Dominance Reversals in ASL

Variation & lnvariance in the Use of Classifiers in ASL

on: Roger Andersen (UCLA)
: Evelyn Hatch (UCLA): Simplified Input
Acquisition
: Cha es Ferguson (Stanford U)
: Diane larsen-Freeman (School for
•---•+•nn1al Training)
: Anthon~ Naro (U Federal & Pontificia
u, Brazil)
ton

Chair:

leonard Newmark

3:45

John Odmark (U Hamburg): Conmunfcative
Markedness & Second Language Acquisition
4:15 Fred R. fcl:man (U Wisconsin-Milwaukee) : On p,...
dicting Phonological Difficulty in Second
Acqufsftfon
4:45 Thomas P. Pietras (Ann Arbor Pub Sch): La~rs,
Li ngufsts, & l anguage Arts Of rectors: Black
Vemacular English ~ the Schools
Discussion: National Implications of the Ann
Arbor Ruling, Roller Shu.v
Chair: Roger Shuy
Speaker: Eugene A. Nida: Languages "re For

~th N. Shepardson (Indiana U &Air U): The
s..ntics of Swahili Augmentatives &Diminutives
~rt J. Stein (U Mass): Common Nouns & Tenn
Rnses in a Fragment of Thai
olllh Herschensohn (Corne 11 U): The French Presentlttve as a Base Generated Structure
~ra A. Thompson (UCLA) & Paul J. Hopper (SUNY
lt~~ghlllll:on & U Hawaff): A Discourse Explanation
fer "Specified" & "Unspecified" NP' s in Universa 1

9:00 Thomas S. Donahue (San Diego SU ): Tolkfen &the
Elvish Languages
9:20 Joel Bradshaw (U Hawai i ): Causative Serial Constructions &Word Order Change in Papua New
Guinea
9:40 W.A. O'Neil &S.J. Keyser (HIT): A Metrical Rule
in Early English
10:00 John J. Ohala (U Cali fornia, Berkeley) : The
Phonetics of Dissimilation : A Hypothesis
"-r
10:20 Wilson Gray (MIT): Differential Opacity
~~ B. Gerdts (UCSD): Inversion &Indirect Ob10:40 William H. Jacobsen, Jr. (U Nevada, Reno): A
jtct Advancement in Ilokano
Notation for Structural Sound Change
llclea P. De Guzman (U Calgary): Morphological
11:00
l.D.
Stephens (Stanford U) &J.S. Justeson (U
Erldence for Primacy of Patient as Subject in
South Carolina): The Cumulative Effects of
Tagalog
Sound Change
lllltherlne Demuth & Jennifer Yanco (Indiana U):
1111 laperative: A Study Based on African Languages 11:20 John Maloney (Harvard U) : The Function of the
Perfect in Old Babylonian Letters
llttt Rubenstein Blejer (UT Austin): Berber Par11:40 Alice Faber (UT Austin): Semitic Word Order
ticiples, Subject Extractfon, & VSO Languages
An Unrecognized Greek
llllton Chadwick Butler (UT Austin : DI.IIIIIIY Subjects 12 :OfJ

s In Shvic
h M. Reed (C William & Mary): Nonreferentfal
fiDin Phrases as Foci
P.k. llalvorsen (MIT): Semantic Problems of Base
'-eratton
Craig Thiersch (U Ktlln): AUX Inversion & the
Scope of Negation
Sa 11y llc:Connell-Ginet (Cornell U): Free Variables
1 ~les of Semantic Interpretation
!!.~ R1111sey (U Sydney}: Lative & Translative in
..,..rl'l)'in
lltyne Co11111rt (Queens C & Grad Ctr CUNY): A De~se of an Autonomy of Syntactic Processing
'""Sfs
llttthew Lennig (Bel 1-Northern Res): Fonnal Con-

straints on ATN Granmars for Speech Recognition
~ 6orbet & Carol Woodall (U New Mexico): The
·~of English Pronominal Conjunction

9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:40

er
verse Person ~rking in Nootkan
James H. Karl {U Alaska): Theme & Derivation in
Athabaskan Ahtna Motion Themes
Ellen Schauber (Northwestern U) : Adverbia l
Clauses: The Interaction of Syntax, Semantics
& Pragmatics
Paul V. Kroskrity (UCLA) : Negation &Subordination in Arizona Tewa
Pamela Bunte &Robert Franklin (New Mexi co SU):
Southern Paiute: A Case of Syntactic Ergatfvfty?
Rudolph C. Trofke (Natl Clearinghouse for Bilingual Ed): Center Embedding in Coahui lteco
Harriet E. Hanelis Klein (Montclair SC): Comparative Toba-Caduveo: Sementics &Morpho/Syntax
James A. Fox (Stanford U): Statistica l Evaluation
of Mayan Morpheme Structure Constraints
Jeri J. Jaeger (U California, Berkeley) &Robert
D. Van Valin Jr.
le U): Initial Consonant
in

,
1:

FRIDAY, 28 DECEMBER, AFTERNOON

2:00-4:30 p.m. LSA Business Meeting
Chair: Will i am Labov
Resolutions Committee: Stephen Anderson, John J. Gumperz, Robert E.
Room: Emerald Bay
The following rules for motions and resolutions were prepared by William J . Gedney and
Ilse Lehiste and approved by the Executive Committee at its June 1973 meeting . LSA
are urged to follow these ground rules in order to have their motions and resolutions
sidered at the Business Meeting.
RULES FOR MOTIONS & RESOLUTIONS
1. Definitions. A~ is any proposition calling for action whether by an officer
Society, the Executive Committee or the membership. A resolution expresses the
feeling of a group . Resolutions are of two kinds: a) resolutions expressing •
of the majority of the meeting," and b) resolutions expressing "the sense of the
of the membership."
2. Procedure regarding moti ons. 2a . Motions are in order only at the duly constitu~
annual business meeting. Voting is restricted to members of the Society. Motions
be i nitiated by the Executive Committee or from the floor. 2.b. Motions initiated
the Executive Committee require for their passage a majority vote of members voting
the meeting. 2.c. MOtions initiated from the floor, if they receive affirmftive
of a majority of members voting at the meeting are then to be submitted by the
Committee to a mail ballot of the membership of the Society in the next i ssue of
BULLETIN. Passage requires: a) majority of those voting; and b) that the total of
voting in favor must be at least ~% of the personal membership . 2.d. If a melber
to introduce a motion , but prefers to avoid the delay involved in 2.c . above, he
mit his motion in advance to the Executive Committee (before their regular meeting
ceding the business meeting at which t he moti on is to be introduced) with a request
the Executive Committee by majority vote of the Committee, approve the introduction
motion at the business meeting as a motion initiated by the Executive Committee (see
2. b. above).
3. Procedure regarding resolutions. 3.a. Resolutions may be introduced at the annual
business meeting or at any special meeting of the Soci ety, such as the summer
3.b. A Resolutions Committee consisting of three members wi ll be appointed by
pres ident prior to the beginning of each regular or special meeting . Any ~r
to introduce a resolution must submit it in advance to the Resolutions Committee,
in addi t i on to its traditi onal duty of formulating resolutions of thanks and the
will have the duty to make sure that the language is clear, and that duplication is
avoided. The Resolutions Committee may meet in advance for this purpose or may, if
necessary, retire to caucus during the course of the meeting. 3.c . A resolution ex·
pressing the sense of the majority of the meeting requires for its passage the
vote of a majority of the members voting at the meeting. 3.d. If at least ten
present at the meeting so desire, a resolution may be broadened to express "the
of the majority of the membership," regardless of whether or not i t has passed the
cedure in 3. c. above, by the following steps : the resolution is forwarded to the
Executive Committee for submission to the membership by mail ballot (in the next
of the LSA BULLETIN). Pa ssage of such a "sense of the majority of the membership"
resol ut i on requires the affirmiti ve vote (over 50%) of the membership responding .
4:45-5:45 p.m.

8:00-11 :00 p.m.

Presidential Address:
William Labov
Room : Emera 1d Bay

"Resolving the Neo-Grammarfan Controversy" by

SYMPOSIUM: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PIOGINIZATION, CREOLIZATION AND
LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
SESSION II (See page 4)

SATURDAY, 29 DECD!BER, MORN II«;

J Keyser & W. O'Ne11 (HIT): The Evol ution of

~he· Englfsh Plural Rul e

rrls 11a11e & Paul klparsl\y (MIT): The History
: Balto-Slavic Accentuation: An Autosegmental
~oach

Jeri J, Jaeger (U California, Berkel ey): Vowel
Shift Rule Versus Spell fll!l Rul es: Which Is
Psychologfcally Rea 11

Charles E. Osgood & S.N. Sridhar (U Il linois):
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Handbook are photocopies of the originals
submitted to the LSA Program Committee.
Infelicities of style, grammar, punctuation

£mends' notion "structure-preserving rule" is reformulated so that deletion rules
be considered as possibly structure-preserving (SP) . The two formulations are con~~ted for empirical consequences. Three rules--Verb Raising, a PP fronting rule,
"direct ot-jecl ~.ovemer.t-·-meet only Emends' formulation. Verb Raising meets the new
~~lation under the Akmajian, Steele, and Wasow (1979) reanalysis of the English
~ tliary. Arguments are given against Emends' analysis of infinitival relatives which
~ rise to the PP fronting rule. Indirect Object Movement remains a problem for the
~:r~ulation. A characterization of the not_ion "obligatory base position" is given,
t d it is argued that almost all deletions under identity are either stylistic or SP
• nder the new formulation). (VP Deletion, an exception, may be a local rule.) This
(u 1t forms a tidy complement to Emends' conclusion that deletions of specified eleresu~
~ts are all root or local transformations (1976, 246).
References
~luaajian, A., S.M. Steele, and T. Wasow (1979) "The Category AUXin Universal Grammar,"
Linguistic Inquiry 10:1, 1-64.
~ds, J. (1976) ~Transformational Approach~ English Syntax, Academic Press, N.Y.

and spelling are the responsihility of the
authors.

f,D. ADNISON, George Mason Uni versi tl} & CEIL KOVAC, Center for Applied
unguistics & Georgetown Universitg

the Acquisition of Variable Features:
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Copula versus Auxilia.ey be

!lased on La.bov's finding that the frequency of the occurrence of finite be in VBE is
a function of following grammatical environment and that ~ is more likely to
be deleted than copular be,Steffensen(l978) claims that there is a direct correspondence
bet-ween the frequency of copula in adult VBE and the order of emergence of copula senten·
ces in child VBE . She claims that copular be occurs prior to and more often than ~
~ause copular structures are simpler, easier to learn, and the most redundant.Results
tor the present study,based on the audio~recorded speech of 8 black vorkin~ class Washington,D.C. 3- and 5-year-olds in role-play and free conversation situatinns show l )Aux
be to constitute "(3.5% of total be occurrences(copula +Aux) ; 2)very few instances of copula followed by NP, the greates~number of co~ular sentences having a predicate adjectiVe; 3) a sharp increase in be absence from 3 to 5(9%. to 51%), largely with Aux. It is
suggested that 1) the acquisition of~ maf precede the acquisition of copular be;
2)redundancy actually occurs with be+i¢g and be+gonna, thus ~c c ounting for high inciience of Aux be deletion; and 3)whi l e
copula in 3-year-olds may be copula absence,and
sceounted~n developmental terms, in 5-year-olds, it is copula deletion, a nd evidence
that some dialect features are learned and used earl ier than has been supposed(Labov 191~
l'orrey 197<!) .
"
~tly

Nfl»!BW S. ALLEN, Universit!l of Califo:rnia, Berkele!l
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rile Norpholoqical and Phonological Functions of the Interfix

The 1nterfix is a meaningless segment or syllable inserted between a
root and an affix (Lausberg 195:3, J1alkiel 1949). The insertion of the
mterfix often results in greater regularity in the morpholoGY and
phonology of a ttord. Historically, the interfix is often a formerly
meaningful element that, after losing its semantic content, is still
Productive because of its other functions. For example, the Latin
freq_uentative-intensive -(I)T- was productive even t·rhen it lost its
meanine because it was connected to the re~~lar first conjugational endings. CA.I.~TAHE \·ras thus synonymous \·:ith CANEBE 1 to sinB 1 , but the latter
disa:ppeared trhile the former survived in Romance due to the more regular
derivation of its principle parts: C.AtJTn -ARE, CANTaVI, CANTaTUZ.1 vs.
CA.NU -ERE, CECIN!, CANTUH. An interfix may also serve as an anti-hiatic
boundary marker : the container derived from Fr. cafe is cafetiere •coffee
pot•, not a homonym of cafeiere •coffee plantati~~ Finally, a syllabic
1nterfix can prevent potential irregularities by undergo~ alternations
that \'rould otherwise affect the root. '.rhus, Sp. acontccer •to happen•/
~ontece tit hap,..ens t does not change its root-vowel lilte contar Ito count r
rutent~ 1£t countS" because -.f)c- absorbs the cond1tioning stress shift.

JOSH ARD, University of Michigan
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A Closer Look at Manchu Phonology

One of the major battlegrounds in recent years between proponents and opponents 0
abstract phonology has been the vowel harmony pattern found in the Manchu language. r
Both sides in this dispute have relied on methodologically-unsound and empiricallydeficient information: 1) Incorrect sound values for certain orthographic symbols
(e.g. ,[·e'] for [a)) have been assumed, leading to a confusion of vowel alternations.
The alternation [a)/[a] has been misconstrued as [a]/[e]. 2) Turkic front/back
harmony has been erroneously superimposed on Manchu, a Tungus language, instead of the
Tungus high/low type. 3) Modern spoken.varieties of the language have not been considered at all. When these factors are considered a different analysis of Manchu vowel
harmony emerges. A high/low type of vowel harmony in an advanced state of decay was
found in literary Manchu, of which only relics remain in spoken varieties.
Finally, I will draw i ~ plications for future research of theoretical and methodological natures which will on the one hand place additional constraints on phonological
description to rule out spurious analysis, and on the other hand make it possible
to provide descriptions for such dynamic problems as the decay of a vowel harmony
system.
·

JOSH ARD

&
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aber U':J J I) have argued that the distubution M relat1ve clause

:Rc) types could be predicted on the basis of the orderings of the Accessibility HierJrchy (AH) (Keenan and Comrie: 1972 and 1977), while Gass {1979) further argued for the
)Sychological reality of the AH on the basis of data from second language acquisition.
Jn the other hand, Rosenbaum (1978) found that in an analysis of free speech from .
:arterette and Jones (1974) the lexical feature [+human) of the head noun was relevant
in making predictions of the distribution of RC types.
In this paper we will demonstrate that there is a basis for both positions, but that
there are shortcomings in the manner the problem has been posed. In order to investi1ate the interaction between the AH and lexical semantic features, we computed the
Jislribution of different grammatical relations for [~human] NP's and compared these
percentages with the percentages obtained from the distribution of RC types and found
a positive weighting effect of the AH. We further elicited data from second language
~earners, in which the features C~human] were controlled for and the learners were in~tructed as to the type of RC to produce. There was no statistical difference in the re··. ults of those sentences with [+human] and those with (-human] heads. The orderings of
i he AH we1·e followed in b0th cases.
These results indicate that any successful model for
Hedicting the distribution of RC types must be based on both of these fnctors.
MARK ARONOFF

&

FRANK ANSHEN, State Universitg of New York, Stony Brook
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Morphological Productivity and Phonological Transparency

In this paper we report on a study which. tested the relation between the
transparency of an affix and its productivity in English, The general
method used was the Lexical Decision Task. Presented with items of the
general forms Xibility and Xibleness, subjects were asked to judge
whether each item was an English word or not. The items were of three
types• real (possibility), nonsense (permansibility), and possible,
formed by addine -~ or -ity to existing Xible words (effectibility),
When productivity is measured provisionally as the ratio of existing
Xibility words to existing Xibleness words, then Xibility is found to be
rnore.productive •. If ou~ task is sen~itive to productivity, then we
~!e~1~t that sUbJeCts w~ll more read~ly accept possible words of the form
X1b1l1ty. If, on the other hand, the task is sensitive to phonological
or orthographic transparency, then subjects should prefer Xibleness.
'vo'e found that subjects showed a sienificant preference for Xibili ty, thus
demonstrating conclusively that the Lexical Decision Task is a good
measure of morphological produc~ivity and that a less transparent affix
may nonetheless be more product1ve, contrary to common opinion.

?
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y_Unst Subject-to-Object Raising

Predicting Relative Clause Tyees in Discourse

Keenan (1975) and

paper we show that two transformations , Part icle Movement (PM) and Dative Move' do not exist in the grammar of English, and that the structures which are
explained as t he products of these rules result from Focus- motivated rightaovement of heavy NP's. In standard accounts of PM and DM, the a ) sentences are
as basic, while the b) sentences are derived by transformations:
(!a) Mervin threw u ~ ~ -> b) Mervin t hrew the cat 12lrn· ;
( 2a) ~ gave & bone o t e o _.. b) Sue gave Iii the dog! a bone . Both PM and DM are
to rigid restrictions: lc) Mervin threw i t out d) *Mervin t hrew out it.
sue e:,ve it to the g
d) *Sue gave the g it. Standard accounts of thes;-two ruleE
eQl~ the *pronominal variants as t he result of two different conditions:
PM MUST
~·and DM can not apply , when the object NP is an anaphori c pronoun .
We consider the
bl variant of PM to ref1ect the base struc ture, with the object NP next to its verb (as
til the a) form of, DM) · Now the a ) variant. can be 7x~lained as the result of the movement
tf the object NP J.nto t he focus slot of fJ.nal pOHtJ.on. The same analysis holds for DM:
Mervin ~\the catl out _.. Mervin threw out (the ca!h
~ .s.ave ~ to the g
_,. Sue gave i the g ~ Such a process of movement
~ not occur when the object NP is an anaphoric pronoun because these pronouns have no
rocus ootec.tial and must remain with their verb.s...

Many li nguists believe that a rule of subject-to-object-ra~s ing exists, operative
tor verbs like believe and prove, which turns the subject of an embedded ininitive
into the objects of these verbs. It is also believed that the NPs which intervene
between verbs like tell and persuade are the underlying and surface objects of these
~rbs. Therefore, Fred is the matrix objject in surface structure in (1-4), and precedes
th• infinitive, presumably an S: (1) I believed Fred to be a liar.
~~~
£b~~e~~~~eqot~-~ guli~he trash
t~' i persuaaea Frea~g ~aRe out ne ~rash.
I c laim, however, that Fred is both the underlying and surface subject of the
~plement s, and that the surface structures of (l-4) di verge in this respect. The
crucial argument rests on the fact that an emphatic reflexive modjfging the subject can
intervene between Fr ed and the following infinitive in (3) & (4), but not in (l) and
(2}. This fact is anomalous under an account which posits the same constituent relations
between ~ and the following infinitive in all four sentences, but follows from an
account which considers Fred to be a surface object in (3) and (4 ) , but a surface
~plement subject in (1) ar1d (2).

+

no~NCE BARKIN, Arizona State University & Alberto H. Rivas,
University of Massachuse tts

A Theoretical Approach to Code Switching:
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The Underlying Structure of Bilingual Sentences

The speech of bilinguals interacting with each other under certain social circumis characterized by the alternation of the two languages in a seemingly random
fashton. However, research in this area, called Code Switching, has begun to demonstrate that it is a rule-governed process. To show how C.S. is a manifestation of
certain underlying structures in bilingual speech, we propose the following model:
1. Each language has a set of monolingual Phrase Structure Rules. Each element in a
nue is marked with a symbol that represents the language to which the rule belongs.
~·For each monolingual PSR in one language, bilingual PSRs can be generated by marktng any branching node with the symbol of the other language. At least one branching
~e bas to remain in the original language . 3. In a derivat ion, an element marked in
c~e language can only be expanded using PSRs of that language.
4. When lexical insertlon occurs, terminal nodes in one language must be repl aced with morphemes in that
lan~e. 5. Each language has a set of monolingual transformations . 6 . A transforlltton that belongs to one language can apply only if its domain of application is a
node in that language.
. This model establishes theoretical grounds for t he derivation of bilingual sentences
in terms of a generation proc ess as part of the grammar, instead of a process that beongs to the performance of the bilingual speaker.
atan~es

3
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Evidence for Pre-schoolers • Analysis of Clusters

This study used various experimental tasks to examine English-speaking children •a
ment of clusters as phonological units. examining ~ and .!!_ in 'WOrd-initial poaitton
investigates : (1) whether these clusters constitute a single unit or a sequence of ~
units; (2) what other phonetic/phonological units these clusters are related to; and 110
(3) what factors account for difficulties in the acquisition of these clusters. In 8
segmentation task (similar to Zhurova 1964) children were taught to give the first SOU
in words. After training with words beginning with singleton continuants and stops, t~
children were tested on their segmentation of stops. In a grouping task ( similar to
that used by Read 1975) children were given an array of pictures representing words and
were asked to group together those that began with the same sound as a test word, In
symbolization tasks the children were taught to'spell' words using colored blocks to
represe~t sounds . Measures were also taken of speech production, knowledge of readina
and overall development. Subjects were 24 children aged 4;0 to 5;0. Children were testet
indi<idually. All sessions were tape recorded and the symbolization sessions were alao
video-taped. Testing normally consisted of 7 twenty-minute sessions which were cornpletet
.~!thin 4 weeks. The data analysis is of 2 forms. First, overall subject performance on
the various tasks is evaluated and correlated with reading knowledge, age and develo~ent
Second, individual child results are evaluated for consistency across tasks.
ED BATTISTELLA, the
Drew University
Reflexives and

Graduate Center, City University of New York &
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t study is a late sequel to the Harris study, but one which apparently has
._ pr::;~re been formally undertaken. Sound spectrograms of all ~erican English
~
remade with the fricatives in question in both pre-vocalic and post-vocalic
.-el' we A study of the adjacent formants showa that while fonnant behavior appears
positi:tform enough to serve as the means of distinction of (fJ and CO] in the environ• !eof some vowels, the behavior is apparently too similar across speakers to supply
Jill distinguishing cue for others. With yet a third group of vowels, the spectrograms
erratic fonnant behavior from speaker to speaker which might supply idiosyncratic
CtliS for listeners.

::W

pJrAfCB SPEETER BEDDOR , University of Minnesota
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reroeption of the oral-Nasal Distinction in Consonants and Vowels

Pronouns in NP

Chomsky has argued that a significant generalization can be captured
about the possibility of referential overlap between nonanaphoric NPs
(lexical NPs and pronouns) and the possibility of bound anaphora (reflex.
ives and reciprocals) as follows: bound anaphors will be well-formed in
only those positions where referential overlap between nonanaphors is not
allowed. In (1978). he formulates an algorithm that achieves this result
for NPs in S by (a) assigning referential and anaphoric indices ~o NPs
(b) deleting "designated" indices under general "binding" conditions (the
Nominative Island and the Subject Con.s). As noted by Fiengo and Higgin·
botham (1979). Chomsky's proposal must be extended to deal with NPs in
NPs which present putative counterexamples. e.g •• 1. Bill read books
about him/himself. 2. Bill read his/his own book.
This paper presents a variant of Chomsky's proposal positing two rules
operating on the referential and anaphoric indices of pronouns and anaphors and employing the cycle rather than the binding conditions. It is
demonstrated that the NP in NP data will follow from the rules posited
and the independently needed assumption that the head of an NP adopts the
index of its containinq NP.
JOHN BAUGH, university of Texas, Austin
Situational

esearch suggests that ['OJ and t'fl might be distinguished perceptually in any
r ways. Phonological theory, to the extent that the concept of dis~inctive
implies perceptual cues, has sugr,ested a few possibilities: at var1ous times
cnts have been asDigned opposite values for the features grave, strident,
segm . Phonetic studies by Strevens(l960) and others have revealed different
-~•·on.~r
.•o.perties within the respective fricatives. Harris (1958) concluded from a
~nglish fricatives that fomant patterns in adjacent vot~els must provide the
''·---••"'"..... cue in distinguishing (0) from Lfl.
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Variation of Suffix -s in Black Eng1ish

This paper examines the nature of suffix -s variation among adult
black English speakers under a variety of social circumstances. The
data have been gathered over a four year period in LOs Angeles and have
been analyzed with the Cedergren/Sankoff computer program for multivariant linguistic calculation. In the final analysis suffix -s is
significantly affected by social circumstances1 in more formal settings
-s appears with greater frequency, while less formal situations reveal
an increasing probability of -s absence. This kind of analysis is not
only new to black English research, but enriches existing sociolinguistic
methodologies in that the present variation is attributable to speakers'
sensitivity to the relative formality of speech events.

4

-- Previous experimentation with the perception o~ synthetic spee~h continua reveals
~at although series in which the co~sona~tal port1on o~ a sy~t~et1c syllable is v~ried
n categorically perceived, series 1n wh1ch the vowel 1s mod1f1ed te~d to be contlnu1
ously
perceived. It is uncertain whether such resu~ts are to.be attr1bute~ to perceptual differences involving the consonanta~ or v~cal1c propert1es u~der vanation in
uch series or to perceptual differences 1nvolv1ng other, non-~ary1ng properties of the
consonants and vowels. To investigat~ t~is issue, t~e percep~1on of consonant and vowel
series which incorporate the same var1at1on was stud1ed exper1mentally. The oral-nasal
.
distinction was chosen .
Two synthetic continua, /ba-ma/ and /ba-b~/. were generated by lower1n~ the velum
tn equal increments on an articulatory synthesizer. A second /ba-b~/ cont1nuum was prod~ed by adding lip and hyoid bone movement to velum lowering. 16.native French speak·
e~ performed identification and discrimination task~ on each co~t1nu~m: T~e result~ of
~ese tests for all three series reveal the correlat1on between 1dent1f1cat1on and dlstrimination functions characteristic of categorical perception. These ~esults are.not
a.patible with certain previous explanations proposed to account for d1fferences 1n
~rformance on perceptual tasks involving consonants and vowels.
~ BERDAN

n.
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Comprehensibility of Discourse Paraphrases

In a discourse comprehension experiment third through sixth grade children read
lhoTt e~pository paragraphs presented in three syntactically controlled paraphrases :
(1) complex sentences with elaboration between the head of the subject noun phrase and
t~ verb, (2) syntactic elaboration elsewhere in the sentence, and (3) simple sentences.
TbiTd and fourth grade children recalled paraphrases (2) and (3) significantly betteT
~the other treatment.
There are sharp developmental trends with the effect dis~pearing among older children.
The experiment shows that the familiar comprehension
difficulty with center ernbeddings generalizes in part to a wide range of nominalizing
bd relativizing structures that intrude lexical information between subject and
Posthoc analysis revealed that the effect for young children is greatest in
-.tnalized structures. The results also indicate that conventional measures of
~adability, eg sentence length, or even moTe sophisticated measures accounting for
._ber of embeddings, are inadequate to account for the effects of syntactic form on
ducourse comprehension.

•rb.

JANET MUELLER BING, University of New Hampshire
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ra_ependence of Linquist1.c Constraints:

A Discourse Domain Identified by Intonation Contours
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Evidence from Double Modal Dialects

mte
~tatistical analysis of syntactic variation among South Midland and Southern speakf double modal dialects yields evidence that the applicability of three rules typic·

A number of linguists, including Liberman and Pope, have noted the special
intonation patterns of sentence adverbs, expletives, vocatives, certain tag questions
quotative verbs, epistemic verbs and polite expressions. In this paper arguments Viti
be made that these special intonati on patterns mark a special discourse domain.
Utterances within the discourse domain do not contribute to the truth value of the
sentence, but are related to speaker-listener relat i onships. Consider the following
sentences:

The contour on ~ in (2) identifies the word as part of the discourse domain
and signals to the listener that the term does not contribute to the truth value of
the sentence; if the listener is not named Eunice, the sentence is still true. This
is in contrast to (1) where if the sister is not named Eunice , the sentence is false
The identification of the discourse domain makes it possible to identify two clear •
domains for intonation contours which have different, but predictable, characteristics.

0
ffecting tensed auxiliary verbs in standard English--Contraction, NP Aux Inversion,
plyta Question Formation--is variably constrained by morphological, semantic, and syn~ti:geonstraints. Moreover, contrary to one current working assumption, these cont~~aints are significantly interdependent. An analysis of over 100 constructions (such
5 we~ c an't find~ or shouldn't~ oughts do it right away) gathered from eleven
-&kers shows that rule application is enhanced by second position, presence of tense,
sP'-epis t emic sense, and past tense morphology. However, enhancement is strongest when
~= ~odal is in initial position; it is severely diminished or disappears entirely when
•
ffected modal is in second position, showing the crucial dependence of certain ling~ a
~itic variables on syntactic context. These interdependencies are established b Y means
, contingency tables with correlation and significance level measures and standard
1
~alysis of variance techniques. These interdependencies cannot be described in current
,robabilis tic models of linguistic variation, such as those proposed by Labov and
i~eloped by Cedergren and Sankoff.

HATTE RUBENSTEIN BLEJER 1 University o£ Texas 1 Austin

SALLY BOYD & GREGORY R. GUY, University o£ Pennsylvania
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Berber Participles 1 Sub iect Extraction, and V5t:J Lanquaqes

~Acquisition of

Kabyle, a VSO Berbe,. language of northern Algeria., has severa.l constructions that
make use of a special verb form called the participle in reference grBilllllars. The Ka.byle participle appears in clefts, relative clauses, and WH questions. These constructions consist of a head NP followed by the participle, which has a prefixed compl~n
ti.zer and a suffix which marks extraction of its subject. The syntax of these constructions, which has not previously been well studied , is typologically interesting in that
taken in conjunction with recent work on other unrelated VSO languages, it suggests a
typological peculiarity of verb-initial language s not previously noted.

studies of the variable rule which deletes final stops from consonant clusters
~ English have found that this rule exhibits an interesting combination of eon~
auaints: some are phonologically predictable and regular for all speakers, while
others are highly dependent on extralinguistic factors. An example of the latter is
the treatment of the "strong/weak" verbs such as lose-lost, keep-kept, etc. , which
have in the past tense ~ a vowel change ~ a dental stop suffix. In the present
atudy, the rate of deletion of the final stops in words of this type is shown to
~enge dramatically with age. This indicates a gradual reanalysis of the morphological structure of such verbs which continues throughout a speaker's lifetime. In contrast, the deletion rates for final stops in monomorphemic wo~ds , and in ordinary past
unse verbs, remain relatively stable with age. The morpholog~cal reanalysis seems to
mvolve a progression from an underlying form with no final stop (e.g. /kep/), to one
without a boundary (/kept/), and finally to the creation of a special category for
these verbs with a derivational boundary before the suffix (/keP+t/). The various
wrds of this type may follow this progression at differing rates. The data to be pre•~ted are drawn from a study of over 30 speakers ranging in age from 3~ to 65.

ROBERT BLEY-VROHAN, University of Texas, Austin

[THURS HORN:

The Horphol~ical Character of German Final Devoicin~

Vennemann (1972) sketched a theory of German final devoicing which holds that
devoicing is syllable-final; that syllable boundaries are placed in accordance
with a phonological strength hierarchy; and that clusters may be resyllabified
according to a 'Law of Initials.'
When considered in detail, the theory runs into certain difficulties. There are
cases where the principles would not be expected to place a syllable boundary after
an obstruent, but where there is devoicing (moglich, etc.), and cases where there
is no devoicing although the princip les ought to place a syllable boundary after
the obstruent (Segment, etc.). Especial ly difficult is the contrast, in some dialects,
between eg. Grablein (with £-+.e) but Knab lein (without devoicing).
We show that (1) the devoicing principles must involve morphological boundaries;
(2) devoicing in certain derived forms must be made somehow dependent on devoicing
in non-derived for~1, and (3) a separate late phonetic rule , distinct from fi nal
devoicing, is required of voicing assimilation in obstruent clusters.

3}

a Morphological CategOry
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JOEL BRADSHAW, University oE Hawaii
C.usative serial Constructions and Nord Order Change in

Papua

4]

New Guinea

Much of the debate about serial verb constructions has centered around the question of whether they
constitute one clause or more than one. This structural ambiguity, however, may serve a useful pwpose.
In SVOV causative serial constructions, the first verb denotes a causing action and the second the result of
tbat action. The Object NP fo/!cws the verb specifying the manner in which its referent is acted upon and
prtctdes the verb describing the result of the interaction. Such constructions have displaced the inherited
morphological causative in many Austronesian languages on the New Guinea mainland. These languages have
innovated a variety of features associated with OV word order (often with OV word order as well), presum·
ably in response to the overwhelmingly OV Papuan substrate languages. Austronesian languages other than
on the New Guinea mainlanl! are quite consistently VO in their word order and associated typological traits.
Many of the Papua New Guinea Austronesian languages show evidence of an SVOV stage on the way from
SVO to SOV. By decomposing verbal notions previously rendered by a single causativized verb jnto separate
Quse and result verbs, and arranging those verbs in an order matching the unfolding of the real world events
being described, Austronesian speakers could achieve structurally ambiguous-yet quite natural- syntax.

{PRI HOR.

fi!LTON CHAIMICK BUTLER, University of Texas, Austin
ROLF BREMANN, Uni versi t:y of

Hlms ter
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A sociolinguistic Surve9 of English in Cornwall

on the basis of historical descriptions o! the Celtic langauge Cornish
and the development of the English language and its different pronunciation in West and East Cornwall throughout the past 900 years it was possible to state two main hypotheses before any interviews were conductedin
Cornwall: 1. Among the present population of Cornwall there is a social
stratification concerning the pronunciation of English. 2. There is less
variation in the pronunciation of English in West Cornwall than in East
Cornwall. For this project three phonetic variables were investigated1 the
ME 'isolative o.' ("~ple"), the postvocalic /r/, and the 'unvoiced initiaJ
th-' ("thimble"). Tlie results of the survey are based upon 14 individual
tape-recorded interviews which were conducted in St.Ives/West Cornwalland
Bude/East Cornwall in 1978 and 1979. On the basis of education and profession informants were assigned to three different socioeconomic classes
(MMC, LMC, WC). The analysis of the interviews leads to the following results: 1. The pronunciation of the upper social classes show less variation from the prestige variant "Received Pronunciation" than the pronunciation of the lower groups. 2. The population of West Cornwall pronounces less variation from "RP" than the population of East Cornwall.

!!J!!!!!l

Subjects and Verb-Second Order in Old English

old English the pronouns ill and~ may occur as dummy subjects in construe~:..
Jn has extrapositions, e.g. hit is awriten ~a?t • • • 'it is written that • • • ' CJ
JUC
--' •
11Y f unctione•
that these-dummy
subjects or~g~na
5 35. Haiman (1974) has argued
44 ' the verb in second position in the clause. Extrapositions collected from t•
ke8P
· hypoth es~s.
•
W"th'
lfredian texts do not provide support for th~s
~
~n verb -second
~~y subjects may undergo subject-verb inversion and appear postverbally. Dumm·
ubjects also appear frequently in verb-final clauses a nd other clauses lacking
5
cond order. If dummy subjects had a verb-second function, they should occur o
::rb-second clauses and only ~entence-initially. The sample shows 7hen that in
£lfredian OE dummy subjects did not have a strict verb-second funct~on. The dat
nsistent with two modified verb-second hypotheses! ll dummy subjects satisfie
~~rb-second condition at an earlier stage of OE but had been generalized to othe
orders by the historical period; .2) dummy subjects function to preserve verb-sec
order in deep structure but not ~n surface structure. But the data is equally
consistent with a third hypothesis unr~ lated to verb-second orde r: dummy subjec
emerged to meet the demand that clauses have a subject rather than to preserve a
vord order.

[SAT HOii:

ROBBRT CHANNON , University of Chicago
CATHERINE P. BROWMAN, New York University
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Advancements from Place Phrases

Word-internal Order:

Evidence from Language Errors

• ?r~ processin9 involves s~ccifying both the ite~s(eg, phone~es,
syllat;]e, etc;) comr:rising the wor~, .!Inc! tloe correct orcler of those items.
The order inform Btion is gener~lly •ssumed to be an inherent part of the
itcn .
Jln<>lysis of langu;~c;e errors shows that this is not the case:
order anf itc;~ infon- <ltion are set•urable. Lexic<!l retrieval errors
s~.o"' th<. t orc!er is inherent only for the stress- an<l word- initial and
wori-fin~l portions ; wo rd-ne~ial se9ments are stored separately from
t~eir or ~ er i n formatio n. Moreover, order information is more easily lost
th~n iter infor ~eti on in lexical retrieval. Proclution errors also
exhibit~ hreak-down in order inform~tion (of~ ~ifferent sort),
whereas perce p tual errors involve a greater ~Pilure in item as opposed
tc or~er infor~~ti on. Thus lexical retrieval'·ancl perceptual processing
exl.ibit coni lement?ry bch ~ vior: wher~ one system is relatively weak,
the oth£r system co~pensates.

The sentence pairs below exemplify three different syntactic types. This pc
discusses them in the framework of Relational Grammar. This model was chosen bee
?rovides a natural way of relating these phenomena to each other and to others fc
syntax (notably other Advancements); but any theory of grammatical description wj
to account for the syntactic distinctions which are drawn here.
The relationship of la to lb below is different from that of 2a to 2b or 3a
la . IHld flowers abound in Siberia in the spring.
lb . Siberia abounds with wild flowers in the spring.
2a. His brilliant insights penetrated into the innermost recesses of the prot
2b. The i nnermost recesses of the problem were penetrated by his brilliant ir
)a.
George t~ashington slept in this bed.
)b. This bed was slept in by George Washington.
These all seem similar in that the Place argument of the a-sentence becomes the •
of the b-sentence. But in 2b/3b the verb i s passive, while in lb not; and in lb/
?reposition is absent, while in 3b not. In RG lb i s produced by PLACE ADVANCEM~
~nd 2b by PLACE ADVANCE~IENT TO 2 followed by PASSIVE; 3b is produced by the rule
TER}I ADVANCENENT proposed here. Cross-linguistic comparison also supports the dj
tlon, e.g., Russian h~s both Place Advancements but lacks NON-TFRM ADVANCF.MF.NT.
VEllll CHARROW & JANICE REDISH, American Institutes for Research

PAMELA BUNTE

& ROBERT FRANKLIN, New Mexico State University
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L1nguistics and the Studv of Legal and Bureaucratic
Southern Paiute:

[ SAT MOt.
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A Case of S!lntactic Ezy,ativit9?

In this paper, we examine ergativity and accusativity in Kaibab Southern Paiute
emphasizing the imperative which appears to display both morphological and syntactic ergativity. In imperatives, second person transitive subjects delete while the direct object appears with the zero case-marking elsewhere functioning as nominative: timp-ar mar
yanwimi-ak (rock•nom-article that~nom carry along-it) Take that rock along. Intransitive
subjects appear: payinu- 1 aiv {go home-you•nom now) Go home now. The imperative is inter•
esting both as an apparent counterexample to the most recent attempt {Dixon Lg. 55.59139) at establishing typological universals of ergativity and accusativi"ty in morphology and syntax, and because of the use to which the semantics of ergativity as opposed
to accusativity are put in softening the force of what would otherwise be an explicit
directive speech act {cf. J.R. Searle {69) Speech Acts). Also examined are the extension
of characteristics of normal grammatical subjects to direct objects and intransitive
subjects of imperatives, and the idiomatic use of imperatives where interpretation of a
second person as subject is semantically implausible . These data, including a cultural
prosc ription on implying control over others, lead us to con lude that the imperative
has been reanalyzed as a passive-like construction with softened direttive force since
as an ergative imperative subject agentivity is decmphasi?.ed.

Language

With the growth of discourse analysis, pragmatics, and studies of the effects of
world context on language, there has been a concomitant growth of interest on thE
of linguists and psycholinguists in the study of l anguage usage in the real worlc
Linguistic theory has been useful in this area, in that it has shed some light or
quistic complexity, and has demonstrated how surface "simplicity" can mask underl
complexity in semantics and discourse structure.
The present paper describes the initial research ~f a project in which linguists
psychologists are jointly studying the issues involved in the comprehension of b'
cratic and legal language. we will report on t he results of a series of psycholi
tic experiments investigating the facilitating effects of context, t he comprehP-ns
of complex condi tionals, the misunderstanding of noun strings, a nd readers' misir
tations of writers' context cues, as these features occur in bureaucratic and le~
jargon. The research from this project provides a link between linguistic theory
real-world language processing problems, and the results serve to expand linguist
theories of discourse structure and pragmatics .

NILLIAH H. CHRISTIE, JR. 1 University of Arizona
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Naturalness of Explanation and the Problem of Central Bmbeddings
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Referential Choice in English and Japanese Discourse

It Sounds Like Some Kind of "R":

4}

----

GI.. of Erfurt (c.l310), the beat known of the medieval

~iltic erammariaaa, provides in hie Grammatic& apeeulativa

sicnificandi) a clear formal atatement of some
otaetic idea• that were current in his time. His model
~ aentence atructure is based on dependency rather than
coo•tituency and racornizes two baaic crammatical relation•.
ODt of these, the primum-secundum relation, il mora or lesa
olvalent to the modern concept of dependency (the secundua
:.not appear tmle•• the primum is pr88ent). Onto thil
fbGI .. superimpoaes what he calls the dependent-terminant
rtlation, which makes it possible to classify all ayntactic
~rincs •• to whether or not they can introduce new nominal
11...nts with new real-world referenta. In so doinr he ia
able to formalize Priscian's tranaitive-intransitive diatinction and extend it to cover the whole of syntax.
~.odie

rtll7fB CONAR'l', Queens College

otllew
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York

A Defense

The purpose of this paper is to explore the factors governing selection of nominal,
pronominal and elliptical forllfl of reference in the narratives told by 20 AIDerica.ns and
20 Japanese based on the same short film. In both ~es speakers tended to use
nOlllinal reference for a particular character when a certain number of clauses, sentence
boundaries or mentions of other characters bad occurred since the last mention of that
character 1n their stoey; this suggests the existence of sbe.red cognitive li.mitatiOilS on
referential possibilities. Naninal reference occurred prillla.ril.y when introducing new
cba.racters into disccurse, and when switching subject reference. Changing subject reference without an overt noun phrase was Dllch more common in Japanese, but various referentclarifying devices, such as repeating subjects or adding postposed s ubjects, were also
common. In both languages the presence of episode boundaries triggered a switch to
nOlllinal reference. "Narrative strategies" involving the selecticn of a particular character as the "hero," frcm whose point of view events were related, also influenced refer•
ential choice. Speakers tended to use inexplicit fonns of reference (pronouns and ellipsis in English and ellipsis 1n Japanese) for the "hero" and nOlllinal reference for
peripheral figures. Tints referential choice is seen as the outcome of cognitive universals, l.allgu~e-specific fol111al poesibilities, and discourse factors such as the need to
mark boundaries in the story line and to create a point of view for narration.

I.D. CONDAX & GEOFFREY S. NATHAN, University of Hawaii

['l'HURS HORN:

j ~eval Dependency G.razzuar

The question of whether central embeddings can occur to an unrestrict.
ed depth, which has received considera~le a~tention in the literature,
has been focused mainly on two theorettcal 1ssues: 1) Is a finite state
model {which does not allow unrestricted embe~ding) w~akly adequate for
the description of a natural language? 2) Wh1ch part1cular mo~el can
handle the observed phenomena most naturally? It has been cla1med by
Christie {1976) and by Reich and Dell (1977) that the depth of embedding
is strictly limited, th~t . a ~inite state model may t~erefore be adequate,
that the normal depth l1m1t 1s one! and that a.relatlonal . net!ork model
provides the most natural explanat1on because 1t has a bu1lt-1n depth
limit of one that can be overridden only with difficulty , All data have
heretofore come from English. But if the limit is built into the grammar
no language should show deeper embeddings. Afrikaans allows central em·'
beddings to a depth of two. Therefore while a finite sta~e model may
still be adequate (Afrikaans does not allow deeper embedd1ngs), the
naturalness claimed for the relational network model fails for the
Afrikaans data, and hence cannot be claimed as an inherent advantage for
the model .
PATRICIA H . CLANCY, University of California, Berkeley

COVINGTON, Yale University
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Automony of Syntactic Processing Thesis

Tbe autonomy of syntactic processing thesis may be taken to assert t hat 1) ther e are
psychological operations uniquely concerned with the form of utterances, and t hat 2) there
eJist internally determinate syntactic operations whose output is never contingent upon
Ue semantic interpretation or pragmatic function of the utterance . Two r ecent papers by
Tyler and Marslen-Wilson [Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior, 16 :683-692] and
townsend and Bever [Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior, 17:509-521] present
~dence which appears to unde~ne the autonomy thesis .
Tyler and Marslen-Wilson purport
to show that the interpretation attributed to ambiguous phrases such as landing planes is
controlled by the semantic properties of a preceding clause. Reanalysis of the data and
edditional evidence show that the relevant properties of the prior clause are syntactic
(eg., whether the last pronoun is plural) and that t hes e syntactic effects are operative
even when the resulting semantic interpretation is bizarr e . Townsend and Bever purport to
1bow that the "causal-temporal" properties of certain subordinating conjunct ions can
affect the "i111Dediate processing" of adj acent clauses. The argument t urns on the assumption that the class of subordinating conjunctions used i s syntacti cally homogeneous. The
118UIIption is shown to be false .

VIDBA P. DE GUZMAN, University of Calgary
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Morphological Ev idence for Primacy of Patient as Subject 1n Tagalog

rlh1J7

Although they share virtually no articulatory features in common,
there is a set of sounds that linguists classify as 'kinds of r'. Also,
languages borrow sounds from each other as if these sounds were in some
way equivalent, and historical changes often occur within the set of
sounds we call r's. we propose that all the sounds that can be called
'r-like' share the acoustic correlates of having F2 dip below 2 kHz, F3
dipping down almost meeting F2, narrower bandwidth of F2 and F3 during
r, and lower amplitude in F2 and above than in adjacent vowels. These
r-type sounds also have well-defined formant structures, without the
abrupt discontinuities with adjacent vowels characteristic of another
liquid, l.
In cases of putative r's which do not have these characteristics we
prepared a perceptual test; which administered to a panel of phoneticallY
trained linguists, produced near-unanimous agreement that the questionable sounds were not r's. Thus we were able to conclude that the reason
certain sounds 'sound-like r' is that they share a set of common acoustic
features.

~~

There have been studies in Tagalog that present syntactic and psychological
tvidences in support of the primacy of patient, not agent, as subject.
show morphol ogical evidence that adds strength to the claim.

This paper will

A re-analysis of the verb

structure reveals that classes of verb stems with a basic and/ or simpler morphological
foilll inflect for the objective voice or patient-as-subje c:t but not for the agentive.
For the related verb forms to inflect for the agentive, if thi s is at all permissi ble,
the stem has to assuse a more complex derived form.

~HY
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SCOTT DE LANCEY, Indiana University
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~ spread of Dative Verbal Noun Complementation in Irish

Viewpoint, Attention Flow, and Subject Coding Properties

This paper will discuss several "split ergative" and other mjorph?syntactic _pat~e't1Ul ancs
their relevance to the notion "subject", and argue that sub ect l.S not a 1 ~nguutic
prime but derivative from viewpoint (Vpt) and attention flow (AF). Su cod1ng properties
are distributed between Vpt and AF- vb. agreement w~th ~pt, and_ leftmost position_with
either Vpt or the starting point of AF. Natural Vpt lS Wlth NP hl.gher on empathy hl.erarchy; natural (iconic) AF is Agent to Patient ••Thus As are natural Sus. In some _lgs.
either natural Vpt or AF is obligatory, In NavaJo, Vpt determines all Su propertl.est
passive is obligatory if P>A on empathy hierarchy, bloc~ed if A>P. S~ m~st be the more
natural Vpt; if that entails less natural AF, the verb.ls makred. Th1s lS the converse
of the direct/inverse pattern of Algonquian and some Tlbeto-Burman lgs, where the verb
is marked when Vpt is sacrificed to AF, In the typical person-split ergative pattern
natural Vpt NP governs agreement and lacks case marking (regardless of case rol~) but
word·order is ordinarily A-P, reflecting natural AF. Often (e.g. Tangut) t~ere ls no 3td
person agreement; agreement reflects only Vpt. In many lgs. aspect constra1ns Vpt assignment (DeLancey 1979) so person and aspectual split patterns are congruent, In these 1&&,
s~ coding properties don't necessarily converge on one NPI the two components of subjecthood are coded independently, and the notion "subject" is irrelevant.

KATHERINE DEMUTH & JENNIFER YAHOO, Indiana Unlversitg

[PRI HORN:

Thl earliest type of nonflnlte subordination after subject and object-equl verbs In Old
tsh Is with accusative verbal nouns which have genitive objects. In the glosses,
1
s~Ject-equl
clauses only to a very limited extent admit dati ve verbal noun with accuS~tlve object; In Middle Irish the list Is expanded.
Indirect object-equl verbs have
onlY accusative complements In the early glosses, but In the later ones (e.g. Llber
~orum), dative verbal noun/accusative object structures appear with one verb (as-belr
•tells'); In Middle Irish, this list expands. This is a study of the shift from the
lder accusative complementation to that with dat ive verbal nouns In Old and Middle
~rlsh. The gradual admittance of new lexical Items to the main clause as well as
,hanges In the structures themselves will be emphasized. Furthermore, the data indicate
that new verbal nouns are admitted Into the subord inate c l auses only graduall y , as In
the main clauses. In the early glosses only do denum 'to do' regularl y appears as a
dative complement; by Middle Irish all such constraints have been dropped.

rHOHAS S. DONAHUE, San Diego State University
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rolJcien and the Elvish Languages
Tho- Imperative:

A Stud!l Based on African Lamzyag_es

Aside from studies based on English data, little theoretical work has been done on the
lnperatlve. This paper examines strategies used In forming Imperative constructions In
a sample taken from the population of African languages and thus provides a broader base
for theoretical claims about the tmperative. The imperative as defined, Is limited to
the syntact-Ic expression of a corrrnand as distinct from requests and other quasi-Imperatives and Is expanded to Include prohlbltlves. The aim of this study Is to explore the
formal realizations of the Imperative over the range of human languages and to arrive at
a statement of the syntactic correlates of the semantic notions of the Imperative. Although we find a variety of syntactic constructions employed In the Imperative It Is
striking that there are significant patterns which provide evidence upon which to base
a number of tentative universals: I) the Imperative Is less marked morphologically than
the prohlbl tlve 2) plurality Is more marked than singularity 3) word ~rder Is not used
to mark the Imperative 4) use of the Imperative Is often strictly llm•ted by social cont ext S) if number and gender are marked In Indicative constructions gender will be marked
In the Imperative and prohibitive If number Is also marked. These tentative universals
~st now be tested against more diversified language populations. This paper then pro~
vides a systematic typological framework for future study of the Imperative.

P!Votees of Tolkien 1 s ~ 2f ~Rings have exercise<! cnnsiderabl e ingenuity both in
their efforts to establish the phonological laws between the F'lvish languages Quenya and
Sindarin, and in their attempts to reconstruct Proto-fldarin, the parent language, Thes
enthusiasts, however, have not made a trained and dispassionate examination of Tolkien's
prod1gious brainspawn, and a respectful but academically skeptical scrutiny of his methods and materials reveals his love of philol ogical sport: the name of the first-speaking
creatures on earth (Quendi) is the same as the If root for 'women'; he toyed with inflectional endings and with varying dialect spellings from Middle Engl1.sh (the word for
•snake• is 'leuca• in Quenya and 1 lyg 1 in Sindari~; and the vocabulary, without borrowing from Western F.uropean languages, duplicates the syllable structure of Finnish, Welsh .
and at times English and Irish. The sound laws relating Proto-Eldarin, Quenya, and Sindarin are quite sophisticated, showing change according to laws of phonological naturalness, with metathesis and rule reordering as well; but at t he same time some of the results burlesque Grtmm's and Verner's Laws. In all, To lkien fanatics s houl d be alerted
that the phonology of these languages lends credence to F'~mun d Wilson's charge that
Tolkien was engaging in "donnish whimsey."

AN~A DRAIZAR 1 Baptist: Hospital of Miami

ANTHONY DILLER, Australian National University
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The Fate of Standard Zhuang

In a condition of stable diglossia, what are the prospects for a promoted
version of the low variety to survive and become a new second-tier literary norm?
Such a promoted low is Standard Zhuang, designed in 1957 to be a literary
medium for some ten million Tai speakers living in China north of the Vietnamese
border, Its survival prospects are presently poor, but it lingers on. The paper
traces the promulgation and decline of this literary variety. Its lack of success is
held to result partly from the internal sociolinguistic character of the speech
coremwtity and partly from other external factors.
Materials published in Zhuang orthography can be useful for linguistic analysis,
but caution is required. In particular, technical decisions made when the script
vas devised need to be interpreted in terms of Zhuang dialectal and sociolinguistic
factors. The paper concludes with a relevant example: Standard Zhuang•s four
~roblematic palatal-cluster graphemes are interpreted and contrasted with aspirated
;tops ~~d -r- and -1- clusters in representative local Zhuang varieties.

t,
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fe!fOral Processing and the Development of Pra~tics/Sgntax in Aphasia

Recent works in neu~o- and psycholinguistics have emphasized the importance of an undPrl~1ng knowledge of temporal relations in the development of communi cab ve skills. The purpose of this paper is to provide
evidenc~ for the importance of temporal processing skills in the retrain~ng of comm~icative behavior in fluent aphasics, Givon (1979)has
deecr1bed a cont1nuum of language change in which a basic, pragmatic
~ode of communication evolves into a more syntacticized mode. ThP. develOping lin~uistic behaviors require more temporal coherence. Using
aeveral p1cture sequence stories, five fluent aphasics were taught the
order of the pictures. After they successfully completed the sequence
they were taught the narrative underlying the story. The process was •
rep~ated with ten stories. Before and after speech samples were com•
~red using Givon's pragmatic/syntactic continuum. The results indicated an improvement in communicative behavior along the continuum.
~1

,

~von, Talmy. 1979. On Understanding Grammar. Perspectives in Neurolingu!stics and Fsycholinguistics. New York; Academic Press.
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Sentence Aspect and the Movement of Narrative Time

Although competent ~eaders know which sentences within a narrative suggest that
represented time is moving forward, and wh1ch do not, the linguistic phenomena
triggering this perception have not been identified. Analysis of two narrative texts
however--H. Marsh's Vtntage Murder and M. L'Engle's A Wrinkle in Time--suggests
•
that perception of time movement reflects either the aspectual category of the
sentence or the relationship between situations represented in adjacent sentences.
Only when change of state is either incorporated into the semantics of an individual
sentence or implicated through sentence relationships does narrative time seem to
move forward in these texts.

~

extraotiOJW out ot Relative clawsaa and NOWl complemeut ol.awsea have both
as violatiou of Roee•(196?) Complex HP CoDatraiDt, 1 argue that it le
to subsume both caaea Wider one structural oonatrai.Dt siDce thie fa.il.a to
the facta iD llu:lguasea like B'.tediah iD vhich extraction out of a Rel clauae
_1"1111.....,_tical. but extraction out of a No-.m complement is all<Ned, aa shown iD
Vilken ~ ticker~ .2! st~:dente~ ~ -e .Y!!!.!. -1
• Which book, clicl ;rou like the studenta that -e reacl ...., ?

ixpl.ained

2

VUken ~ ~ !!!, ~ m8;1lighet !!!_ atudenterna !!! !!!! -"1?
t Which book, iB there DO possibility
that the students can read 1
J rropose that this fact ehould be accOWlted for iD terms of the contrast iD proceaeiJlg
~ty between one gap atructures and two gap structures, siDce olll,y the excluded
.,uection out of a Rel clause will create a structure vith two gaps. By attributiJlg
till ~trast iD gramma.ticality to proceosizlg factors we can also account for the notice~ difference in the degree of acceptability be~.teen Rel clause extraction and Noun
...,tPP8At extraction in English.

.

GEORGE DUNKEL, Princeton University
The Original
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~tic HOrd Order

of Conjunctive •-kwe

Based on exhaustive analysis (collecting eve~ ~xu~pl~. counterexanple
and alternative) of the RV, TS, Avesta, ~rk. historians, Nycenaean, lllad, and Plautus, we find that single •-k e predominates in the oldest
stages everywhere. Further, the direction of changewis uniformly from
sgl. to dbl. use, never the reverse. Thus, sgl. *-k e was already predominant in IE. Also, "complementary unity" (marked meaning) is expressed by dbl. •-kwe only (marked syntax). But simple statist~cal predominance does not prove historical priority. Rather, sgl. •-k ·e is orig.
besause it is thS ~onstryctio difficilior: whereas no model exists for
Ak e Bkwe > A Bk e, one does for the reverse development: preverb repetition (P1 N V••• P1 N:> ••• ). P rep. accounts not only for the origin ot dbl.
use in IE, 1but axso for tho spre~ of Sbl. use in the dialects. For
wherever P rep. is preserved, dbl. •-k e increases in frequency t~u
time (1-Ir, Grk); wherever P rep is lost (Lat, Gothic), double •-k e
does not spread. Finally, P rep. conjoi~ basically no~~s; the evidence
of RV 10 end the Iliad show that dbl. •-k e began its spread in no~
conjunctive use. Conjunction iD earliest IE was limited to sgl. •-k e
and asyndeton; Prep., dbl. •-k e, and dvandvas developed from these.

paper is an attempt to determine the word order of earlier stages of the Semit ic
Independently of predictions derived from the relative order of verb stems
-d agreement affixes. 500 sentences from Arama ic, Hebrew, Ugarltlc, Akkadian and
~ic were studied.
Each sentence was coded for word order; presence and location
Madverbs, pronouns, particles, negative markers, conjunctions, demonstratives, adJectives, numbers and possessives; voice, external time reference, ve1·b form, mood
~clause type.
Computer tabulations were run to determine alI word orders found In
The ear I i est word order· found was
1 given language and poss Ib I e conditIonIng factors.
~.In Old Akkadian (c. 2200 BCl and Ugaritic (c. 1500 BC).
No evidence for VSO,
(OIIIIOnly assumed to be the "primitive Semltic 11 type was found earl fer than later West
~ltlc (Hebrew, Arable, Aramaic, Ethiopicl.
It is impossible to determine at this
stage of Investigation whether VSO was a common Innovation in later West Semitic or
~ther it occurred independently In the various languages.
In any case, when taken
IR ~e context of a larger Investigation ot word order and pronoun forms in Afro~latic, t his work provides no support tor the hypothesis CGivon 1971! that one can
~struct word order In earlier stages of a language from morpheme order In current
stages of that Ianguage.

ALESSANDRO DURANTI, University of Southern CaliLornia

~

Lauga and Talanoaga:
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TM:I Styles in Sli.IDOan Orato.zy

In the highly structured and ritualistic fono, the meeting of chiefs and
orators in a Samoan community, the language used is characteristically
different from everyday talk. Such a difference is found at almost any
level of the grammar: lexicon, morphology, syntax, intonation, turn-taking
However, within this "register" or "speech level", native speakers make
an important distinction between two kinds of fono speeches:(!) the ~uga
and (2) the talanoaga:_. The former term refers to a ceremonial s.peech
and the latter to a "talk or conversation" . Their use, however, in this
context, is different.
In this paper, I describe some of the features that characterize the
"register" of Samoan spoken in the fono with respect to the Samoan spoken by the same individual outside ~fono, and I describe also the
features that make some speeches lauga ~others talano~. In so doing,
I will take the perspective of the partecipants, much in the fashion of
the Ethnography of Speaking (cf.Bauman & Sherzer 1975; Frake 1972). Both
the TOPIC CHOICE and a SEQUENTIAL ORDERING principle account for the
native distinction.

14
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Sllbjunctive Relative Clauses in Romanian

au

of this paper is to account for the distribution of subjunctive relatives
and to examine the relationship between subjunctive relatives and the
(specific)/attributive (non-specific) ambiguity of definite and indefhite descriptions. The first part of the paper gives a semantic characterizathn of referential and attributive NPs in terms of possible world semantics.
ne crucial difference between the two types of NPs is that the former refer to
tlt!llltional objects whereas the latter refer to intensional ones. The second
J&rt of the paper deals with the distribution of subjunctive relatives in R.
According to Rivero (1974) 1 Spanish referential NPs do not accept subjunctive reativea while attributives do, In R. subjunctive relatives can appear both in
attributive and in referential NPs. '!·ne cases when subjunctive relatives can
·~~r in referential NPs are a subset of the class of cases where subjunctive
Hatives are allowed in s1de attributive NFs, A subjunctive relative in R, al~· refers to a virtual property, i.e. a property which is supposed to be re~l~d in a set of possible worlds which do not include the actual world. The
Peculiarities of the distribution of R. subjunctive relatives follow from this
Qaracterization of subjunctive relative~ and the intensional vs extensional
C~cter of the referents of attributive and r e ferential NPs.
the

~omanian
n~rential

h

l5

MARC FEY

&

JACK GANDOUR, Purdue University

[T~

Problem-solving in Phonology Agtuisition

ASL

In the acquisition of phonology all children confront difficulties in the production of certain sounds and sound sequences. The production of word-final voiced
obstruents is especially difficult for many English-speaking children. This paper
presents one child's solution to the problem of word-final voiced obstruents as an
example of the interdependence between the cognitive and articulatory learning of
phonological systems. The data consists of 3000 + utterances taken from a young
child, Lasan, between the ages of 21 and 24 months, Throughout this period, Lasan
produced word-final voiced stops and affricates with homorganic nasal plosion
(wadn 'word' d~g~ 'dog', b~dn 'badge'). Lasan's use of this heretofore unreported
devi~e seems to &e motivated 1 by phonological as well as phonetic considerations,
With the nasal release of voiced stops, Lasan was able to produce the voiced stops
and preserve the contrast between words which would otherwise become homonyms under
the operation of other phonological rules. This nasal plosion rule was regular and
productive, as evidenced by Lasan's imitative productions of nonsense words. By
opting for nasal plosion, Lasan was able to (1) maintain a phonetic sequential constraint which requires all word-final voiced noncontinuants to be nasal and (2)
preserve the phonological distinction between word-final voiced-voiceless stops by
means of stop segments (oral stop+ nasal stop).
DAVID FILBECK, Lincoln Christian Seminary & Pioneor Bible Translators
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at the phenomenon of classifiers in American Sign Langua~;~e (ASL) , we have
that their use, in the place of full noun phrases, is a reliable indicator of
(rather than Pidgin Signed English) usage. Further, we find that classifiers in
~be subdivided according to a criterion which we can call abstract vs. concrete;
distinction refers to the classifier, not to the thing classified. The abstract
ers are invariant within and across signers; they are abstracted enough away
physical object they represent that they do not change according to size and
are frozen. ( Examples: the classifiers for person, window, and vehicle )
r., classifiers vary according to specific, more ad hoc, situations, and
ers n.ay have different classifiers to represent the same thing--they are
~~~~e~. (Example:
the classifiers for tape, spoons, or boxes). Although the
iers do seem lo be more closely tied to the physical world, they are
; they are merely less abstracted , We hypothesize t hat the abstract
classifiers have become grammaticized, and that as the concrete classifiers
grammsticized over time, they will lose their variability.
_ _f t . . . . . .
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Residential/Nonresidential Deixis for Come and Go in Mal

[THURS 1LP'I':
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~Class

The verbs come and ~have been described respectively in terms of moving toward or
away from a center of focus. In English the focus, the Deictic Center, may be the
speaker, his location at the time of speaking, or a place. In each case it has been
suggested that the distinction between come and ~ is derived from the more basic
deictic contrast of ego and non-ego, i . e. ~designate movement (either literally
or ideomatically) that is ego oriented and~ designates movement el sewhere. Mal, 1
Mon-Khmer minority language of Thailand, however, does not completely follow this
pattern. In some situations the Mal verbs to 1 'come ' and cak 'go' must be used in
relation to where one lives in society and not, for exampl e;-according ta one's location while speaking. In Mal society one lives either at his vi llage house or field
house during rice growing season. This paper describes situations in which to' and
cak are used to orient addressee(s} toward or away from the speaker's residences, and
how ambiguity is resolved when an addressee is uncertain which of the two residences
a speaker is referring to. Finally this paper discusses how Residential/Nonresidential Deixis creates a discourse level interference for the Mal people in their acquisition of Thai as a second language.

JONATHAN FINE & GIAMPIERO BARTOLUCCI, St. Joseph's Hospital, Ontario
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Sensitive Classifiers in American Sign Language

~studies

have discussed the phenomenon of classifiers in American Sign Language
We ha ve found syntactic restrictions on the use of r.lassi fiers in ASL. The
.-e object will be represented by different classifiers depending on the part of
.-ech being replaced. Thus a verbal classifier will be different from a nominal
classifier, b~th of which ~efer to the same real world object, Evidence will be pre~ted that d1fferent phys1cal features are represented in the nominal vs. verbal
classifiers. For example, there is a set of verbal clas~;i fiers in .i\Sl which represent
~e.mner in which an object is handl~d.
Verbal but no t nominal classi fiers have the
~ility of a l tering their shape during the course of a signed uttP.rance to r~ fl~ct
1 change of stat e and/ or· an interaction with another classified physical object (e.g.,
1 £!! smashing into a wall, or mud spattering en a person) . Nominal classifiers represent
~ooject only in dimensional and orientations! terms in space.
Features of an object
~ be referred to, but not altered in nominal constructions.
The role of the non~ent hand in complext structures wi th verbal classifiers can be shown not to be
aanter-evidence for the distinction proposed above.
(ASL).
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Preservation of Text and Story Grammar in an Amnestic Svndrome (Ko r sakoff)

• Dr,.loent;

A case of Korsakoff's syndrome (a diagnostically recognizable amnestic syndrome) and
a matched control were studied with memory tests derived from story grammar research
and by an analysis of cohesion in spontaneous speech. The purpose was to explore the
relation between neuropathology and linguistic models in order to expand theories of
neural representation of language functions.
1The Korsakoff subject has poor unaided recall for narrative material, but answers
well probe questions which have some r efe rence to the target narrative. She recalls
information in an order consistent with story grammar and is able to sort a narrative
into the predicted order . In sorting, she also makes errors in the categories of stoey
grammar recalled poorly by other s ubjects . In spontaneous conversation, the subject's
textual system (Halliday & Hasan) was generally intact.
The results suggest a specific deficit in some aspe~t of the organized retrieval of
narrative material although the cognitive scaffolding suggested by story grammar theoey
is intact and appropriate prompts markedly aid recall. The demonstration of significant amnesia suggests a lesion of some thalamic structures and mammillary bodies;'the
retention of the organizing story grammar comPonents and textual organization in spontaneous speech suggest that these linguistic functions are not mediated by the above
neural systems.

~pie, defined as the ohject of joint-attention to whtch at least one
rtlevant turn by each participant is direct\'!d, was examined in a
detailed study of' the devE'lO!'ment of disc(')UJ'!'le skills in a r;roun of
ddldren 0;1-2 ;6 in interaction with mother. It w~s found that the
Marliest topics initiated hy the child are exc lnsivelv concerned with
s own well- (or ill-) bein£.
As early as 0; 5, there is ~"rowin"'
1aterest in the l.m..,eaia.te pnysical environment, reflected in t h e ::~ence of to ~ic initiations in which t he child ~raws attention to
real world. The prQportion of top ics focus~in~ on the child
4
,:creases as that d.ealing with thinr:s in the environment increases.
around 1;10, with the emer~ence of lan~ua~e.the first tonics
:nctrned with other than the here and now, abstract to~ice· be~in
• appea;• The topic types docu~ented can be seen to be.rel~t~d to
lliday a early com~unicative function~l cate~ories (qalliday 19?3).
:: eategoriaation of to~ics into t he three tynee is reflected jn
means by which they are initiated.
·

or 'l'opJ.c Np! 'DUring t;be ·pJ.nt; '1'WO Years
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Statistical Evaluation of Haqar. Morpheme Structure Constraints

Mayan languages exhibit pervasive constraints on consonants co-occurring
in eve-morphemes. On the basis of lexical gaps in dictionaries of many
Mayan languages, I first evaluate the constraints of individual languages,
then turn to a more sophisticated statistical comparison. The work provides a foundation for an historical analysis of variation, an~ for
psycholinguistic experiments in the field. It is pertinent to the problem
of the psychological reality and nature of morpheme structure constraints,

STEVEN L. FRANXS 1 Cornell University

[FRI HORN:

paper p:esents a rationale for a language planning effort based on analyses of
competition among sign language varieties in Puerto Rico
there are at least three (or pemaps four) competing systeJDS of signing
coexist in Puerto Rico, Puerto Rican Sign Language (PRSL) and American Sign Lan(ASL) are related languages, dif:fering in some lexical items, restricted use of
--~•puJL~•··~ in PRSL, and in some word :formation processes, Both systems are learned
taught and are shared among peers, both use spatial relations to communicate
_ ........~·~ relations. These are primarily intra-deaf community linguistic systems
Spanish (and to a lesser extent Signed English) can be found in Puerto Rl~o
by hearlng persons, Characteristics of SS include ini t ialization as a'
neologizing process, free use of fingerspelling, and sequential order of signs
~unicate grarnroatical relations (especially based on spoken language word order)
Jeports from PRSL or ASL signers indicate decreased intelligibility when the variety
:.-.,.,t.ea is Signed Spanish, and SS users have difficulty understanding deaf varieties
Thus we find linguistic competition among linguistic systems ueed by two wellpopulations, A l anguage planning effort involving PRSL signers' contributions
. . work to create shared communication systems while acknowledging current differences
_. proaoting awarenss of appropriate domains for each variety,
SJ
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&
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1 UD1vers!ty of Southern California

Surface Case and Numerals in Slavi c
~ral Organization in Adult Second Language Acquisiti on

A formal theory of surface case is developed ip an X-bar syntax t·rameworJr.. •tne
case of a complement r.P is uniquely determined by what lexical category, or combination of categories, commands it on a given cycle. Numerals in Russian are treated
as head nouns with NP complements to explain Subject-Verb agreement phenomena and the
occurrence of the quantified NP in the genitive. They lose their nominal properties
as the "grammatical forma,tive" (GR) nature of the number increases, and this is accounted for by rules motivated in the general properties of GRs. The problem of caseswitching in oblique quantified phrases in Russian is solved using a rule of restructuring, based on the premis that GRs may not have compl ements. Lastly, the principle
that case features percolate first down to the leftmost daughter and are then sent
back to percolate further only if change has been effected is proposed. I conclude
that .it is necessary neither 1) to treat numerals as special parts of speech "aquished1
between AdJectives and Nouns, nor 2) to extend transformational theory to permit
underlying specification of surface case features .

1" D/FFERE~CES WERE FOUND EXPERt MEN; ALLY BETWEEN F/ RST AND SECOND LANGUAGES f"ltiALL y OUR RE SULTS
,._ COtiSISTENT WITH THE BULK Of CLINICAl. DATA FRON BOTH CHILO A ·D AOULT BRAI ~-OAMAGEO SIL/NGUALS
t.'ID SECOND LAI~GUAGE LEARNERS.

NANCY FRISHBERG, Deafness Center, New York Universit!}

lll:1. GANDOUR, Purdue University
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IT HAS BEE~ SUGGESTED THAT THE RIGHT HEMI SPHERE MAY BE MORE ACTIVE DUR IN G THE I NI TIAL sTAGCS

f11 tNFORI4AL ADULT SECO~O LA~GUAGE ACQUISITION THAN IT IS AfTER A GREA TER DEGREE OF PRO FIC IEN CY HAS
ATTAINED ( GALLOWAY A'IO KRASHEN

IN PRESS ),

THIS PAPER WILL REPORT ON THE f'INO/NGS fROM A $PAPISH-£l~GL I SH DI CiiOT/C L I STEN itiG STUDY DESIGNE D
II TtST THIS HYPOTHESIS. THE EXPERIMENTAL SUB.I ECTS WERE ME XICAN-BORN NATIVE SPEAKERS DF S PAIJISH
. . W:RE .JUST BEGt •.tll hiG TO ACQUIRE E~GLISH I NFORMALLY OFF THE STREETS,

Ho EVIDENCE WAS FOUND IN SUPPORT OF THE liYPOTHES I S, 0oTH FIRST A~O SECOND LANGUAGES APPEARED
UU.ALIZED TO THE LEFT HEMISPHERE TO THE SAME EXTEN T,
RESULTS FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL GRO UP WERE
JIIDISTINGUISHABLE FROM THOSE OF SPANISH At:o [tiGL ISH NONOLING UAL COt'TROLS,
AlTHOUGH THE FINDINGS COUST/TlXENEGATIVE EVIDENCE WIT H RE S PECT TO THE EXPERIMENTAL HYPO THES I S
IICY ARE IN LitlE WITH THE NOTION THAT AL L LANGUAGES ARE STORED I 1-1 THE SAME MANNER 1N THE BRAI N
'

S~Coo'IDLY, THEY ALLOW A NEAT PARALLEL TO CHILO SECOilD LANGUAGE ACQU IS/T IO" f l WHICH ALSO NO LATi RAL -

[THURS AFT :

Dominance Constraint and Dominance Reversals in ASL

Z. !.anczuage in the Larynx?

In American Sign Language (ASL) the Dominance Constraint (DC), a word formation
principle, limits the possible actions in signs involving the simultaneous use of two
different handshapes, In such signs, the non-dominant hand acts as BASE, not moving,
while the dominant hand takes the ACTIVE role, For righthanders, the right hand Will
be ACT.IVE and the left BASE, For lefthanders the reverse is often true, Dominance
Reversals (DRs), the exchange of ACTIVE and BASE roles by the two hands, may occur to a
single lexical item or a string of signs, DRs often signal syntactic shift s or discourse structure breaks (e,g,non-restrictive relatives,emphatic lexical stress, etc,),
Investigat ion of ASL varieties used in Puerto Rico points to differences in DRs far
dea-f and hearing signers, Analysis of videotapes of eight signers shows that (l)violations of DC occur only during silnultaneous articulation of two lexical 1 tems, not in
the formation of any single item, (2)lefthanded signers use more DR than righthanders,
and (:})hearing signers use a lexically-coded strategy for DR, while deaf signers use
discourse-based strategy for DR, Potential contexts for miscommunication are predic~.
These observations are important for differentiating motor constraints on manual
behavior from linguistic constraints (DC), and for identifying grammatical, discourse
or aesthetic devices which are language-specific, or speaker-based strategies for sasequencing Danual linguistic behavior.

It llll.lt continue to seek external evidence to help establish the psychological realit

18
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:phonological descriptions. This paper brings data from esophageal speech to bear y
of a phonological rule found in most descriptions of American English. The durations
.,.."""-ls preceding voiced-voicelesa stops in utterances produced by three esophageal
en and three normal speakers were measured. Vowels were significantly longer be:!'.:Oiced stops than before voiceless stops for both esophageal and normal speakers .
ther postvocalic consonant environment, the average absolute durations of the
~ produoed by the esophageal speakers were longer than those produced by the
_,.1 dspeakers. Speakex-group COl!IParisons revealed no significant difference in
"'-la uration preceding voiceless stops, however, the average absolute duration of
~~receding voiced stops was significantly longer for the esophageal group.
tioo
group oo~~parisons revealed no significant differences in the relative duratile 1 of vowels preceding voiced-voiceless &tops. These data support the view that
lilav:el length variation is a language-speci fie behavior governed by a phonological
11r inherthe Engl~sh language, rather than simply a language-universal behavior governed
tile1e ent phys1.ological characteristics of the speech production mechanism. Moreover,
~~data sugqest that this phonological rule is a lengthening rule, which lengthens
before voiced consonants. (Research supported by NIH grant NS15371)
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Inversion and Indirect Object Advancement in Ilokano

In Ilokano, agents of verbs prefixed with ~· 'unc o ntrolled ac tion•
can be expressed in the oblique case, as in the following examplet
•
Na
ited-an
ken ni Juan
iti kuarta dagiti birkog.
pst unc-give-adv
Obl Det
Det money Det thief
'The thieves were given the money by John.' (unintentional)
Here, arguments are given that the agent in such sentences is initial
subject (based on Reflexivizati o n and Word Order) and final indirect
object (based o n F o cus and To pic). Such a dem otion of a subject to
indirect object is called Inversion in Re lational Grammar.
The initial indirect object ('the thi e ves') is final subject (as shovn
by Case and Relativizati o n ) ; it is assumed that this is a direct advancement of indirect object to subject (Gerdts, 1979, Out of Control in Ilokano
BLS 5). However, the c o- o ccurrence of such an advancement and Inversion
'
violates the
ChOmeur Law (Perlmutter and P ostal, 1978, Some Proposed Laws
of Basic Clause Structure.),s u ggesting that indirect objects in Ilokano
advance first t o object then to subject.
A brief disc uss ion of indirect
object advancement in Causatives lends support to this proposal.

LARRY GORBET & CAROL fiiOODALL 1 University of New Mexico
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The Form of English Pronominal Conjunction

one

of the fundamental problems of linguistics is defining the relationship between
tual data source - the speech or intuitions of i ndividuals - and the abstract
ac of study - the language of a co mmunity of people. We recognize major divisions
language community along lines of geogr aphy, class, race , age, sex, etc., but it
•ften assumed that within socially homogeneous groups the idios yncrati c differences
0
be minor. This paper will present quantitative data on the linguistic homogeneity
ertain social groups. The data are drawn from a stud y of several s yntactic and
c logical variables in Rio de Janeiro Portuguese. The 20 informants are grouped ac:::Otng to age, sex, and social class, controlling for educati on a nd geographic hackd. The resultant groups are analyzed for their treatment of t he linguisti c rules
~ consideration using the Sankoff variable rule program. A quantitative ~omparison
~the significance of idiosyncratic, intra-gro up differences and socially characterile inter-group diffe rences is presented. While in some cases the g roups do show
~sat linguistic homogeneity, for certain linguistic var iables the idiosyncratic dif~ences are statistically significant. The signi ficance of the idios yncratic varia~ appears to be related to the abstractness of the l i nguistic variables.

lfJRRJS HALLE & PAUL KIPJIRSKY,

!!!! Bistoill

This paper describes factors influencing the lexical form and order of

{FRI HORN:

of Balto-Slavic Accentuation:
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An Autosegmental Approach

Tile Indo-European accent paradigms are derivable compositionally by general r ulali i f

conjoined English personal pronouns. We assume the traditional roles of surface
syntactic case and of level of formality and focus on data beyond the predictiona
of those parameters. We are concerned, for e:cample, with mixed-case conjunction,
non-hypercorrectional. nominative pronouns in object position, conjunction-initial ! 1
and various idiosyncrasies of conjunct order. Significant factors include phone.
logical, deeper syntactic, discourse, social, and individual influences. These
participate in e. dependable if partly indeterminate hierarchic interplay, converging
in the necessity of actual lexical and syntactic choices by spealcers. Gr8ll'.lllaticization of selected forms encodes the composite sum of such decisions and the
hierarchiE:S underlying them. lie suzpect further that the same and similar
principles are responsible for the choices ruade between conjunction and simple
plural pronouns.

WILSON G~Y, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

111rpbemes

are endowed with certain prosodic properties. This reveals a single
Finciple behind inflectional and derivational accent patterns and brings out
Mstorically significant similarit i es among the I ndo-European languages as well as
t~logically significant relati onships between I ndo- European and other movable accent
s~tems.
A f urther un ify ing step is made possible by the a utos egmental theory of
tone recently developed by J. Goldsmith and others. The essential idea here is that
to~s are repres ented as separate melodies whose constituent tonemes are associated
vlth tone-bea r ing phonemes in the phonological derivation . It has the remarkable
tonsequence that the acc ent systems of Sanskrit, Baltic, and Slavic are governed by
Went ical rules, the differences between them being a mat ter of the representations
to vhich the rules apply.
Our paper shows this fo r the latter t wo branches of
IDdo-European .

4]
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Base Generation

Differential Opacity

s..nt!c Problems of

Paul Kiparsky claims that ' ••• the different subrules of a rule may di f fer in their degree of opacity' without offering any evidence ~n support of this claim. I offer support
for his claim in the form of evidence from linguistic change in Rumanian. The phonology
of Old Rumanian contained a rule of Diphthongization which transformed the vowels /i 6/
in to the diphthongs (ea oa ) before a syllable containing the vowels /egl. The subrule
~ --~ ~a/--C 0 e is inoper~tive in New Rumanian, I argue that t he loss of this subrule is
due to diffe rentia l opacity resulting from the absorption by Rumanian of O!d Slavic
words in which there was a lexical distinction between the segments e and ~. These had
t he reflexes [e) and [ea], resp., in OR. Both segments occurred in th e environment
/--C 0 e . The attempt to~preserve the distinctness between lexical i tems of Old Slavic by
means of the phonetic repertoire of Rumanian introduced into the phonetic forms of Rumanian strings like [XeC0 eY), formerly non-occurrent in the phonology as a consequence
of the operation of the quoted subrule. When such forms became occurrent, t he relevant
subrule was rendered opaque and lost from the grammar. I also supply an argument against
the standard analysis, according to which this phenomenon is accounted for by addition
of the rule ea --~ e/--C0 e t o the phonology , using Hogg's argument against an unacceptable variatio~ of the Duke of York Gambit.

Th• scoPe ProPerties of
PeriPheral!~
located
const ituents
with
corresponding SaPs are examined r and the relevance of the POsition of the
~P for the correc t interPretation of the PeriPheral constituent is demonrt~ted.
It is ~hown that if constructions like constituent a uesti onsr
wntences involvins tough - movement• clefts and Pseudo-clefts, are b as e
•neratedr auantification and binding of ind1vidual variables is not an
adtauate means of establ ish1r1S the necessar\ol semantic 1 ink between the
'triPheral consti tuent and the Phrase s ur round .ins the SaPr since s uch a
btat~aerrt force s a wide scoPe readins o n the PeriPheral constituent.
In
ord11r to caPture both the de di cto and de re readinss of sentences with
'~"erties like those of (1)
i .
(1)
What do \o!OU think H ar ~ wants?
it lS ~r~Posed that S\olntactic noun F'h rase variab les be siven a translation
~ idd1t1on to the s t and ard o ne involving an individual variable C~P< w) J.
~· second translation c ons ists o f a sinsle variable rans1ng over ~oun
~se intension.
The introduction of this translation Provi des a seneral
~ ot solvins the scope interF>reta t io r. Problem for PeriPheral consti~nts with corresPondins saps,

20

21

ERIC J?, HJIHP, University
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An Unreapgnlzed Greek Lautgesetz

In 1978/9 we celebrated the centenary of Saussure's spectacular Memoire, It 1a
fitting then that we illustrate the continuing validity and heuristic of the
Ausnahmslos~keit der La.utgesetze, 1n Brugmann's 1878 sense, and of the "laryngeal"
entities which Saussure disclosed.
e-<:A.ce.cr<7"'..Chas been an etymological riddle from the beginning; scholars have been
so to speak, searching 1n the wrong part of the dictionary. We generally expect the'
transparent a.nd orthogonal Greek to reflect IE tenues with tenues; therefore for *t
we expect I, I f however we shift a) our phonetic expectations, and b) our semantic
focus (remembering that the Greeks arrived from an ~nland IE ecology on 2; ]1BX1ne
Aegean landscape, where the 'road' became the seaYol'l'o~ we ma:y analyze Ek..{"(rd"1o(as
the 'flat place' (s Oir, ~etc,) *t1Hao-H0 kw-1Ha or *tlHa-(e)nk-, with a felllin1ne
morphology precisely matching that of Skt. prthF/t, A detailed account of the
suffixation will be given,
'
The phonetic rule is now seen to be a *~ }gbefore ! (or resonant) before *!!,
with the larynseal providing the aspiration; the phenomenon is therefore the same as
tha~ seen 1n czyee(#}~S• We ma:y now offer fresh explanations for the riddles of
Gv!JtrKIJ, IJcfC/ 7raJr • Finally we discuss the question of whether this Lautgesetz was
cnn<>t.~1n '"'lt liv the feature of p;ravity,

WAYNE E. HARBERT, Cornell Uni ver.si ty
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iple of disjunctive ordering states th~t in rules abbreviated by
longer expansions apply before shorter ones, and that once a
bas applied, later expansions are omitted. Stress rules often emthis principle to retract stress as far es possible, subject to restiona on the syllables that may be skipped over, The notion of metri~ feet offers an alternative to disjunctive ordering, proposed by Halle
~ vergnaud: stress rules must construct the largest possible foot,
~bject to a maximum foot size (three syllables in Bnglish) end constraints
~bat the weak nodes of the foot may dominate.
In English these are
the first weak node must dominate a light syllable and the second a

~.,~~1w,•~~es,

:at

s..S~w

s~

I

with feet such as c1nnamon, agenda, and attire resulting. I
1~ vowel,
rill
argue here in favor of the maximal foot construction principle by

~owing that the stress pattern of Aklen, a rhilippine languege, can be
described in a simple Pnd unified way using the principle, but not with
dJ,ajWICtive ordering.

~LL

HENDRICK, University of North Carolina
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In Defense oL Tense

~Restricting

This paper examines the status of tense (or finiteness) in systems of constraint•
on binding. Chomsky (1973 and later work) proposed two constraints, the Tensed-8
Constraint (later, the PIC) and the Specified Subject Condition (SSC), which refer to
the configuration Y 8r •.• x..• J. The PIC blocks binding of an anaphor X to an antecedent Y if the tense of~ c-commands X, ruling out: *They believe -[that each other
are sick]. The SSe blocks such binding if the subject of1S c-comma~ds X, ruling out1
*Occam. wants -[Ma
to shave himself.].
Recently, Chomsky (197 has rep aced this system vith one not referring to tense.
The new system retains a version of the SSC, but adds a Nominative Island Constraint
(NIC), which blocks binding if X is nominative. The NIC accounts for examples like the
first, in which the offending anaphor is the subject of S, The SSC dupl icates all otheE
effects of the PIC, as in *Ockham. expects 0rthat Mary will shave himself 1.]. The PIC is
thus superfluous and may be dropp~d, eliminating undesirable duplication.
In this paper, however, I argue for the existence of the PIC in Gothic, Icelandic,
German and Hindi. In each case, anaphors in finite clauses cannot be bound to clauseexternal antecedents, even where the SSC and .NIC cannot block such binding. The need
fortconstraints
referrin~ to ten~e in all of these languages argues for the reinstatemen
or tne a-I~.; "to
un1ve'!'!HtL ~ramm'lr.

Strict Subcategorization has, since Chomsky's Aspects, been thought to employ a range
devices: linear order. braces, parentheses, etc. This paper reduces the pow!t' of strict subcategorization 1n two ways. First, it is argued that left to right or~ring In strict subcategorization duplicates certain aspects of the phrase structure
•ules. As a consequence it is possible to eliminate left to right ordering i n strict
subcategorization, thus improving the theoretical conception of th i s aspect of lexical
Insertion. Second, ft is argued that parentheses cannot be employed by strict subcat~
~orlzatfon. Recent proposals in the (R)EST have suggested that some optional elements
(e.g., subjects of infinitives) may in fact be alternations between lexical NP's and
1bstract, phonologically null PRO's . Similarly, it is possible to conceive of option~
al subca~egorization as selection of either ~ex1cal NP or PRO. This Vilriation permits
111 en~incal advar.ce: ft allows us to expla1n the previously unobserved fact that
althought the sentence 'Jane seems courteous to strangers' is ambi guous, the related
'To strangers Jane seems courteous' is unambiguous. The explanation 1nvo 1ves postula~
tl~ abstract PRO's as mentioned above in conjunction with a condition requiring
~pendency relations to be nested (i.e., to show a configuration ABBA rather than

JANES

w.

HARRIS, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Explorations in Spanish Word-Structure:
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an X-bar Theory

Utilizing data from the inflectional systems of Spanish, we sketch the motiva•
tion for an "X-bar 11 theory of morphology, analogous to X-bar theories of syntax,
and designed to capture similar kinds of inter- and intra-categorial generaliza•
tiona ~1hich are not directly expressible in non-X-bar theories.
The r.tost restrictive theory considered countenances morphological structures of
the general shape (x•••(! .•• (!, •• (! ... ]! ... ]!..• )!..• ]x• which are generated by
rules of the form X

~,,,X

-

:::::::;

.

-

=

••• (XaX0 , X=X 1 , X•X2, •• ,), and are instantiated in
n
n+1
forms like (((remJN oJN1 sJN 'oars', [([remJv2 aJv sJv 'you row•. (Subscript bare
2
1
are used for morphological categories, in contrast to the superscript bars of syn•
tactic categories. Syntax and morphology meet at the level X (no bars), the
level of lexical insertion.
The theory just sketched is too strong. Study of a \'iide range of data suggeata
that inflectional, but not derivational, rules have X-bar properties, and that
the theory must be modified in other ways to accomodate forms like medio(sl NouDI
~dio(s)/mP.dia(s) Adjective; ~Adverb; ~. ~' ••• Verb,

the Power of Strict Subcategorization

~formal

MIAB).

nMIK HENY, Institute for General LJnguistics, Groningen
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ltpresenting Significant Generalizations in Lexical Grammars

~~ar has develo ped a non-transformational model of grammatical description
Claillled to possess formal properties appropriate to a theory of natu ral
~~age, Althou gh the proposals of Gazdar are interesting 1n many ways they
4o not yet arnount to a lingui stic theory. Gazdar grammars contain numer~us
~sic rules,each arguably a context free PS rule indexed to lexical items in
ncb a way as to permit c on text-sensitive-type ca t egorization, !·leta-rules oper~!~ on these ru:.c~ to deri ~e y~t more are ua bly c on text free rules. The metaes capture m~ny gener~l ~zat~ ons beyond the power of phrase-structure
::!l:lars but only because the basic pr oper t ies of t hose ~ramma rs remain unused
simple generalizations captured by those grammars are ignored More
:lle~ally, Gazd~r grarr.mars are s~bj e ct to no methodological const~aint requir~~rhe extractton of all signif1c ant generalizations using permitted abbrev~ try devices, A similar but distinct f ormal apparatus i~ def~ned in th1s
'tp • Like a Gazdar gr ammar, t uis is capa ble of capturing many typical
Q~ansformational~ relati onships in the lexic on, but avoids both transformatiom
SDo~S rules. Dav1ces pro posed by Chomsky in 1955 for abbreviating parts of the
transf ormations are used inatead,in this paper to analyse the English AU~

[THURS HORN:

JULIA HERSCRENSOHN, Cornell University
The French Presentative as

4}

a Base Generated Structure

This paper argues that the French presentative construction (lJ-(3) att -b
Kayne (1975) to the transformation NP Extrap ~English There Insertion) •is br~ Uteu
rated. (1) Il est arrive beaucoup d'Americains. 'There arrived many Am;ricanas~
8
se construit des b4timents. 'There are buildings being constructed.' (3) Il 8 ~te
des pommes. 'There were apples eaten.' I argue against NP Extrap and for ba
(3G) of presentative NP ' s in oblique position for four reasons . First BG s(e ~e. 1ner·at.ra
Ext
· · t es t e h need f or spec1fy1ng
· ·
·
• SD Wl
. rap ) e 1 1m1na
lex~cal
items as part of-teh
t ~ke liP
formation, and corre~tl~ pr:dicts ~he class of verbs which allow the presen~at~v:~~
:ond, BG cor~ectly d1~t1ngu1shes m1ddle from other ~· as only the former (2) is
1nt~resenttat1ves.( T)h1r~. BG accounts for the grammaticality of the presentative in
sa 1ve sen ences
vh1ch, Wlder the transformational hypothesis should be
h' .
by the Specified Subject Condition. (4) Le mouvement lui . a fait{'chapper Wlpro . 1 b ted
' The movement made a cry escape hlm.'
.
If cri is genera e as an o 1que no Crl t·

1

4

the ~~? is not viola~ed and the grammaticality of ( 4) is predicted. Fou;th • B~ au J
a un1f1ed and much s1mpler treatment of the presentative: NP Extrap arbltrar'l
quires that middle ~ (2) and passive (3) NP's be moved twice (oblique t ·o sub; \reject to oblique); BG re~uires no double movement. This analysis points up a r:~h subneed to study the funct1onal role and stylistic limitations of the presentative. er

(1979) proposed a non-transformational analysis of verbal nexus compounds such
and animal trainer. She argues against Roeper and Siegel's (1978) trans~~~~;~~sjls of VNC 1s on both empirical and theoretical grounds. Working within
restrictive morphology co~osed of only highly constrained adjunction rules, I
ropose an analysis of another set of deverbal nominals - Verb + Preposition nomi~uch as drop out and roll-on. These nominals divide into two sub-groups. Group I
from a direct nominalization of an idiomatic verbal form: John dropped out of
John is a drop out. Group II forms do not: John uses a roll-on/*John rolls it on,
t:hat Group It's derive their meanings by a marginally productive process of~
~~~~~;w~h~i~ch~shortens commonly used compounds - roll-on deodorant~roll-on,
This analysis both provides an account for sn interesting
apparently homogeneous forms, and provides further evidence of the
ability of Allen's non-transformational theory of word formation.

=

Morphological Investigations, Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, U. of
Siegel (1978) .

"A Lexical Transformation for Verbal Compounds, "

BOLlAND, American Institutes for Research

JAHES J . HESSINGER, Temple University
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A Statistical Data-Base Lor the StudV of Greek and Latin svntax

~nsion

.b.!:.

5}
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of CoffiPlex Conditional Sentences

. . atudY described in this paper seeks to classify and measure the comprehension

This paper will show how the statistical analysis of a properly conceived database significantly alleviates empirical problems in studying languages without
native speakers. I describe the Latin and Greek data-bases I am developing, the
statistical analysis for '-'hich they are intended and the relevance of the statistics
to three specific grammatical problems. Clauses in the Greek data-base are analysed
in machine-readable code, (2) being the code for (1), which is from Xenophon,
Cyropaedia: IV.ii.l9. I will use a handout to explain the code used in such analy
(1) l!o men toiauta pareggeilen.
·
see.
(2) 02569 U X AGGEL XB 3SIAI ZlNPSXX Z2AAPXX
The grammatical problems considered as examples of the pertinence of the statistics
are: (a) the source of the Genitive; (b) the syntax and semantics of prepositionpreverbs; (c) the syntax and semantics of verbs. For example, the tendency of
subjects to be personal, and prepositional objects not to be persoaal is held to
suggest that the object of WITH-prepositions, which tends to be personal, should
be derived from an underlying subject. Finally I consider two general questions
about the role of such statistics in linguistic research.

{'!'HURS APT:
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How People Address Their Parents

vho~ce amon~ lexical variants is delic:1tely linked w1 th socia.L ann a-c-n~udl.~al varl.ables. A survey of terms used by colle6e students and staff
l.~ dl.rect address to ~heir pnren~s as children and as adults shows regl.onal,_sex and n~e d?-f.ferences l.h choice of tei'!!Is, and reflects social
;hanfie l.~ provress. eoys of. all ncen nrc core likely to use "!1om" and
. Dad" .whl.l~1 ~l.rls are more ll.kely to use "l-iomny" and "Daddy". Eoys usl.~g r-.ori\my and_ "Daddy". switch to "Iiom" and "dad" at about age ·10,while

Gl.rls do not sw1tch untl.l about age 20.

•1••

~ HOPKINS, Indiana/Purdue University at: Indianapolis

LEANNE HIN'I'ON, l.inivursity of California, Berkeley
Mothers, Molllllies and Horns:

involved in conditional sentences with complex antecedents, such as the followilf: "If you are both employed and disabled and either single or not over 25, then you
Ill elig-ible. • The study combines and extends two lines of research into how subjects
~rpret and apply complex concepts : the concept-learning paradigm using bidimensional
.-j~ctive and disjunctive rules, and the sentence verification paradigm using negation
114 other sentence transformations. We tested the speed and accuracy with which subjects
111f011ded to sentences of the instructional type, "If you are X, press button A. " The
~nces were constructed by systematically varying four dimensions predicted to affect
.-~lexity of the antecedent: the number of one-word categories (up to 7), the rela~ip ~ng the categories (disjunctive or conjunctive) , the presence or absence of
~tion, and the implicit (comma) or explicit (word) expression of conjunctions.
Re-'" showed that time and errors related in predictable ways to certain of these variin isolation and J.n interaction. We were further able to specify the levels for
-..variables at which subjects' comprehension tended to break down . we explain the
nnlts by relating intrinsic logical-syntac tic complexity to processing strategies adopted by subject!! in the face of complicated instructions. The theor tttical and the practical iaplications of these results a re d i scus scd .
~1~

Adult fe:nAles often employ non-

parallo~ address terms for their parents, often using "Daddy" throughout t~e1.r adult years, ~Thile employinr5 the more formal "I'Io1:1" or "liotMr•
for tn! f~r:tale parent. '! 'hese differcz:tces in us3e;e reflect differinB
role r-lat~ons be tv1~en p~rents Wld chl.ldren based on sex. 'rhe tendency
for .females to.retnl.n chl.l~hood terms longer and to uGe non-Parallel
~dd~ess . tems J.S greater ':il.th older W0!1en tho.n with yountjer women,

l.ndl.catJ.nR that a change 1n these role relations is in progress.

[SAT MORN:
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"'Yctic Change in Decreolization

In this paper, I will argue against the position maintained by D. Bickerton (1975,
lt79) that syntactic change, which occurs during the process of decreolization,
~tes directly on the basilectal (creole) grammar (G ) by ch~ing the state of this
1
~.so that it yields a series of resultant grammars G • G • . . G0 • each of which
2 3
differs fran the preceding grammar by one or more rules .
I will provide evidence fran Sea Island Creole that will argue that this position
is too strone and is in need of additional modification. I will show, bv one syntactic
~e presently in progress in the copula of Sea Island Creole, that svntactic chanQe
~ung the process of decreolization does not always produce a change in the state of
-•·
That is. soeakers can produce a series of grammars. until the output gradually
cortesoonds to the output of the tar~et language, without any significant chanee in ~e
:~!!_of G1 . I will further argue, that syntactic change, in this case, is motivated
--rondent of any change that occurs in the state of G . I will then prOPose a con~lnt of acculturation which not only accounts for thts process, but also explains
cbanRe that occurs in G .
1

LAURENCE R. HORN, University o:f Wisconsin
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Even, Only, and Conventional Implicature

Tbe Karttunen/Petera ( 1979) notion ot conventi9nal illlplicature,
aspect ot meaning vith the projection properties ascribed to
tions in Karttunen's earlier papers, is argued to be inadequate tor dealing
sentences involving ~ and only. First, the implicatures assigned to_._:.:::.::~~~ftll
.!:!!:2:. (He likes others; She's the least likely one under consideration
by the K/P model are too veak, since they don't disappear as they should under
negation (ct. 'l*Bill doesn't like~ Mary-she's the only one he likes). Second].
the interpretation for not even initial sentences is not correctly assigned by K/p•1•
compositional rules, which t'ail to predict the synonymy of Not even Bill likes ~~~·
Even Bill doesn't like Mary {the former differing radically in implicatures fro~ Ev
Bill likes l-1ary); even Bill in the not even phrase must be assigned vide
vi~
respect to negation. Finally, the implicatures associated vith only, while ~n,•@•··-·· ~
properly with negation {Not only Bill likes Mary does share the implicature
likes Mary--i.e. that Bill likes Mary--and is non-synonymous wit.h:·~~IT,~~~~i{~~
.!:!!:2:.), are weaker than vell-behaved Gricean or K/P conventional i
an be cancelled by the context. In this case, the notion of canc<~J..UliJJ.e
~efined in (Gazdar 1968) seems preferable, but it too has problems vith the ~
~on-cancellable

, conditional sentences are examined in terms of the nature of the
represented in the two clauses and the causal-temporal relationship beThere is a tacit assumption in this approach that the two clauses convey
of equal importance. Studies of Japanese conditionals, of which there are
are no exception, A nunber of recent observations made by Kuno and others all
on the kinds of stutes/events occurring in two clauses and their relationship.
In this paper, I discuss two forms, ba and ~-conditionals which are most disdifferent from each other, I hypothesize that the difference between the two
in the kinds of states/events which can be represented in the two clauses, but
in the focus of the message they can represent. In the be-conditional, one of
conveys the pri~ary or dominant message, and the other the contextual or
In the to-conditional, both clauses are of equal importance, and to indirelat!';nship between the two states/events represented in them.-This
provides principled explanations for a number of facts heretofore observed
oot explained, e.g. the reason why the ~-conditionals are used for cotmlands/
ts but not the to-conditionals, e.g. ifhoshii-to/ hoshikere-ba, tori-nasai. "If
it, tcke it.":" and why the ~-conditionals ore used for warnings, but not the
:corodttionols, e.g. t<otor.e-ba/N:or.u-to, kmmrP.ru vol "If you drop it, it will break!".

.-.u::nt

-
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atrersity of Minnesota

Pragmatics in Psychotic Communication

The developing field of pragmatics or speech act theory offers a prom1s1ng arproach
to studying psychotic communication (PC] in which conversation-level processes may be
analyzed. Pragmatics. as set forth in work by Grice, Searle, Clark & Haviland and
others, studies the rules by which a speaker conveys his intentions so someone may understand him and by which a listener derives meaning from what he hears, The present
paper examines PC from this standpoint. Its goal is determining how such presumed
co~~unication features as the Cooperative Principle and the Given-New Contract are
realized in PC. Its thesis is that what goes awry in PC is precisely the speaker's
grasp of pragmatics: specifically, what sort of expression is likely to convey what
information to the listener. It will be argued that the psychotic speaker's expecta·
tions are the same as those of the nonpsychotic, namely that the listenet will apply
the relevant conversational principles; the difference lies in how he construes the
shared communication contract. Attention will also be given to how one interprets the
meaning of specific PC examples--whether e.g. determining that "Those 2 chairs have
turned their backs on me" = #You and my friend are leaving mel is any different froa
determining that "My God, John, it's freezing in here"= IIClose the windowll. Data for
the paper are dra1~n from text uttered by patients of the author & of colleagues.

NANCY ICKLER, Cornell College
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I ndefinites, Interrogatives, Topicalizers and Relatives

#J

<IE *kw- in Old Russian

It has been T.aintainea f or Slavic that r e... ativ<! •.1ords 'dith base ,.kl-!- derived so:~e!IO'J
from honophonous interrot..;ative wor ds , !)Os:>io:;,y via a."! interneO.iate inic!'i nitc moanin•·, i
su(;'{.;-est t hat the indefinit e meaninr.; 11as Of:i•;inal. './H questions derived fro~ yes-no questions containin; inC:efini tes :ofith base ·:'·k '-.
Rel ative sentences, e. [:, Old Russian
1) a~ uosl o lcnjazju a to 1-:nja~c 'Anti llhat has traditionaJly belonr.ed1,to the prince, .
that is the prince's.'(Hov ·;orodian 1vrit, l 264 ; Valka J94::i : J.O){cto<·..·k 'i+to 'that, anoi' J
2) a :nateri kotoryi synu budetl ti.obru to~u
dast! s;roe 'And 1~hiChson is{;;od to t he
mother, to that one s:te l·lill ~;ive her uropert~· .' (Russian La.N, l 282;Grel:ov 19.+0 :129)
oierived from pair!: of con,joined clauses ; the first clause int roduced some NF about nhic;
the second added information. The HP in the first clause could be (modified b;;) an
indefinit e Hhich ca.'lle to be understood. as a topica~ize r (i, e . it served as or markcc ille
nou:1 i t nod ified as t opic of the f ollo·.:in:·· cl aus") and th0nce develooecl into a relative
~1hic:h could be used in both pre- and 'OOstpose(:. r c.:.ative c' auses. All thc:oc u~es arc 11el~
at t ested in OR, OR n. s. nom.-acc. cto acquire.: :nar.·ina_ usc as a tollicalizer of UFs allC
clauses; tho latter could oe used. Hith causal , rel ative , or conditional r.!Ca."!in -;. ,.
This paper has impl ications for t he r econstructior. of L . r elatives 1·:i th base ··k "and for diachronic and t~rpolo ,;ical studi es of subor (l ination.

ze
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Ill rypological Detenninatior, o:f Phonol"!lical Markedness

In general, the markedness of paihs of phonological segments can be determined from
• licational universals, so that [t ], [d), and [s] are all marked relative to [t) bee~t~se any language that has any one of these sounds also has [t], but not vice versa.
~t there are no specific universals relating P,airs of segments like [p]-[b] (Finnish
us only [P.] while Arabic has only [b] ), [~]-[~] (Spanish has only [~]while Port uguese
us only[~]), etc. In this pa per, we suggest that the markedness relations between
~nts li ke these are properly determined from implicational universals by consider119 classes of segments rather than the individua l segments themselves. For example,
s!~e the presence of voiced obstruents in a language implies the presence of voiceless
~.but not vice versa, it can be determined tha t voiced obstruents are marked rela~ft to voiceless ones, even tho ugh the relative mar kedness of [p] and [b] per se cannot
It SO determ im;d . . similarly, sin~e the pres~nce of affricates in a language impli es the
~sence of fr1 cat1ves , but not v1ce versa, 1t can be determined that[~] is marked relitlve to nJ. Other apparently indeterminate markedness relations are actually system~ndent, e.g. whether [t] is marked relative to [i] depends on whether the language
~splays horizontal contrasts among its vowels (Lindau, 1978) . Still other oppositions,
t.g. [1] vs [r], do not seem to stand in a markedness relation at all, with the resu l t
Dit neutralization mav favor either member (various dialects of Carribean Spanish).
JilL C. JACOBS, Columbia University
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~ctably Unpredictable Genderswi tch in Northeastern Yiddish

n.
historical three
~rtheaatern Yiddish

1ender system (masc, fem, neut) of Yiddish has chan&ed radically in
NEY), What wa~ viewed .originflly as a co lla~ae info a two genaer
IY,tem through loss o the historical neuter (Sapir) was ~hown by U.Weinreich to 6e e
~lstri bution into a four gender system: andric, gynic, intermeuiate, and mass. Andric
~~e&yni~ NPf remhsin distinct in all cases. However, intermediate gender NPs behave
gyn cs n t e nominative, and like andrics in certain situat ions in the oblique
cases. Related to this is the problem of "Genderswitch" in NEY where inani te hist
'-c)intermediate gender (*der fus 'the foot' :>di fus) and inanimate hist fe~andric
aender (*di brik I the bridge I
~ bti!). Traditionally NEY Gender switch has been ex·
Plainedanas "b orrowi ng" f rom coterritorial
dip)
languages, or as• an internal structural (paraalogy . However, exactly which eligible nouns do or do not undergo Genderswitch
11 unpredictable. 1 will attempt to show that Genderswttch is predictably unpredictable
:~hln ihe ~ystem. A highly motf.vated gender l!.rstem has evolved in NEY. f-countJ nouns
gne mass gender • Nouns [of-count,-+ sexu!J (bo y, gir~., etc.) are predictably asl1tall appropriate masc or fern linguistic gender, as are n:>una !}count , -sexu!J morphololoat Y marked as masc or fern. Remaining nouns are unspec1.fied semanticalli and morphota cally for gender. The gender assignment of such nouns is (synchronical y) unpredic&r1o~;:
Iih~g • s~~~~~~@Y~~cGu~cggli~o@r~~~~~a~9ft~~=h~:lfHe~~~digP1Kl~n a~~ifc!H~n ngg~ld
•~nal a further gender system evolution.
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A Notation for Structural Sound Change

A fundamental factor in the categorization of sound change as it affects lin&ut
tic structures concerns changes in the number of contrasting units that occur in dif~
ferent environments. This paper presents a notation that will show this kind of
tural status of individual sound changes. This allows any number of them to be listad
one by one in their chronological order. Developing this notation forces decisions
11
to a typology of changes and the essential information to be shown.
The suggested notation (a set of arrows with diacritic marks) indicates, firatl
the effect on the number of contrasting units (microphonemes) in the environment in J,
question (unchanged, increased, decreased), and secondly, the effect on the relationship of the microphonemes in question to microphonemes in other environments (remaining together, joining with, splitting from). Simple arithmetic can be performed on a
list of symbols to determine the resulting number of contrasting units in each envir~
ment, and the resulting number of phonemes.
The more generalized typology of sound change that emerges by this approach seea.
to show up certain inconsistencies in the established uses of terms such as !Plit and
merger, and in the distinction between primary and secondary changes.

SO-C~ 11 ed e~:ho-nt1f'lSti~;~ns £\!'<'! f :r-er.,ent1 y Fl.d '1 \1.r:er'l :" S St!'OT1::" SP:'!'M:'tfor a t-t-1'\T'!':ff'r"'nti ~nnl, !'l!"l'.rem"ni::-a"1~ ly!=:: i"' of \tTh-c:'_nestion ~,

'/i de!'C~"

8 ··in, e.e;., Yf'n ~l'lt·! Nha+?-'~-r"' Pch~e.,ti.nn rot'T'te-narF. 0f \·That d:i d
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wn-nu.estions. ~}'It> ;>r~sen t !l~.re,..., hf'~treve:r, rresents a clo..,er exof e~ho-que c;tions t·rl1ich sh ot-rs th;:lt th.e:y rrov:i de no !'luch 1ustHi·
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.,,..-1:7 a "'!"+.1'\1J.n""U1"'t l c, C"nv,..r~rt1 r>n11 1 -:renr11.r dev.J.ce fl'lr re"tH!stin": inrerr:ttt.ion abont an un- or mi sncrcci ved (or ,i n"'t fl ~- ~he l i..eved) stretch of
.n,.fpt.c-structu"~"e in a:-okcn s~et'!ch..
T!>.e evidenco.: in wh-nnestinn'l, t·•l'> Rt
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ecl'>O- ('Il.' Csti~
.t3t '"lay nu0cti0n Vf'r'hs Ol" ot.1'"~':' r.nt-":-r.:>:-i es ( c- f'. T.fe ,.•~.. pi;? 1'1 s !'"~"'on "C to
Jt!n"'"'~ ·~~ ,..~" +ed , ~, ~"~T' f!Vt'l.,., '\\~,.,-~""' !".t.i.. f-.,,..,.,+~ l i. ~en-mcr-.l-1 erne.., (; f
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Vowel Shift Rule versus Sgelling Rules:
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Which is Psychologically Real?

9f e~:i.ments designed to test the psychological ~ity of the vowel slU.tt alternatlCI\
m F.ngll.sh1 Myerson (1975) and Cena (1978) got pos~t~ve results while Ohala (197~) illX1
Steinbe.rg G Krohn (1975) got nega,tive results. tbslcr:Mitz (1973) interpreted her resulta
as implicating the PR of spelling rules ( 'long/ short vowels) rat her than VSR. I perfonred a category formation experiment in ~.hlch Ss behavior according to SR could be
differentiated from. VSR. All S~ followed SR and rejected VSR. F\Jrther, it appeared that
the abstract phonet~c alternahons rather than letter-round alternations were the PR
factors. The claim is that Ss behavior in the Cena and Myerson experiments was guided
by SR rather than VSR; SR can not only explain the general behavior but also can explain
an ancmaly in the data.: Ss response to (p.w-h) pairs,

JERI J. JAEGER, University of California, Berkeley &
ROBERT D. VAN VALIN, JR,, Temple University

KEATING, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Initial Consonant Clusters in Yatee Zapotec

The Sierra Zapotec spoken in Yate~ has a complex initial consonant cluster system
which, partly due to its interaction with verbal roorphology (aspectual prefixes
(w-, ~-, ~-, n-J ) violates a number of Greenberg's (1978) universals. 1) Voiced
semivowels are regularly followed by obstruents (eg. wb}j 'sun ', wsbtc!'? ' I will write').
2) Voiced+voiceless initial sequences are carm:>n (eg. n ~ 'last night', wtB:sa? 'I
slept ' ) . 3) Voiced obstruent + nasal/ semivowel combinations are unmarked while unvoiced
obstruent + nasal/ semivowel are marked. 4 ) The initial cc:mbinations ( ~s J and ~~z) , in
which L~J and C~J are very sibilant retroflex fricatives, are frequent (eg. ~s:i.a 'I
thrDw' , (z~lnhe 'counsil ' ) . 5) All final consonant clusters end in the voiceless
uvualr fricative Ceg. gasx 'black').

,..

dl!!!! and Derivation in Athabaskan: .llhtna Motion Themes
ftrough the course of dictionary work on three Alaskan At h abaskan languages,
several concepts relating to the lex ical structure and the derivat ional
~rphology in the Athabaskan verb have been de ve loped .
An underl y ing root
cu appear in one or more verb themes as well as in other word c l asses. A
n~ theme is the underlying lexical specification of a verb .
Most At ha~skan verb themes can be assigned to verb theme categories which have re cognizable semantic content and common structure ~n the simplest. ( least
urked} derived forms. Most verb themes are devo1d of mode pref1xes a nd
aspect suffixes in underlying form. !leirarchically layered derivations can
k added to verb t h emes to create a great number of derived v erb bases . One
~ligatory transformation is an aspectual derivation which a dd s to the
the1e mode prefixes and asp ect suffixes plus one or more derivational pre ·
fixes of adverbial or directional meaning.
In this paper I will illustrate some of these concepts with data from two
~tna motion themes of the same root.
Many fea t ures of the mode s y stem
where five prefixes p l us zero occur i n ten imperfective-perfective mode
patterns) and the aspect system (where six s uffixe s and zero form 28
distinct aspects) are c lar ified by this approach.
~CIA
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A Cross-Language Difference in the PerceP,tion of Voicing

It has been proposed that voicing contrasts , described in terms of voice onset time
from basic auditory constraints on the discrimination of timing relati4ns. However, in Polish, among other languages, toe category bo~nclary between
~~ and voiceless s t ops is displacad from the psychoacoustic one.
Is there any
ltvantaqe in keeping the linguistic boundary aligned with the psychoacoustic one, as
~lish does ? Re sults of a perceptual experiment suggest t hat there is , in that the
~lish boundary is more stable than the Polish one. Polish and American listeners
~led stj~uli in continua that varied in their overall range of VOT. The Polish
~~ners s howed substantial shifts in their category boundaries with changes in VOT
~e, while the American listeners showed no shifts. I n view of this finding, it ~~
~lear why a language would override auditory predispositions in its choice of a
Qt~ory boundary. One possibility which will be discussed is differences in the
~tributions of VOT measurements for stops in Polish and in English. The Polish
~ast seems to be maintained more consistently across positions in the word and
~s Speaking condi t ions than does the English one. It may be t hat the Polish con~t derives more from such production considerations, and that languages f ace a tradefbetween production and perception in the choice of a voicing contrast .
~),derive

WILLIAM KEMP, uni versi te de Montreal

K[N, the Graduate Center, City University of New York
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Variable Complexes

Hork on syntactic variation in ~1ontreal French has revealed several instances of
two distinct variables intersecting within a given construction. The multiple variants of such variable complexes represent the sum of the possible cross-variable
combinations. For instance, the subordinate clause in superlatives is marked either
by the indicative or the subjunctive mood, but in addition a marker of pleonastic
negation may also appear, thus giving a total of four possible bi-variable variants.
Besides their grammatical interest, in Montreal French such variable complexes lead
to the establishment of particularly subtle social distinctions. I 1vill present
three cases: (1) the intersection of mood and pleonastic negation in superlatives
as just mentioned; (2) the combination of headless relative clause marking (c'que
au'est-cg oue and ou'oeque) and the use of qut as opposed to dont to mark obliques'
involving an underlying de 'of'; (3} parentheticals based on appeZer 'be known as'
'call' may either follow the constituent so described, appearing as qu'on appelle,'
or it ma.v precede it, taking the form c'qu'on appelle; the latter form intersects
with c'que/qu'est-ce que variation.

MICHAEL KENSTOWICZ, University o f Illinoi s

rean has two types of compementizers:

rein the "compound verb constructions." Yang (1972) has argued that the presence of
signals a sentence embedded in an (NP[ 1 ( 5 ••• )Comp)K) structure.
mal.n"•~··· four arguments for the alternative view that only N-Comp signals such emences. Following the lexicalist hypothesis (Chomsky, 1970), I argue that
verbs must be analyzed as single words underlyingly. The arguments proposed
syntactic, morphological, and semantic facts which are anomalous if compound verbs
treated in Yang's way, but which follow automatically from the lexicalist hypothesis.
...~ntically, it is shown that the sense of compound verbs are idiosyncratic, whereas
tile senses of verbs connected syntactically with N-Comp are compositionally formed.
~dive nominals provide morphological evidence.
The -~ suffix freely follows a verb
form its nominal, but it can only occur following the second verb of a compound verb.
~r sentences introduced by N-Comp, passive applies freely within S, but if compound
!11s are analyzed as Yang suggests, the result of passivization will be ungrammatical.
ftoally, the ability of free scrambling t o apply to N-Comp structures, and its inability
to apply to V-Comp structures is noted. This eviden c~ supports the analysis of compound
.,.rbs 119 underlying lexical items.
JNU!IET E. HANELIS KLEIN, Montclair State College
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9!Rarative Toba-Caduveo:

On Me tathesis in Palestinian Arabic

At first blush alternations such as a-~rik 'I b~rn•, a-~ri~-ha 'I b. her•, but
a-hirk-ak 'I b. you' and a-hrus 'I guard', a-hrus-ha, but a-hurs-ak appear to
evldence a rule metathesizing the strings CCi/uc to Ci/uCC before a vowel. It ia
argued that this is the wrong analysis and that the correct description reeulta
from independently needed rules syncopating unstressed short high vowels in opea
syllables (to give CCC-V fro~ /Ci/uCC-V/) and epenthesis of ! or ~ in c ___c j
(to give Ci/uCC-V). The problem is to determine whether the epenthetic vowel 11
i or u. The sol~tion lies in the observation that in this dialect of Arabic
there-is a limited but quite reg~lar vowel harmony in which all high vowels
within the stem (•prefix+root) must agree in rounding: cf. ti-!ham 'she understands', ti-hrik 'she burns•, but tu-~rus 'she guarda'. If the harmony is analyzed ~ autoseg~ental terms, with a (+roundj prosody associated with the root,
/a-vrik-ak/ and /a-~rus-ak/ may be syncopated to /a-hrk-ak/ and /a-hrs-ak/ and
the choice between epenthetic i versus u will be determined by the presence or
absence of the (+round] autosegment. Only an autosegmental analysis permits
the otherwise unmotivated metathesis rule to be dispenaed with.

S.J. KEYSER & w. O'NEIL, Hassachusetts Institute of Technology

nominal complementizers (N-Comp) which occur

JO lative clauses and subordinate clauses, and verbal complementizers (V-Comp) which

niterated primarily in the nominal and verbal morphology.
ofword order and sentence structure are also provided.

l)
~zewski

The Evolution of the English Plural Rule

One of the most familiar of all phonological rules is the English plural rule . In this
paper we overcome the difficulties traditionally associated with formulating this rule
in a maximally general way to include not only the plural but the past tense and past
participial forms as well. We do so by making use of an autosegmental account of the
feature continuant.
In this paper, however, our chief interest lies in giving an historical account of
the rule leading up to the synchronic formulation given in the first part of the
paper. Illustrations drawn from the 12th through the 18th centuries will be used
to make several claims about the plural rule in its most general fotm~ Among these
claims are (1) the rule was borrowed into English from Old French; (2) the rule
was extended throughout all of Middle English because it constituted a formal device
for simplifying a state of affairs which had been drast~cally complicated by the
merger of English and French vocabularies; (3) the development of the rule in Middle
English constituted a series of simplifications until it reached its present state;
(4) the variation in application of the rule in the 17th century arose as a result
of the conservatism of orthopeists trying to preserve the past in the face of a
changing language.

6]

The ~urpose of this paper is to present comparative data on
~ rela~1vely unkno~ ~ou~h American Indian languages: Toba and
~uveo. The analys1s.1nd1cate~ the unity of these two Guaykuruan
lMquages beyo~d qu7st1on and W1ll provide the basis for determining
~~~nal relat1onsh1ps. It . also provides data for areal-typological
1~d1es ~nd ~or phylum stud1es of Macro-Panoan. The analysis is
~~e~ pr1mar1ly o~ semantic and morpho/syntactic data.
The strong
1~t1al and locat1onal emphases which both languages have is

l.r, KONRAD KOERNER, University of Ottawa
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as a Syntactician

~most accounts of Mikotaj Kruszewski's (1851-87) contribution to linguistics only

1978rork I i~ phonology and morphology have been recognized (cf. e. g. • Klausenburger
n eed it is in the area of morphophonology that Kruszewski was most successU (~f. Kilbury 1976). The present paper is a first attempt to present the Polish
~au st as a general theoretician of language and, in particular, to analyse his
~~osals concerning the twofold kinds of associative processes according to which
mllr~sz~;ski's view, language is acquired and sentences are produced. Following J: St .
orb ·
stinguishes between associations of similarity and connections of con·t i uit
t~n~)ween principles of coexistence (here he anticipates Firth's concept of 'colfoca:
~withand of consequence. It is with the latter that the paper concerns itself name~the{n)~he workings of 'Angrenzungsassociation(en)' in what he termed 'syntakti~che
~~
d• abs it is here where we find original proposals in the area of syntagmatic
·J an ,
y extension, syntax.
~
REFERENCES
lUb~enburger, Jurgen. 1978. "Mikolaj Kruszewski's Morphophonological Theory". HL 5:1/2
h~z~!• James. 1976. The Devehopment of Morphophonological Theo~. Amsterdam: Benjamins
ski, Mikofaj . 1881-90. Prinzipien der Sprachentwickelung~ ~ 1-5 (Leipzig).
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Negation and Subordination in Arizona Tewa

This paper
to explore the linguistic insights afforded by paronomasia,
punning.
~s fall into four main classes : homonyms, homophones, paronyms and homographs.
I
concerned chiefly with paronyms--puns which approximate but are not identical to the
~ on which they are based--and the constraints that limit the sorts of non-identity
~sound that may be tolerated.
Preliminary research has indicated that puns tend to
~erve homophony, or sameness of sound; most puns differ only in one segment from the
~nD torm, and of these a significant number can even be characterized as changes in a
~e feature value.
Preservation of homophony apparently serves to ensure the
:~tifiability of the form punned on. Furthermore, segment alterations are most
~n in the middle of a word and less so at the beginning, suggesting that initial
•e•ents are important to the recoverability of the una t rlying form (without which, of
course. the pun is lost).
ret some puns diverge dras tically from their norm forms. In general, however, the
coatext creates an expectation for the underlying form (as well as the pun), or the pun
qpears in a phrase which is familiar and hence recoverable by reason of being a cliche
or formula.

The negative in Arizona Tewa--a dialect of Tewa, one of the Kiowa-Tanoan languagesdisplays a structural affinity to the syntactic pheno111enon of subordination. The
verb-final, or secc-~ of the two ele111ents of the discontinuous negative morpheme is
segmentally and suprasegmentally identical with the subordinating postposition /-df./
Example 1 illustrates a si111ple negative sentence and example 2 provides a complex •
sentence which illustrates the,subordinating postposition.
1) sen kwiyo we-man-lnUn-2.! (lll&n woman NEG-3/3-see-SUB) The.!!!!!!~ see the
woman.
--2) he'i sen k'ege na-cu•de-Mn-df na • 'o-yohk'; (tha.t man house 3-ente:r-go-StJB
I 1-be asleep) When that man was entering ~ house, .! ~ asleep.
~omparative data from the related Tiwa languages both 9onfirm this analysis (as
opposed to the alternative analysis of homophonous /-di/) and suggest the importance
of scope considerations in the approrl.mation of an historical explanation for the
fonnal resemblance of negation and subordination in Arizona Tewa. I argue for an
historical understanding of this construction which posits an earlier historical
stage in which negative clauses (possessing indeterminate scope of the negative) are

2BUeMWs~ ro~J~:f8.~t!~~rs£l1~~~g~ta~t~:;rt 1 ~s~~~~gm:M;h
PETER LADEFOCED, University of California, Los Angeles
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olD Analogical EXJ?lanation of the Modern Irish Plural in -acha(t)

of Phonologi cal Specifications of Clicks

~Modern

Phonological features are needed to describe clicks made at up to five places of articulation, each of which may have up to 16 different types of accompaniment ('efflux')
The 90 (i. e. 5 x 16) clicks in lxOo, a Bushman language, may be represented phono- •
logically in terms of 6 binary features: Voiced, Aspirated, Fricative Glottal Nasal
Uvular Release. Each of them must also be specified as [+ click) as w~ll as fo~ place'
of articulation. The clicks in Khoi languages such as Nama, can ce specified in terms
of a subset of these phonological features. It is possible to use these features to
s tate phonological rules, such as the nasalization of [+ glottal] clicks in NamA, and
morpheme structure constraints, such as the exclusion of [+ glottal) vowels after
[+glottal) clicks in !Xoo. But it is not possible to use them to fully characterize
phonetic details of these languages. There are many points that are phonetically
characteristic of one language in comparison with another, but are not phonologically
relevant in any one l anguage. Thus sounds that are [+ click, +voice, + fricative ,
+ glottal, + uvular) have fricative releas es in one dialect but differently timed
uvular ejective releases in another. As will be demonstrated by instrumental data
and tape recordings these complex clicks (like many other sounds), are best described
i n terms of about 16 physiological or 16 a coustic parameters, which are in a many to
manv relation with ohonolol!i.cal f ea ture~; .

Irish plural marker ·acha({), one of the two markers still productive , is not
(uerited from Old Irish . The form -acha prevalent in the Munster dialect (e.a. cathair
'city' pl. cathracha) can be derived, however, by assuming that morphological aimplifica·
t~D in t he declension of guttural-stem nouns led t o their reanalysis as containing this
•rker by analogy with the more common -8 and -u ste• plurals. The Connemara hyperplural
-acha{ (cathair pl. cathracha() with double marking can be shown to result from contaminatioo with the very productive adjective declension in •ach, which is often used nominally
~·&· Sasanach 'English(man) 1 pl . Sasana{). Examp l es i~strating these analogical
processes wi 11 be discus sed .

WILLIAM A. LADUSAN, University of Iowa
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On the Notion "Affective" in the Analysis of Polari t!l Sensi tivity

Ac~o~nts

of ~he ~ega~ive-polarity sensitivity of lexical items like~. ever, ano
l1m1t the d1str1but1on of these negative-polarity items (NPI's} by requir1ng that
they always occur in some relation to a member of a class of items and constructions
1~hich Klima 1964 called "Affectives". This paper provides a definition of ''Affective"
within a (model-theoretic) semantic theory of polarity sensitivity.
Informally, affectives license entailments from supersets to subsets, while nonaffectives usually license entailments from subsets to supersets. Within a semantic
theor~ of En~lish like that of ~lonta~ue's PTQ, "~ffective" becomes a property of the
funct1ons wh1ch serve as the denotat1ons of Engl1sh expressions. An expression of Eng·
lish is affective iff its denotation is a function o such that for any two arguments
a and B. where a is a subset of B. 6(B} is a subset of 6(a).
This property unifies the diverse class of expressions which license the appearanceof
NPI's, distinguishing as affective the first item in each of the following affective/
non-affective pairs: nQ/~, every!~. noone/everyone, doubt/believe, be hard to/
be easy to, be surprised that/be happy that, without/wi th, before/after, !QQjenough. It
also provides an explanation for the asymmetry in the ability of af fectives like eve~
and~ to license NPI's, and similar differences between the antecedent and consequent
clauses of conditional sentences .
~

.,.,
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lf!ect of Discourse Structure on the Comprehension of Troubleshooting Instructions

This paper reports on a series of empirical observations of the effect of varying

~course structures in material in which vocabulary, sentence level syntax, and picture

a.. are all controlled in such a way as to make the reader's job as simple as possible.
D. textual material is a set of six troubleshooting manuals for a moderately complex
;uctronic monitoring and control system for airbrakes on heavy-duty vehicles.
ltticipants are approximately 50 paid owner-operators of trucks who have some knowledge
(ftequently erroneous) of the operating characteristics of the system, but no familiarity
nth its electrical properties. In almost all cases, the participants had no useful
~ledge of electronic theory or practice. Thus the participants had to depend on the
~formation in the manuals to complete the task.
~
The task was to use the manuals to locate problems introduced on a demonstration
h rd which contains actual truck hardware except for simulated wheels and axles.
( eli~nary analyses show that (1) interruptions that impose little or no memory load
1
•&., forward skips ) cause no comprehension difficultie s, (2) interruptions that impose
.._additional memory load (e.g., back references that must be read to complete the task)
~ considerable difficulty in comprehension, and (3) doubly embedded back references
~e almost total inability to follow the message. These findings appear to be
~ogous to similar facts about variations in the form of complex sentences.

MATTHEW LENNING, Bell-Northern Research
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Reoo~ition

Simple and powerful models of linguistic performance are needed in a variety of appJi
tions. One such application is speech recognition by computer. This paper identifi ca.
certain syntactic constraints which are motivated by performance considerations in aes
continuous speech recognition system. The system to be discussed uses an augmented
transition network (ATN) as its syntactic component (see Woods 1970). The ATN was or;
gfnally designed as a text parser . In speech recognition, because input is acoustic •
positive identification is available of the input segment being scanned. Instead theno
machine has access to an acoustic likelihood score which is a function of both th~ inpUt
segment's acoustic parameters and of the segment name on the ATN arc being traversed
The task of the recognition machine is to find the path through the network giving rise
to the highest total acoustic likelihood. By doing so, the machine determines the SYn·
tactically well-forn~d string of segment names having the best acoustic fit to the
string of input segments. This is achieved in real time by exploring many paths in
parallel. Even in a syntax of modest complexity, ambiguity associated with the identi
fication of acoustic segments results in the generation of many analysis paths. Limit;
on memory and processing capacity make it necessary to eliminate incorrect paths as ear.
ly as possible. By imposing appropriate constraints on the ATN, we can efficiently eli·
minate a large number of paths without risk of missinq the bP.st fit analvsis.

paper documents that children distinguish various types of relative clauses
Children evidence productive compe,.rtor "free relatives" significantly before lexically-headed relatives. This
precedence of free relatives is not due to the semantic indeterminacy
relatives, since lexically headed relatives with semantically indeterminate
are as difficult at early ages as relatives with determinate heads. Moreyoung children frequently transform both forms of headed relati ves to free
ves, although theg rarely transform free relatives. These findings result
er~~pirical research in which imitation of sentences with these varied embedded
~tives was elicited from over 80 Ss between 3 and 7 gears of age.
On the other
JP11 comprehension test evidence shows that the same children are sensitive to
,;r,tic determinacy in such relatives. This furnishes clear evidence that the
~opllllfntal sequence above is not a result of inability to deal with semantic

NANCY S. LEVIN, Ohio State University

D'HADOIESON, University of California, LoS Angel es
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ttl ~!I stages of first language acquisition.

lftBl'lllinaCY •
Results are interpreted with referencg to the chi ld language l i terature on
uisition of relati ve s (e.g., Limber, Sheldon, Legum) and with regard to the
1111
M~stic literature on free relati ves as reflecting components of universal
.,.....u (e.g., Bresnan & Grimshaw, Hirschbuhler, Groos & van Riemsdijk).
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The LJsting Function

~tic SpeciLication from Phonological Inventory

'List' sentences constitute a majo~ locale fo~ putative violations of various type1
of constraint. If the logical properties of list sentences are prope~ly taken into
account, apparent counterexamples may disappear . Thus Rando and Napoli 1978 provide
a uniform account of the distribution of indefinite and definite NP's in there-sentences by separating existential from list occurrences (where syntactically definite
NP's are allowed) and arguing that the list itself meets a non-anaphoricity condition,
although the items within that list need not.
List sentences have discourse and grammatical, as well as logical, correiates.
For example, lists whose members are coordinated pairs constitute one of the more
natural environments for Gapping (e.g. Their brains were small, their canine teeth
large, and their other teeth primitive in many respects.) Th is suggests that the
listing function provides motivation for using the gapping strategy. Other types
of lists serve as input to different anaphoric processes (e.g. lists with single
arguments: Conjunction Reduction).
For the notion 'list sentence' to be useful in grammatical analysis, the phenomena
classified as such must be permitted to depart from a strictly intuitive notion of
a list. Included are lists containing only one item. Excluded are rote, memorized
series, such as the letters of the alphabet. months of_the_year_ ~nd nu~

This paper inventigates the proposition that the phonological inventory of a
determines to some extent the phonetic realizations of the segments occurring
1.a the language. This idea has been explored to some degree with respect to the phonetkqualities of vowels, particularly in the work of Lindblom and his associates. It is,
~r, capable of generalization and may lead to explanations for some of the phonetic
titferences between languages. On the basis of various typological and experimental
data the following four interrelated ideas are proposed, which collectively define a
~al theory of the relationship between phonological inventory size and phonetic
~tanee: 1) the larger the number of entities to be distinguished the greater the numbu of parameters contrastively employed in the language becomes; 2) the parameters inwlvld in the construction of inventories are arranged in a heirarchy such that the
~19her-ranked parameters are only used as an increased number of segments is contrasted;
]I the larger the number of segments to be distinguished along a given parameter the
~eter the tendency to employ extreme values along this parameter becomes; 4) the
larqer the number of distinctions to be made the more closely the ideal target for a
a~nt must be approached.

ROCHELLE LIEBER, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

.,, C. HAJOR, San Diego State University
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In this paper, I ~ill ar~ue that morphological conversion, the process
\.,.hich relates such pairs as ~N'~V in Eng., and der Riss, reissen
'tear' in Ger., is not a process of affixation of a zero morpheme, as ha~
been argued in both traditional and ~e nerative g rammar (Allen, 1978). Pro·
oerties of overt suffixes such as -ize in En ~ •• and -ieren in Ger., are
discussed first. Such suffixes uniquely determine not onlv the cate~orv
of forms to which they have attached, but also their conju~ation or decler.
sion class and their arP.ument structures. It is argued on the basis o! examples from Ger. and Enp. that the so-called 'zero-affix' does not have
the properties of derivational affixes, and, in fact, that maintaining a
zero-affixation analysis leads to considerable complication of our morpholo~y. I pronose instead that both members of oairs such as naint , nainty
should be listed indeoendently in th~ lexicon, and that morpholov,~cal conversion be considered a redundancy relation: that all other things being
aqual, it is more highly valued in a lan~uaP.e '"hich has this relation for
~ noun (e.~. ~) to have a corresnondinP, verb (paint) than not to have
pne. It will be shol.,n that this solution simplifies our morphology, and ha•
C'..AD."i!>~P!'<
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lraUllan Portuguese as a Stress-timed Language

On Morphological Conversion

'in+E>restina

~ge

n<~

\tl.e..l_l

?4

Stress plays an important role in the phonology and rhythm of Brazilian Portuguese.
Tbe exaggeration of stress at the expense of unstressed syiiaiJlct- • e·-·eol!h.la~ed with
the change from syllable-timing to stress-timing. Using instrumental and phonological
Uta, I shall give evidence that Portuguese has a tendency toward stress-timing: (1)
mterstress durations are not directly proportional to the number of syllables; (2) many
4Uferenees in interstress durations are not perceptible; (3) syllable duration is in•ersely proportional to the number of syllables in a word; (4) in casual speech unatreesed syllables delete, which has the effect of equalizing the number of syllables in
Meh stress group; and (5) shortening processes, which reduce duration, have the effect
~.aiding stress-timing, e.g., Raising ([e,o] ~ [i,u)) Monophthongi:tation (VG ~ V)
~ Syllabictty Shifts (VG ~ GV) .
•
~ Style influences the operation of shortening processes, which in turn has reper•ci'1ons on the rhyt~. These processes operate increasingly as style changes from
tatton' to 'Normal' to 'Casual'. Since the shortening processes have the effect of
r~uetng duration, which can aid stress-timing, this suggests that 'Casual' has the
~~test tendency toward stress-timing. Since 'Casual' represents the most progressive
e and -is often indicative of the direction of language change, then my data suggest
t Portuguese fs changing from syllable-timing to stress-timing.

t:

JS

ARLENE MALINOWSKI 1 North Carolina State University
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Distribution and Function oL the Auxiliaries tener and aver in Judeo-Spanish

The Judeo-Spanish verbal system contains two compound tenses, the present perfect
indicative and the pluperfect indicative. These tenses are formed by means of a Paat
1articiple combined with one of two possible auxiliary verbs, ~ or ~· A dia~ussion of the distribution of these auxiliaries, and the function of the tenses thl!lll~elves form the object of this paper.
Previous research in the field has attempted no sustained analysis of this partt:ular aspect of Judeo-Spanish syntax. Treatment of the topic amounts to no more than 1
few lines stating that either 1) tener is the principal auxiliary used in the formatioe
Jf compound tenses (Wagner, Baruch, Agard, Hirsch, Renard) or 2) both~ and av!!
~unction as auxiliaries in free variation (Crews, Kahane and Saporta). This study
1ttempts a more extensive investigation of the problem.
The analysis is based on the data provided by 125 recent editions of a JU<Ieo-s;1ant
1ewspaper published in Tel Aviv, La Luz: de Israel, and 50 taped interviews collected
during three months of fieldwork in Israel during the summer 1977. A clear-cut
~attern of distribution of the auxiliaries tener and ~ does emerge from an analyab of
· he data. Moreover, a significant functional distinction between the two auxiliaries Cia
>e discerned . A discussion of the historical development of the compound tenses in Iber•
lomance assists jn clarifying and explaining the observed patterns.
JOHN MALONEY, Harvard University
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The Function or the Perrect in Old Babylonian Letters

resents·an acoustic analysis of an apparent 19-way neutralization in the

pa~rapfunctfonally
misartfculating child, age 3;11. A phonological analysis indi·
0

re lack of the contrasts used in arlult speech: there is no voice or manner
sev~d only one place contrast, and no evidence to support positing phonological
~f neutralization. Recent research indicates, however, that both deviant and
hildren may be maintaining acoustic or phonological distinctions fn their own
chi hare perceptual ly indistinct to adults (Kornfeld 1971, Macken and Barton
wxw~ll 1979, ~leismer, Elbert and Dfnnsen 1979). Thfs study therefore investiga• Ma
stic characteristics of this child's [d) in words which are contrastive in
the ac~~ to see ff any contrasts were being maintained phonetically. Results indiadlllt ~p~el)a statistically significant distinction {p<.001) is being made between the
cate ~ fd] which correspond to adult /d/ and the VOT of the 18 other [d], and 2) a statJT 0 ll significant distinction (p<.002) in VOT is being made between the [d] which
dstfca ~to adult [+voice] segments and those which correspond to adult [-voice] seg~r~spo~he latter results indicating that the child possesses a voice contrast are crullllts· i ortant for planning strategies of therapy for this type of child. This study
cflll.Y mtphe call for acoustic justification of claims about contrasts in child speech.
115wers

!;

lfD1r1l

JfC A 'NULTY, Uni-versite du Quebec

!J!lnst Raising to Subject

a Montreal
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In the standard analysis, the so-called "_!-perfect"' ol AK.I<:aal.an Is
thought to be a distinct tense-form approximating the meaning of the English present perfect, i.e. a form showing that the verbal event is apr~
sent state produced by past action. This standard view is inadequate,
however, because the t-perfect possesses a well-defined discourse function in Old Babylonian prose syntax (royal and private letters}. It has
an assertive, focusing nuance which serves to identify the verb in the
t-form as the main statement of the narrative. Two lines of evidence,
one provided by the anumma construction and the other based on the facts
of coordination, will be developed to prove this contention. Among the
imPlications this analysis has for Akkadian grammar are1 (1} from now
on.the t-form has to be discussed in terms of its functioning in discourse,-not just as an isolated tense-form, (2} any study of the historical development of the Semitic medio-passive !-system must take this revised Akkadian situation into account; (J} cl~ar parallels between the
u~e of the _!-perfect and Biblical Hebrew hinneh clauses (~, both tend
to precede injunctives}point to a drift-like syntactic development where
different formal means were used for a single Semitic clause-type.

Ilia paper argues that subject.,of' infinitives are not acessible to major (nonlc::a~.:

EVANGELINE S. HARLOS, University of Pennsylvania

JAWES HC CLOSKEY, University College Dublin

A Topical Subject:
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Word Order in Hodern Greek

Despite the fact that Modern Greek (MG) is ~r. Indo-European language , it has not
achieved the full SVO status assumed for other modern IE languages . Lakoff (1972}
enumerates many features which should be present in such languages. However, MG does
not evidence many of t,ese, e . g . an obligatory use of anaphoric , non-emphatic pronouns,
or the use of prepositions in general instead of case endings. Furthermore, MG allows
many syntactic phenomena not permissible in a strict SVO languaoe. However, neither is
MG still an OV language, since, though all permutations of subject, verb, and object are
?Ossible, the unmarked order in a simple sentence is SVO.
Lehmann (1976) notes an analogy between the OV to VO shift and the shift from topicto subject-prominence in IE languages. Li and Thompson (1976) list many features
contrasting topic- and subject-prominent lanaguages, but speak in terms of a topic/
comment to subject/predicate continuum, rather than in terms of discrete categories. MG
again behaves differently from other IE languages, as topic/comu~nt constructions are not
infrequent and not greatly marked. Furthermore, MG is not involved in many of the
grammatical processes thought to be characteristic of subject-prominent languages.
Therefore, the best way to treat MG is not in the discrete terms of Lakoff but rather
es a language still in transition from its topic/ comment, SOV forbear, not Yet having
~ully reached vo, subject/predicate status as other modern IE la~ouaoes h~ve.

36
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IOJil'OOt) transfo:cnations, but only to interpretive rules. The Left .Branch Condition,
lllth TENSE (AUX) as the head of s, is used to prevent subjects from moving out of
thl1r deep structure clauses by NP-f>bvement. On the one hand, this acCXIunts for the
tact that no Raising-type transformations exist 1n French. On the other, it explains
tile ungr&~~~~Daticallty of (1)
(1) *Hho does 1 t seem to be here? (from Jenkins ?6)
athout either giving up transfomations altogether or making use of a rule such a.s
(2} to insert ita
r [for ~ :1 (from Chomsky & La.sn1k ??)
(2) NP V* (A) (PP) ls• that SJ

+ riH
mere it goes into NP and V* = be, seem, etc.

111th the problem of (1) solved by the LBC, only the presence of the head of S, namely
!EliSE, is needed to tr1f;ger it-insertion, rewritten a.s (J)a
(J) A=~ i t /
TENSE
n.re are now t'WOoonditionson transfomations that do not apply to interpretive :rulesa
•bjacency and the Left Branch Condition.

[THURS AFT:

fMMOdern Irish Pree9sitional Relative and Successive Cyclicity

!his paper examines a l4odern Irish relative clause construction
in lfhich relative prepositional phrases can appear either at the
bead ot an embedded clause or at the head of the relative clause
itself, thus su(Mesting successive-cyclic application of a. rnove~t rule. An analysis of these data using base-generation nnd a
.nel-theoretic ne~~ntics is constructed and is argued to be
IUperior to the mover.~ent analysis.

't7
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Free variables and Rules oL semantic Interpretation

¢

In "On Binding," Chomsky rejects sentences as semantically incoherent if their logical
form (LF) contains free variables. The same assumption that variables are bound in LF
leads Dowty (1978} to propose a syntactically and semantically unnatural analysis of UM
~-phrase in full passives. But if we modify his analysis by translating derived passlYe VPs into (incomplete) predicates with free agent variables, we can treat~ Joan
and widely in (la) and (lb) as adverbial modifiers of the short passive (lc}; we can
also represent the preferred interpretation of (lc) as implying multiple agents.
(lJ a. Trace theory has been misunderstood by Joan.
b. Trace theory has been widely misunderstood.
c. Trace theory has been misunderstood.
Indeed, unless Chomsky's index arb is interpreted as the mark of a free variable rather
than a binder, PRO will incorrectly be predicted as completely "uncontrolled" in (2).
(2) a. It is unclear to Mary [what [PRO to do t]]
b. John was asked t [what [PRO to do t]]
Free variables must be allowed in LF, evaluated contextually like fndexicals, but then
the incoherence of (3} requires a different sort of explanation than Chomsky provides.
(3) *They asked Mary to visit each other.

Lozano (1978} argues for a reanalysis of the alternation ~n Spa~ish between vo1cea
fricatives and stops as a process of stop-fonnation, rather than spirantization. Traditionally, the voiced stops are considered to be underlying on the basis of markedness
ries in which stops are less marked than fricatives and therefore the presence of
~ed fricatives in a systematic phonemic inventory implies the existence to the cor··
spending voiced stops. This does not hold up as a universal, as Lozano shows.
~ There is, however, another part of the markedness argument which Lozano does not de~l
~th. This is the further implication drawn by Houlihan and Iverson (1979) that rules
jjbtch are non-neutra 1 i zing should produce ~~~arked segments. Therefore non-neutra 11 zf ng
rules of spirantization are somehow more natural than rules of stop-formation. In Lopno's analysis these two aspects of markedness seen to be related. However, there
are languages, for instance Temne (Sierra Leone), which have rules of stop-formation
~thout a 'defective' inventory. There are, in addition, languages such as BaQgambmileke which have voiced fricatives but no voiced stops, and also a rule of stop-for.
•tion which does not act on the class of fricatives. That is (1} the existence of a
rule of stop-formation is an issue independent of the question of inventories and (2)
rules of stop-formation exist which are non-neutralizing.

GORDON M. MESSING 1 Cornell Universit9

lfA]UNA NESPOR & IRENE VOGEL, University of Amsterdam
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Did Homeric Heroes Speak in DiLferent Stgles?
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Sgntax in Italian

This paper challenges the article of P. Friedrich and J. Redfield, "Speech as a personality symbol : the case of Achilles," Lang. 54.263-288 (1978). F&R argue that their
stylometric tests differentiate speeches of Achilles from_ other compa.rable speeches in
the Iliad. They have confused characterization (Homeric ethopoiia) with individualization:--'nley fail to take account o f the requirements of oral poetry, the involved history of the Homeric text, and the similar problem of characterization in other.genres
of ancient Greek literature. Their statistical results, admittedly limited (since many
tests were negative), are also inconclusive because they merge two separate types of
stylistic research, identification of style markers and the quantitative analysis of
texts to determine e.g. authorship or authenticity. F&R's hypothesis would make sense
if Homer were a court reporter, taking down the actual wor~s of real speakers. ~!any of
their stylistic tests, as they freely acknowledge, correlate with Achilles' ethos; wh,ere
they diverge, e.g. his allegedly idiosyncratic use of subjunctives or of certain particles, I believe these criteria have no validity.

lepoli & Nespor (1979) give the syntactic environments in which an external sandhi rule
or Italian, raddoppiamento sintattico (RS) is prohibited. In this paper, we investigate
the complementary environments,i.e. where RS is permitted, and show that a more thorough
anal1sis of these environments can further specify the extent of application of RS.
s~cifically, on the basis of data from two varieties of standard Italian, we identify
tour degrees of application ranging from obligatory to infrequent . We show, furthermore
that the same syntactic conditions specify the degrees of application of another sandhi
nUe, stress retraction, found in another variety of Italian. Finally, since indi vidual
varieties of the language do not all make use of all the degrees, we propose that one
or the ways in which specific varieties of Italian differ from each other can be characterized in terms of the range of distinctions they make in the appl'i.cation of a given
nUe.

DAVID MICHAELS, University of Connecticut;

lfiCHAEL NOONAN & FELIX QUESADA, State Universit9 o£ New Yo rk,
lurfalo
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Length in English Vowel Alternations

In the analysis of English Vowel Alternations (e.g. ~-sanity , managermanagerial), there is a traditional ambiguity in the use of the features of tenseness
and length. Adopting a mora analysis of length in place of tenseness resolves this
ambiguity by giving a strict quantity interpretation to "tense" - "lax" alternations.
This analysis, furthermore, is consistent with a relatively concrete analysis of the
related quality alternations governed by the vowel shifting rules and diphthongi,ation.
The mora analysis requires that long (tense) vowels be represented underlyingly as
sequences of two moras (e.g. VV), that the Shortening (Laxing) Rule delete the second
mora, that the Lengthening (Tensing) Rule add a mora, and that Diphthongization raise
and devocalize the second mora in a two mora sequence. This analysis taken together
with the restriction that neutralization rules (e.g. Vowel Shift, Backness Adjustment)
apply only to morphologically derived forms results in a general, but concrete account
of the alternations in question and also provides an account of why [ay), 1~1. and [~I
never occur as outputs of Tensing.

111

ne Rise
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of Sentence-like Complements in Quechua

Prior to contact With Spanish, sentential complements in ~uechua were rendered almost exclusively by nominalized forms. In the modern ~uechua dialects, this situation has changed, many dialects exhibiting, alongside
their nom1nalized complement-types, sentence-like complement-types, i.e.
complement-types whose predicates are verbs and exhibit the same sort of
~rphology as verbs ln main clauses.
This development is doubtless due to
lntluence from Spanish, operating through extensive Spanish-Quechua bil1n~11sm.
The dialects of Quechua, however, differ considerably as to the
degree of use of the sentence-like complement-type, ranging from conservative dialects like Ancash, where sentence-like complements are little used,
~San Martin, which makes extensive use of sentence-like complements. In
this paper, we will discuss the manner in which sentence-like complementtTpes have become integrated into the complementation system. We will exallne data from a number of dialects (Anoash, Cajamarca, Cuzco. San Martin)
lhowing that sentence-like complement-types come to be used in preference
to nominalized forms in a predictable sequence1 that is, certain complement
~king predicates are more likely to occur with sentence-like complements
than others, these predicates being arranged on a sort of impl1cat1onal
Ieala. Finally, we will speculate on the basis for this scale.

JOHN H. OHALA, University of California, Berkeley
The Phonetics of Dissimilation:
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ell! Pr6dicting the Direction of Movement in Cllaln Shifts
~

Consider syllables of c1VC2 shape where Cl, c2, or both have a distinctive feature Whoa•
acoustic cues are realized primarily in the transitions to the adjacent vowel, e . g.,
place of articulation, labialization, glottalization, etc. Although in careful speech
these three cases could be acoustically differentiated, if there were extensive
assimilation all three syllable types could be realized phonetically in a very si-tlar
way, i.e., the medial ~vowel·vould have the distinctive feature in question spread all
the way through it. How is the listener supposed to tell whether such utterances point
to c 1 , c2. or both 'owning' the distinctive feature? The point is, in some cases he
can't and he therefore makes an incorrect analysis. In the eases labeled dissimilation
he attributes to either Cl or C2 (usually the latter) a distinctive feature that used
to belong to both. In his own careful pronunciations, the listener-turned-speaker Will
manifest the distinctive feature on only one of the consonants, not both. Thus :
dissimilation without the necessity of assuming the speaker decided to alter his pronunciation in order to eliminate like sounds. This model also accounts for the apparent
lack of cases of dissimilation involving the features fstop] or [affricate] since such
features cannot spread over onto adjacent vowels.

bo
Yaeger and Steiner In A Quant. Study of Snd. Chng. In Progress , propose
La rtnclples
v,
•
'
---governing
the movement
of-vowels In
cha-i n shifts:- tense vowe 1s r 1se,
three p 1 f•ll back vowels front It will be the purpose of this paper to show that
l.x vowe
s
'
•
• valid. Th1s
• wr'11 be done by present I ng an exa"'"1
rlnclples
are
not universally
..~ eo f
the p 1 haln shift from the dialects of central Apul i a (southeastern Italy).
1 vow;h ccentral Apulian stressed vowels in open penultimate syllables develop Into dlph
ehose nuclei subsequently shift position . (The 4-helght vowel system of 'Vulgar
thOng~~ the starting point.) The higher-mid vowel s dlpht honglze and fall (e>e:y>~:y, o
utln .'). the high vowels then diphthongize and fall to mid position, and then move
>):w>~~; back (l>e:y>o:y, u>o:w>e:w); the lower-mid vowels then d l phthongize ·and rise (t
front
· w) There is no distinction In tenseness between the d iphthongs that rise and
,.:y~ ~~~~ f~ll; thus L., Y. and S.'s principles fall to predict the correct_direct lon
t~
t The backing of a front vowel (l>o :y) also contradicts the principles.
of rnovemen
·
h
1t •IS based t oo narrow IY on
The difficulty
with L., Y. and S. 's approach ·IS tat
E !Ish vowel system with Its long/tense- short/lax oppositions. It Is not surprlsthe
ing t hngt
a it is not valid for the vowel systems found, for e xample, In the Romance Ianguages.

w.A.

CAROL N. PFAFF, JFK Institut fllr Nordamerikastudien, Freie UniversJ.tlt
['rHURS KJRN:
,.rlin & RENATE PORTZ, Insti.tut fllr Englische Philologie, Freie Universitlft Berlin
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A Metrical Rule J.n Early English

roreign Children's ACiiluJ.sition of German:

The purpose of this paper is to show how metrical structure plays a role in
the early history of English.

In particular, two hitherto unconnected and

Corpus Glossary and in the Middle English of the dialect known as AB will
be shown to follow from the same metrical rule and its interaction with
independently motivated rules of the respective periods of Old and Middle
English.

Cognitive Bases of Structural Equivalents:

[SAT HORN t
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A 10-Language comearative Study

Our basic hypothesis is that many crucial properties ot language derive from tne
>tructure of human perception and cognition. This hypothesis was tested by presenting
1 number of perceptual/cognitive distinctions on a color film involving 70 scenes and
oaving native speakers of 10 languages "Simply Describe" each scene in a sillple sentence.
:he languages are: Chinese, English, Finnish, Hebrew, Hungarian, Japanese, Kannada,
)erbo-Croatian, Spanish and Turkish. The film showed a man and some familiar objects
(blocks, balls, etc.) in action and stative relations; the sequence induced cognitive
Jresuppostions and contrasts (given-new info, object vs. actor salience, unfulfilled
~xpectations, etc.) each scene was expected to result in a certain type of syntactic/
;emantic structure (def./indefinite articles, adjectives, passive and other movement
.ransformations embeddings, negation, etc.). The data reveal several universal pattern8
•
~ecline in adjectives
and indefinite reference with increased " given-ness .. o f ent iti es;
Jse of passive and topicalized structures to express object salience; strong preference
Eor egocentric perspective; reference as a function of available alternatives; and many
~thers. This study thus demonstrates existence of cognition-based substantive universals;
>ests functional explanations of universal/language-specific phenomena ; and contribute•
:o an explanatory theory of language performance.

""

Universals versus Interference

In the present paper we examine structural aspects of the German of
Turkish and Greek children of immigrant workers in West Berlin,
considering 15 phonological, morphological, syntactic and lexico- semantic
features for which Turkish and Greek differ from each other and from
German. The data bear directly on several current issues in language
acquisition: (1) Which features may develop in universal, natural
sequences independent of speakers' Ll and whic h are more susceptible to
interference? (2) Do L2 acquisition patterns of children and adults
follow identical patterns? (3) How do the results for acquisition of
German compare with studies of other languages (e.g., Engl ish) as L2?
We report results of one in a series of empirical sociolinguis t ic studies
of adults and children of several nationalities, here focussing on
comparable samples of German and mother tongue s t ruc t ures of foreign
children and a control group of German working class children. We find
certain features which do not show interference, including word order,
lexical expansion and analytic indirect objects and s ome which do,
including phonology, analytic possessives and part / whole constr~ctions .

unexplained phenomena in the Old English of the Vespasian Psalter and the

CHARLES E. OSGOOD & S.N. SRIDHAR, University of Illinois
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'l'he •[NP to VPJ Filter and the AcquJ.sition of Infinitival Complements

111e use of filters to block ungrcmnatical sentences within a transformational
franeworl< was proposed by Olanslcy and l.asnik (1977). The *[NP to VP) filter was
~ed to block sentences like ( l) ~Marshall to quit would be a shame. There are two

environnents which block the filter and permit such sequences: excepticnal verbs like
want, as in (2) Bertha wants Henry to leave, and the preposition for, as in (3) Marcia
Pl.anned for Fred to win. Olanslcy and Lasnik claimed that the *[NPtO VP] filter itself
was a part of Universal Granmar, and the exceptions are language-specific;
This proposal makes direct predictions about language acquisition. Children should
never produce [In> to VP] sequences when they are not alla.ted, and they must learn the
exceptional envirorrrents which a11a,1 [NP to VP]. The use of the filter should malce
infinitives without subjects easier than infinitives with subjects. Forty-nine children
ages 3-6 were asked to act out infinitive sentences with and withoot subjects and the
eotoroespond.ing WH questions, and the subject of the infinitive used was recorded. The
results supported the hypothesis of a wriversal *[NP to VP] filter, and indicated that
the overtly marked excepticn of for was learned before the exceptional veri> class.
Ihe findings demonstrate children""TS use of syntactic structure in interpretation.
Chansky, N. and H. Lasnik. 1977. Filters and Control. Linguistic Inquiry 8:425-504.
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,. riation in the Linguistic Realization of Speech Acts

~

Phonological Reduction of Grammatical Harkers

Caribbean dialects of Spanish are characterized by the variable weakening and comp,
lete del etion of syllable-final segments, even when these are morphological markers.
Studies treating this process as phonological variation have fai led to adequately account
for its interaction with the grammatical system. We r eport on a large-scale statistical
study of phonologica l and grammatical variation in th ree word-final phonemes: /sN/ 'nominal plural marker' and ' second person singular verbal marker', / n#/ 'third person plural
verbal marker', and / r#/ 'infinitiVP. marker'
We distinguish, through analysis of an
array of phonetic variants, phonological variation from what is in fact grammatical variation. Lack of consistent functional effects on /s#/ reduction within the NP is traced
partly to interdependence with verbal /n#/. Infinitives are marked by distinctive stress
placement , explaining the conditioning of / r# / retention by phonological and not func.
ti ona l factors. A distinction between /s#/ and /nl/ on the one hand , and /r#/ on t he
other, i s reflected in co-occurrence patterns of variant usage among &PeRkt.rs. The
variant s of /s#/ and / n# / are distributed acro ss a conserved/reduced dichotomy according
to functional criteria
information-bearing variants are opposed to those with none,
while the variants of / r#/ are disposed according to phonological criteria - the conserved variant versus the reduced ones.
ELLEN

F. PRINCE,

Uni~rsity

o f Pe nnsylvania
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perted here is an attempt to characterize variation in the linguistic reali zation of
The acts considered here are directives, instructions, and evaluations,
5 of which share the property of being intended to regulate the behavior of others.
11
~e sentences realizing these acts are analyzed into structural components, called
~~ere "interactive variables."
The subjects are three eight-year-old residents of
~'wail, two girls and a boy , of different ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds, who
~ve been shown i n an earlier study to command different ranges along a Hawaiian~lish vs. General-English continuum.
The data come from a number of spontaneous peer
~versations held under similar social conditions.
Differences in linguistic choice
~ found to cross the lines of sex, ethnicity, socioeconomic background, and dialect
~nge; however, so do some important uniformities.
This preliminary study suggests
~at quant ~tative methods can be extended to t he investigation of variation in the
linguistic realization of speech acts, but that explanations for that variation are
unl 1 kely to come from simple macrosociological considerations.
~ech acts.

GILBERT RAPPAPORT, University of Texas, Austin
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A HierarchY Governing Verbal Aspec t in Russian

He dging in Physi dans' Pis course

This work is part of a larger project studying ethical decision-making in the daily
staff meetings of the pediatric intensive-care-unit of a major Philadelphia hospital. An
analysis of the hedg~s in the corpus, identified on intuitive grounds (as in G. Lakoff
1972 and R. Lakoff 1972), shows that (1) the notion of hedge pertains not to a unitary
class but to two distinct classes of phenomena, and (2)different subclasses of hedges
differ in their distribution and function. APPROXIMATORS implicate ' fuzziness' within the
propositional content conveyed. One subclas s corresponds to G. Lakoff's hedges in that
they indicate nonprototypic membership in some class; it occurs most frequently in the
description of symptoms. Another subclass occurs most commonly with measurements: here a
precise descriptlon is possible but is either not relevant or available. SI!IELDS implicate that the relationship between the propositional content and the s peaker is marked in
~ orne way. One subclass implicates varying types and degrees of uncertainty; usually the
hedged proposition is presented as a plausible inference. This type corresponds to R. Lakorf's hedges. It is especially common in diagnoses and planning. A second subclass implicates that the proposition is to be attributed to another individual and , secondarily,
that the speaker does not speak from personal knowledge. The actual degree of speakercommitment can be determined on ly from knowledge of the assumed credibi lity of the attributee. Thi.s type has the widest distribution.

YIJ'bl in Russian typi~ have two aspectual foms. When a verb 1e to desori~ repeated (sub)ewnts, a conn.i.ot can ariMo On the one hand, the perfective f'ona might
bt appropr1a te to exp:ovss the integri't\Y and completion of each subevent. On the other
band, the intemal complexiey of repetition calls tor the impctri'ect.i.ve aapeot. Typ1ealJ3', in the case of finite verbs, Russian resolves this contll.ct in favor of the 1mperteot1ve feyrm. There are two cases, howver, in 'Which a finite verb describing repeated subevents may appear in the perfective form. 'Ihese cases are interesting because they establish a hierarcltical structure among the seant.i.o criteria governing
ftrbal aspect. Both repeti t.i.on and anterior! ty to the speech event may be expressed
1n the ver-b form. If' those lmlanings are clear from the gralllmatical context, then both
•1 reJnain unexpressed morphologionlly. 11' only ono re!QI.ins morphologically unexpressed, it must be tense. 'Ihe intognty ot· the subevent llllly be e%pressed by the perttctive aspect only when repetition is olear from gr&nm!&tical context. Thua, three
Rl!llntio components of a described event normally renected in the Russian verb f'o:rm
•1 be ranked in a hierarcl\v Wicb expresses their ability to be ciaduced from gre.mat.ical context and thus remain unexpressed morphologica~r
tense meaning >
repoUtion
}
subevent integriey
VIC'l'OR RASKIN 1 Purdue Uni versi tl}

APRIL KOMENAKA PURCELL, University of Hawaii, Hilo
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A sociolinguistic Continuum in Microcosm

A sociolinguistic continuum is described, analogo~s ~o the continua discussed recently
in reports of l arge- seal~ s~udi~s of ad~l~ speakers in creolizing and decreolizing
communities. The s ~bjects ~f the p~esent investigation are fourteen Hawaii children,
aged five through twelve, ~f different ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds, living
in a s~ngle nei~~~rhood, and interacting with each other with varying degrees of
intimacy ar.d frequency. The group may be considered to some extent a microcosm of
the larger community of Hawaii.
The data are drawn from the children's spontaneous
conversations and are expressed in terms of relative frequencies of twelve Hawaiiap
English (as opposed to General English) phonological, intonational, and lexicogr~
tical variants. Rank correlation is measured for pairs of variants and for variants
and social groupings. The study demonstrates that individual speech performance can be
effectively characterized, not as static "codes" but as dynamic "ranges"; that interaction between members works both to preserve speech differences and to foster uniformities; and that the children appear to have good grounds within the group for associating certain speech features with certain individuals and with groups of children who
share other, social and physical characteristics.
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Se11111ntic TheorY and Scripes

One of the important though often ignored questions in semantics has always been
tbe aount of information to be stored in the lexicon or , in other words, the boundary
~ween

our lexical competence and extralinguistic knowledge of the world. It is
that a finite repertoire of formally represented cognitive structures, the
lcripts (or 1 frames', or 'schemata') be incorporated in the lexicon in the framework of
'aeript-oriented semantic theory. It is argued that no semantic theory without scripts
e• explain the comprehensibil ity of many ordinary sentences (e.g., (1)) as opposed to
the incomprehensibility of other ordinary sentences (e.g., (2)).
(1) John vas a dime short and had to do without milk.
(2) John vas a dime short and had to do without a fami ly.
The script which is involved here and which renders (1) comprehensible (and and
ln it llppropriate as opposed to (2), ia the basic "coiiiDIOdities-!lloney-commodities"- fonaw.a internalized by most English speakers .
The format and semantic material of the scripts is justified on the basis of the
'-onstrated non-vell-formedness of those sentences which violate at least one rubric of
'leript. The feasibility and operational finiteness of the approach are discussed
'Slnat the background of the claim that having scripts in a semantic theory does not
~easarity lead to a stronger ontological commitment than not having them.
~sted

4J
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ROMAINE, University of Birndngham

Nonreferential Noun Phrases as Foci
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Linguistic Evidence for Processing Units Smaller '!'han Clauses

A prevailing assumption in studies of speech perception (e.g.,
Fodor Bever and Garett, 1974) is that the minimal unit of processing is
the clause. This has correlated in linguistic theory with the assumption that restrictions on linguistic rules are stated in terms of •command•, i.e., that their domains are clauses. However, recently there is
increasing evidence that such rules obey stricter restrictions: they
may operate on two given nodes only if one of them c(onstituent)-commands the other (Reinhart, 1976; Chomsky, 1978), i.e., their domains
consist of the full range of constituents in s, not just clauses.
This linguistic evidence is consistent with an alternative processing analysis which assumes that constituents are the minimal proceasing units (e.g., Kimball, 1973). More direct support for this
analysis comes from the examination of perceptual complexity, wh~ch reveals that a failure to close constituents smaller than a clause results
in a processing difficulty of the same order as the one resulting from a
failure to close a clause .

ERIC J. REULAND, State University of Groningen

1}

!£llistic Variation and Syntactic Diffusion in Histori~al Change

This note links with predicativea and existentials other nonreferential noun phrases; the
movie lasted gix hpunj Max came in with a loud sraab• Tom made some he•dway. The und~
scored phrases cannot be pronouns or definites: *We had six hours and the movie lasted
them. I claim that this is a semantic restriction determined by the function of the aen~e: it asserts that the predicate noun phrase is a property of the subject (this is
a common characterization of predicativea, existentials, and amount phrases like six houra
and is arguable for crash and headway). The fact that the NP's can later be pronominalttei
e.g. the movie lastedill:lX hours, but they were well-spent supports this explanation: once '
the predicate noun phrases have been linked to the subject, they are identifiable and liable to pronominalization. This explanation has further import for analyses (Carlson 77)
which propose an idiosyncratic syntactic derivation for definite relatives like the six
hours the movie lasted were well-spent. With the •emantic explanation proposed here, the
identifiable reading of the definite head follows: if the predicate NP's are identified
by the assertion as properties of the subject, then they are so identifiable and the
definite head on clauses in which they are relativized is acceptable, in fact necessary.
Thus the semantic function of the simple assertions above will explain several longstsndtna
exceptional relatives .

'I'ANYA REIHAM, 'I'el-Aviv Universit!l
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Dutch subordinate Clause rypes and the Syntax of LO?ical Form

There ore in Dutch three main types of subordinate clauses:finite, infinitival and part•
icipial; all of the category S.Pinite subordinate clauses may be introduced by bare co.plementizers (dat 'that'). relatives. +WH-phrases. prepositional conjunctions (nadat
'after', doordat 'because'). and adverbial conjunctions (toen 'when'• indien 'i~oe
wel 'although 1 ). Adverbial conjunctions are analyzed as adverbs moved 1nto Comp by~
movement. and the prepositional ones as [Prepr__
da~]. Infinitival clauses take only
+WH-phrases and prepositional conjunctions witk&~¥ dat; participial clauses are only introduced by adverbial conjunctions. It is investigated how these restrictions can be
stated in the framework of EST where there is optional expansion of Comp and free whmovement. It is shown that all unacceptable combinations will be marked ungrammatical by
independently motivated considerations as to the function the clause introducer and the
clause it heads perform in the clause they are embedded in. This function is reflected
in the Type they are assigned on the level of logical form; an infinitival clause will
be assigned an argument Type, and so will +WH-phrases; as a consequence they will have
environments in common. A participial clause will be assigned a Type suited for modifiers
which it will share with the adverbial conjunction it is headed by; this is therefore an
admissible combination. A participial clause will have no environment in which an expres·
sion with the Tvpe of a +WH-phrase may appear. vieldinR unRrammaticalitv in this case.

rev historical so~io~inguistic studies have investigated the relationahiP bet~reen styllst.J.c variation and syntactic diffusion in the process of language . change. I approach this problem here through an examination of the h.J.story of the relative clause system in Scottish Eng
liSh dialects, which have lagged behind standard English in integrating
the use of the WH relative system (i.e. who, ~ etc. ) into the
vritten ~d spoken lane~age. I have looked specifically at variation
in t~e marking o~ :elat1ve clauses (i.e. WH forms, that or ~) in a st _
11st1cal~y s~rat1f.1.ed sample of Scots from the 16th-century and the m~
dern pe:1od 1n te:ms ?f an index of syntactic complexity. My index of
8 yntact1c co~plex1~y 1s based on the frequency with which NP's in certain s~~act1c pos1tions are relativized. The results reveal that the
VH relav.J.vization strategy appears to have entered the language in the
aos~ c?mplex styles and least frequently relativized syntactic position•
unt.J.l 1t.even~ually spread or diffused throughout the system. The process ofdiffus1on can be seen as completed in standard English but not
in modern Scots where the native strategy of marking clauses prevails.
~CB HYERS ROY, Calirornia State Uni versi t!l, Los An!16les
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Discourse Strategy

The prima~ goal o~ speaking in conversation--underlying such apparent goals as .J.nformat.J.o~-~xchange, story-telling or problem-solving--is
fo7 eac~ speaker to max1~1ze her or his role in the interaction without
a11enat1ng the conver~ahonal partner by taking all the available space.
Speakers need strateg1es to accomplish this goal in socially acceptable
ways.

The structure of discourse is affected by the strategies speakers
select to get and keep the floor. Narrative is itself a kind of -structural strategy for get7in~ and maintaining.hearers' attention, though
~a~rs ~ay have ~pec1al~zed mean~ to ~g1n or continue in the face of
po~s1b~e 1nterrupt1on.
Non-narrat1ve d1scourse does not have such a
~lt-~n strategy.
An~lysis of segments of three-person conversations shows that irony
funct~o~s as a st~ategy for ~ speaker in non-narrative discourse to
monopo11ze attent1?n and top7c w~ile at the same time ostensibly sharing
in norma ~ turn-tak1ng. The ~ron~c utterance can disrupt the flow of
informa t.J.on-exchange or task-oriented discussion and can thus gain for
the sneaker temoora rv control of the convE>rsa tion.
~RUMSEY, Universit!l or Sydney
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t.tive and 'I'ranslative in Ungarinyin

d !hef Ungarinyin language of northl'lestern Australia (on which I have
o~e ieldlrork) shows erammatical case relations by verbal crossere~ce and local ones by nominal postpositions. In eeneral these
allo me hods are mutually exclusiv'; case postpositions do not'normy occur on cross-referenced !Ws
( An interesting exception is lati;.e -yurv -ju . which can occur on a
iross-referenced) transitive object or intra~sitive subject rrP ~hen
1tho
referent assertedly undergoes a change of state as a result of
oce action described by the verb. The same postposition can nlso
~r on a trans! ti ve subject NP l·rhen it becomes a new topic
aeco~~ing on Kuryio'l-ric:z' s rigorous distinction betl'leen pril!la;.y and
ary case functions, I argue that -yu 111 -ju is a local case with
88
condary functions at the grammatical and discourse levels :Sut
8
1ome of 1 ts !!local" semantic content is relevant at the oth~r tlro
n:~~la as wel l. This I adduce as evi·dence against Kurylolricz' 0
1at o)n (shared in a different form by Chomsky and the interpretiv.;;.
s of syntax as autonomous and asemantic.

i:
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The Affected Agent

This paper discusses rules that distinguish between two agent
types _ the affected vs. the non-affected. Thes: rules g~oup the fora~
agent type with other affected roles such as dat~ves, pat~ents and
experiencers. The notion affected agent challenge~ t~e Case Gr~ar
claim that case categories are unified, mutually d~~t~~ct semant~c
primitives. (i) Case categories are not mutually ~~st~nc~ becau~e.
seroanto-syntactically, the affected ~gent groups w~th dat~ves, ~at~enta
and experiencers. (ii) Case.cat:gor~es are not semanto-syntact~cally
unified because agents class~fy ~nto the affected vs ~on-affect~d
type
(iii) Case categories are either affected (pat~ents, dat1ves,
expe;iencers and affected agents) or non-affected ~non-affected.agenta,
and instruments) so that the affected vs.non-affected contrast ~seven
more primitive than tb~t of case categor1es.

DAVID SANKOFF, Centre de Recherches Hathematiques
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serious quest~ons have be~n raised regarding the universal primacy of the category
•subject' (eg. Li 1976), suggesting that for some languages 'topic' may be a more
category. Li and Thompson (1976) have proposed a typological distinction
•topic-prominent' languages and 'subject-prominent' languages. We present
to show that a topic-oriented perspective on Navajo makes possible the
olution of a number of problematic aspects of its grammar, including noun ranking
~ordering restrictions, certain apparent irregularities in verb classifiers, and
~tch reference in d~scourse. Evidence is also presented from Tlingit and Northern
~askan which ind~cates that topic-prominence may be reconstructed for Na-Oene,
possible directions of morphological change determined.
1114 Analysis which ass\11\es top1.c to be basic is consonant with the broader OX';aniuonal structure of Athabaskan narrative as well as that of single sentences. This
~y includes texts collected by Boas, Sapir, and Haile in its data base, as well
., entences recorded in Navajo and several related languages.
1
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!!. Evaluation of Prosodic Cues in Adjective-Noun Phrases Using Reiterant Speech

Ordering Variable Rules

Quantitative studies of linguistic variation must account for data
on the relative frequencies of occurrence of two or more variants of a
variable in a large set of contexts differentiated by phonological, syntactic and extralinguistic features. Within a paradigm in which these
variants are generated from an underlying form by a series of reduction,
insertion or substitution rules, linguistic considerations do not always
completely determine which forms are derived from which, nor the order
in which the derivation rules apply.
Inherent in the statistical methods
used to charac terize the condition ing of each rule, however, is a measure
of how well the probabilistic rule model fits the data. These measures,
one for each rule in a rule ordering schema, may be combined to evaluate
the overall fit of the schema to the data set .
We discuss the combinatorial problem of establishing the set of all possible rule o rder
schemata for a given variable, the statistical procedures necessary to
assess each one, and a series of examples concerning syllable-final
c onsonant reduction in Caribbean Spanish and syntactic variation in
Montreal French.

The present work further examines the role of duration as a cue in dividing trisyl-

adjective-noun phrases into words as discussed by Nakatani and J. Schaffer (1978}.
of sentences ending in such phrases were mimicked both by a human male voice and
~a speech synthesizer using the technique of reiterant speech. The sentences of each
pair vere identical except for the final phrases, which shared the same stress pattern
lll, 121 or 101} but differed in the location of the word boundary (e. g. "bold design"
"· "noisy dog"). I n the rei terant versions, all syllables were replaced by /ma/, but
tM original prosody was retained. The only difference between members of each pair of
~ntences was thus that in those final phrases with an initial monosyllabic word the
tOWel of that word was of longer duration than the vowel of the first syllable of the
~rresponding initial disyllabic word. Listeners were asked to decide which of the two
possible phrases for each reiterant sentence was being imit.ated; it was found that they
vere able to do this significantly better than chance using just the duration difference
u 11 cue. Furthermore, there was no difference in performance for the hl.llll8.ll vs. syntheUe productions. However, phrases bearing the 121 and 101 stress patterns were judged
lipit'icantly better than those with the 111 pattern. Some conunents concerning the different nature of these adjective-no un phrases and the importance of duration .as a cue in
~~1 sent~nce comnrehension will be m~de.
~bic
~~
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A Formal Grammar for Code-switching

It has recently been stx:Jwn that the only syntactic constraint which holds up in a
range of code-switching situations is an equivalence constraint, which requires only
that the sentence surface structure around the switch point be gramnatical, in a formally well-characterized sense, ~ standards of both Ll and L2. Illustrating with a lallJe
data set on Puerto Rican Spanish-English bilinguals, we deroonstrate in this paper ~ the
equivalence constraint, which may be forrrally considered a condition on the specific
gramnars of ~ (or rrore) languages, logically determines a single grarrrnar for the set of
permissible sentences containing code-switches. Furtherrrore, by making the granmars of
L1 and L2 probabilistic in order to account for frequencies of occurrence of sentence
constituents and syntactic boundary types, we succeed in ~sing a probabilistic structure on the code-switching gramnar itself, providing a well-determined formal franeo.ork
within which we may carry out quantitative studies of the details of syntactic boundaiY
susceptibility to code-switching, and crnparative studies of bilingual performance in
other speech conm.mities. The theoretical inplications of this work stem fran its consideration of code-switching behavior as not only rule-governed, but syntactically predictable, within a coherent and integrated granmatical fr~rk.

lb-Cont:raction as a Technique for Oral Disambiguation

'l'be sentence "Teddy is the man I vant to succeed" is e.mbiguous, meaning either
However, the form "Teddy is the
• I Vanna succeed," to which the phonological rule to-contraction has applied, has
Oily the second reading.
An experiment was run to test the effectiveness of to-contraction and other
~ebniques in disambiguating sentences orally. To-contraction was found to be a
highly successful technique, along vith various stress and intonation patterns . For
t~ alternative uncontracted readings of the test sentences a complementary phenom~n vas discovered:
a pause between the verb and to , which is the regular site of
~~ontraction . While not as effective a technique-as to-contraction, the pause apPtved more ot'ten in sentences which Yere successfully disambiguated than in those
Vbieh were not. However, the most s uccessful disambiguation~ of both contracted and
~contracted sentences combined a variety o f techniques which depended on the partielll.ar verb (~. have, ~. and !2_).
•1 want Teddy to succeed" or "I want Teddy's job."
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The Interaction o:f Syntax 1 Semantics and Pragmatics

of negotiation maxims is presented, patterned after those proposed by Grice
generators of conversational implicatures. While Grice ' s maxims dealt
participants interpret the content of conversation, the maxims proposed here
hoW participants establish and interpret their social identities. The
code choices which participants make, and their social references, provide
for the interpretation. The negotiation maxims are part of an o verall m:>del
langUage choice.
to be presented include certain key maxims for which universal applicais JlYPOthesized. Such a maxim is the ' gains' maxim which applies when one
speakers expect relatively higher gains from the interaction than do others .
to the 'gains 1 maxim, speakers expecting high gains will ( a ) accollllllOdate
in their own linguistic choices, and (b) accept from others choices which are
in soDJe way, such as in terms of deference. Data from a mu1tilingual Afri can
will provide an empirical basis for establishing the psychol ogical reality
maxims. The paper will also show how data from some existing studies on
choice can be best explained in t erms of negotiation maxims.

Delineating the domains of syntax, semantics, and pragmatics is an issue bein
ously debated within generative grammar. Navajo temporal, conditional, and purpos:v
clauses that are not distinguished by specific lexical items (e.g. -if, when
because)e
-•
provide important data bearing on this issue because these Navajo constructio~
trast to those of more commonly studied languages, leave much more information ~nan
fied. I will demonstrate that because of an idiosyncratic temporal constraint a s!:~ 1•
1
amount of overtly expressed semantic information goes a long way. These data aug
novel perspective with respect to the relationship between syntax and semantics ~eat •
the interpretation of these sentences is calculated as a function of the syntacticcau..
markers of tense and/or aspect and the semantics of the complementizers.
I have argued elsewhere that /-1/ is a non-past referential complementizer and
is a semantically empty connective. Referential includes both discourse anaphora and
reference to truth (i.e. £activity), The /·i/ complementizer thus helps specify the
time frame and presuppositional information for its clause; in contrast, the same i f
mation for antecedent /-go/ clauses must be determined from the syntax and semantic~ ::·
the consequent clause and from pragmatic considerations.

BETTY JANE SCHLERHAN, University of

Massachusetts
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The Acquisition o:f -er Compounds

A recent development in linguistic theory has been the formalization within the 1
icon of relations and operations that had previously been considered syntactic (eg., ex•
passive, dative) (Bresnan 1976, Wasow 1977). In particular, extensive theoretical wort
has been done on a class of lexical rules that prepose a word in first-sister position
to the verb (Vergnaud 1973, Aronoff 1976, Roeper and Siegel 1978). This class inclUdes
passives, dative-passives, -~ compolmds and verbal compounds. Data on the acquisitiOQ
of -~ compounds (eg., dog-chaser) support several hypotheses regarding the existence of
fixed temporal relations in the order in which children acquire lexical rules. The -er
compound rule is the last of the object-preposing rules t o be acquired. Evidence exi'ite
that acquisition of one rule in a lexical class facilitates the acquisition of other
rules in that class. Whereas other rules in the object-preposing class are acquired by
the age of 6, however, mastery of the -!!_ rule is not widely attained until after age 11
because of that rule's interaction with unrelated morphological and prosodic rules. The
complex and frequently ambiguous role of stress in the acquisition of verbal compounds
is a major factor in any explanation of this extraordinarily late acquisition. In the
interim, auxiliary semantic strategies help determine meaning nonformally and also
trigger appropriate f ormal analysis.

English contains rate expressions such as 3 times a week (John goes to the beaclt
which I call ".!! phrases". These constructions are restricted: they
a quantified NP capable of having nonspecific referents (*John kicks George a
they require a time expression which must be an interval rather than a point, and
refers to a period which has passed at least once (*George writes to his mother
I~. =~~~P-.M~··· *I had been visiting 7 clients a week for only 3 days when I gave up).
I attempt to motivate these restrictions by relating them to the semantic
ic characteristics of rates as a class. Rates are defined as "a measured
that occurs or is attained within the limits of a fixed quantity of something
(The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 1969). Thus, these
pbrases" require 2 elements: a quantified NP and another NP describing a unit of
~urement.
In addition, the pragmatics of rate phrase usage require that the quantif~ NP be capable of having a non-specific referent, and that the second NP be a geJWit NP, expressing what the Speaker considers to be a standard unit of measurement,
This investigation throws new light on the behavior of adverbs of frequenc y, quantUiers and generic expressions, and the complexity of t heir interactions.
' LI~:::...:o..;;.=..:-: ,

SUSAN F. SCHHERLING1 University of Texas 1 Austin

_ , B N. SHEPARDSON, Indiana University/Air University

Imperatives and Speech-Act Theory

a. Sellllntics

Because of the variety of explicit-performative paraphrases, speech-act theorist•
have held that the English imperative construction is used in a variety of speech acttypes, characterized by different clusters of "felicity conditions". This paper arguel
that ~uses of the imperative are governed by one "essential condition"-that the
uttering of an imperative counts as an attempt thereby to influence the world-and that
other putative felicity conditions f or what we call orders, requests, pleas, etc. follor
from Gricean considerations; there is thus no motivation independent of paraphrases tor
recognizing distinct act-types perfonned with imperatives. Very general "essential conditions" can be posited for declarative and interrogative sentences as vell suggestill&
that such "conditions" !il"e an aspect of "linguistic meaning" l!olld qualitativ;ly different
from those isolated by .Austin for his paradigmatic perf(l rmatives, which belong to sped,.
fie social rituals.
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of Swahili Augmentatives and Diminutives

Swahili ~entatives and diminutives are so intimately tied up with Noun Class that
tlldr aemantic content is a variable determined by the class to which a given noun belongs.
. . the appropriate auFentative or <Uminutive prefix happens to be identical to the Noun
prefix or a noun, constraints on haplology create the necessity to shift either up
lrdoltt one level on the a\l€Pientative-diminutive scale. Thus ld.-tabu, 'book', cannot take
• ttrat level diminutive, !2:,- 1 but must shirt to the second level, ki-ji- 1 to fonn its
~ive. Consequently ki-tabu has only one level of diminution whereas nouns belong~ to other classes would have two, e.g. sanduku, 'a suitcase'; ki-sanduku, •a small suit~i-sanduku, 'a very small suitcase•. Ashton (1944, PP• 295=99) recognizes t he
dilliLiUtlve idea" provided by -.J!- (after ld.-), but makes no mention or these
lit ctions. Similarly the first level of augmentation is marked by a null prefix but
W.those nouns which are members of the zero prefix Noun Class a shirt must be mad~ to t he
level or augmentation taking a ji- prefix. Hence, ¢-.kabati 1 1 cupboard 1 becomes
, 'big cupboard 1 • However 1for other nouns t he semantic content of ~ is 'big 1
t of .J!- is •very big'. The study illustrates the problem or assigning a limited
~ to a morpheme and the need for interaction between semantic and phonological compoin a formal grammar.

a..

=1
•'1
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Evidence from Negation for an Interpretive Rule of Gapping

In this paper, I argue from the behavior of negative sentences that an interprett
theory of Gapping is superior to a deletion theory. Contrary to many linguists' cla~
negative sentences can be gapped. A sentence like (1) Ward can't ill_~. and Sue '
beans is ambiguous between (2) 'Ward can't eat caviar, and Sue can't eat beansr-a~
(3) 'It is not possible for Ward to eat caviar and for Sue to eat (only) beans.'
Although effecting Gapping by either deletion or interpretation can easily account for
the (2) reading, a rule of interpretation offers a better account of the (3) reading,
This is because a deletion analysis would require that Gapping apply to a DS like
[.5NEG CAN [8 1Ward eat caviar] and [
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sue eat beans]]

Then, a syntactic rule, constrained not to interfere with sentences having their own
AUX's, would have to lower the NEG and CAN into S1. That is, a deletion analysis
requires that operators be generated freely inS, but that sentences with such
operators be filtered out except in Gapping contexts. In contrast, an interpretation
analysis involves operator-raising, a rule which has the advantage of merely
interpeting operators as having S scope just in case they are in Gapping CQntexts,
ROYAL SKOUSEN, Brigham Young University
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. . J. STEIN, University of Massachusetts

English Spelling and Phonological Representation

-

~

In this paper I will discuss the effects of English spelling on phonology. I will
argue that children's phonological representations are frequently different than
those of adults (even when there is no difference in pronunciation) and that
orthography is responsible for many of the differences. I identify three
different ways that spelling can affect phonological representation: (1) spelling
pronunciations, (2) resolution of phonemic overlap, and (3) re-interpretation of
general phonetic sequences. This last case has important consequences for
phonological theory, since many linguistic arguments are based on adult
perceptions of phonological representations -- representations which have been
influenced by the orthography.

NICHOLAS SOBIN, Pan American University
Gapping:

lJl Jl&ok English lBB), in a4di tiOD w the aotiCil verb come, there ezista
,oaa!-lika come which expresses speaker indignation, e.g.,
• ( ) Jle come comiJlg in here raising all kind ot helle
; 1• ooce is c0111:parnble to other modal-lilce torms, identical to motion ver-.
oil ooour in ~lack and nonBlack varieties ot English and wb.ioll signal varioue
Establishing thia OOlllt
8 of 41aapprovalf however, it occura · in Bill onl,y.
_.-creoliBIII would be aupr-orted ~ 1 ts eziatenco in oreoles, but the •a~or
~•• ot Engliah-~aed oreoles do not r~veal a similar torm. It m~q be an
•-' endent duvelopaent in BE.
~~ le of apeoial interest that it oooura even in aoroleotal varletiee ot Bi,
a.boving that the post-creole con tinul.illl in the US dittera trom that in
~ a• d.eacribed ~ Biokerton (1975), who atatea 'that tons identical to
.,. in the bas-language but which are f'unctionall,y distinct do not OOC\U:'
sa aozoleotal varletiea.

[SAT HORNt
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Nouns and Term Phrases ·1n a Fragment of Thai

'!he paper exanines the

oounlterm phrase distinctionin Thai. It is argued that
Thai lacks determiners, plurals, and a restrictive/
IICII-~trictive relative clause distinction. This, as well as the presence of
fiQII'Sion on NPs makes the distinction superfluous in unquantifi ed NPs • There is
# envirorrr.ent where the distinction seens to appear, and this will be discussed in
tale detail: after the two copular veri>s, ~and khi:i:. Pen appears to talce CNs, and
Jdli,i to take full tenn phrases. On closercmservation though, sentences that are
iiltW.ted to be ungrarmatical are, under proper circunstances, grcmnatical. ·Thus
1) ~
khi:i: phuucha,y
'he'
'be'
'boy'
is often starred, supporting the idea that only a term phrase may foll.CM kh~ . }b.Jever,
an 1Xtuuchay is used deictically, the sentence is grcmnatical. All CNs may act as
llniL!CCOOversely, all terms may act as CNs. Environment-s mtabl y counterfactua.l
:Gidi.tionals, are created in which supposed hard core term phrases (e.g. proper names}
tCt • CNs and thus do foll~ ~.
~e ~ork is carr!'ed on within the frCflleWOrl<: of Montague gr.;mnar and sheds light oo
dw deietic use of NPs as well as the OUT and mass/oount distinction in languages.
OCJ'IIro1l

'Jbai haS no sudl distinction.

S]
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lllvt:ll Carolina

the Subject Condition

Since the proposal by Kuno (1976) that Gapping is strongly
constrained by the Requirement for Simplex-Sentential Relationship (RSSR), others (e.g., Jake 1977) have found exceptions to
this proposal, but no real pattern to the exceptions. This
paper will argue that Gapping, or more accurately, sentenceinternal gapping (IG) is constrained less broadly by RSSR
than by a condition which requires that IG apply only so that
an NP which is remaindered to the left of the gap is a subject.
Given such a condition, IG appears to be a relation-related
process.
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1111 Clllllllative Effects of Sound Change

-~und changes accumulate in time, the phonetic similarity of cognates decreases.
S~e the decrease is not uniform across forms, time-dependent frequency distributions
~cognates according to a phonetic distance metric result. Little quantitative docu-.ution and less linguistic interpretation have been accorded this process. This
lllptr provides a large number of data points well distributed over real and lexical
r~lacement time drawn from Austronesian, IE, and Mayan languages. It demonstrates
Uat the cumulative effects of sound change assume a quantitatively stable form crossl~guistically. It evaluates a range of stochastic process models and discusses the
liptficance for the theory of linguistic change of the models' structures, parameters,
~ asa~ptions (including the characterization of the rnte of sound change) . Methods
or estimating separation time (and confidence intervals) are derived and tested. The
~Ution of sound change rates to lexical replacement rates is explicitly formulated.
~aodels account both for the seemingly anomolous relationships between lexical reP~ement and phonetic similarity of cognate and non-cognate forms found by G. Fair~ (A note on glottochronology. IJAL 21 [1955] , 116-20) and the temporal behavior of
r Justeson/Stephens likelihood function for chance cognates (Chance cognation. Papers
n. lCHL IV, edd. E. Traugott, et al. 1979. Amsterdam: Benjamins).
·

S.l

S'l'BVBN L, S'l'RAUSS,

{'l'HURS AFT:

rANNAN, Georgetol!fTl Unive.rsit!l

A.rizon.111 State University

Stress Assignment as Norpbological Adjustment in English

examines the linguistic devices mak1ng up conversational style and their
conversational interaction. Based primarily on 2 l/2 hours of naturallyconversation among 6 native speakers of English, shows that half the speakers
on a strategy which conventionalizes a high degree of interpersonal involvement
the other half operated on one which conventionalizes a high degree of considerateThe application of these broad strategies results in clustering of linguistic
associated with one style or the other, along various continuua.
paper focuses on one such device: the machine-gun question, characterized by
syntactic form and rapid rate of utterance. It is often high-pitched; typically
onto or overlaps a preceding utterance; and often comes in a series. Speakers of
nvolvement" styles use machine-gun questions to establish rapport, but "high:t~Siderateness" speakers find them rude. The effect in cross~stylfstic interaction is
rt~Ythmically uneven and mutually unsatf sfying interchange.
1n- machine-gun question has its corollary in the machine-gun answer, as seen in converlltions between speakers who share high-involvement styles. When used together, they
~ult in interchanges which are rhythmically synchronous as well as mutually pleasing.
Dis device is analyzed in a number of contexts among speakers of similar and disparate
;tvles. Imolications of cro1.s-stv1isttc differences are discussed.

In Aronoff's (1974; 1976) and Siegel's (1974) theory of English derivational
morphology, a strict ordering of stress-determining affixation, cyclic stress
assignment , and stress-neutral affixation holds (e.g. electric ~ electricill -i
electrlciti ~ electrlcityless). This ordering does not permit stressdetermining affixes to exist which,contain stress contour conditions on their base.
However, stress-determining -ic (Cerman-Germlnic) can attach to an X+ist base
X bisyllabic, only if X has penultimate stress: fltal-!!1-~· c~mmun-ist-!£ v~rsus
*alfrm-1!!-ic, *deflat-1!!-!£ (cf. alarmi~t, defeatist). Therefore, stress
assignment must instead apply intrinsically after each (stress-determining)
affixation. This converges directly with Aronoff's class of allomorphy rules
(e.g. !!!!!-!I-~ -t satis-~-~) , which also apply intrinsically only after
stress-determining a ffixations. Cyc lie stress assignment· is, in fact, nothing
more than noncyclic stress assignment intrinsically ordered after each (stressdetermining} affixation.
References: Aronoff, H. (1974) Word-Structure, Ph.D. diss., HIT.
(1976) Word-Formation in Generative Grammar, MIT Press.
Siegel, 0. (1974) Topics in English Morphology, Ph.D. diss., HIT.

D.\VID SUDBECK, university of Colorado, Boulder
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ApPlications of Catastrophe 'l'heory to LingUistic Analysis

ReDt TIIM, ttw hUob topoloc1at, baa pabUahecl & ma'ber •f p.pen 1A ~ JUt tea
,.an a~ b1a topo].os1oal tbHrJ of oataatroJihn to tbe Jll'OU... of .S.UQc
l1.npin1e pneeaa... ~ortUD&te~, ~·· .oUla ._.,. bHa linpUU~ 11&1.,., aa4
oataatnpbe tlwOrJ llu DOt taka 1te r11frttul. place u a uaehl ua~1o deriee a

OOft\eaJIOftrJ Unp1at1c tbeor,r.
I aMJt to ~ tbia altuatioa 1A a:t J~aper by appl11q •tutro}lbe IIOdela te twe
a~ of utln 1Dtorwt 1D preaot l1Dpiat1c tbHrJa ~ tnoloQ &114 nalU&tia
~- 1a Jlbanol.oQ. I clAw liP a cl1aobron1c .o4el which eluo1d&toa tbe cMDp et
:JlinoH ~ tnoloQ tnlll SVO to SOY t an4 I ahow bow ad41UoD&l '9Ui&bln
be
1noorpcn"&ted into a .o4el b7 •• of Mn ooaplex oatutro]lhee. I Ww twe iaataaaea
lfhen the eatutrophe &PJ)1'9&0h ol.e&ra up prG'bleaa 1D pnoatbw llboDeloc7 .OCS.la ot
f'rencb Ul4 of Xlu&th, & ~ of OftSOil·

-.r

Catutro]lbe \beoz7 oaa pro'l14ct & •tMM.t1call7 rS«onua ..01 of ftri&bln auob ..
twtot.loll&l l.-4. At tbo l . .t, aatutrollbe t.boorJ oaa prori4e a fox.l tMxapoutie
tor theom1-.l J.aacuaco MC!ola 1A pno1'&l, o!Aoo ely & t1a1te
of eat&aU.JMa

t:JMG

'l'IJIERSCH, Unive.rs1tllt zu KlHn
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II! Inversion and the Scope of Negation
Bd• paper suggests a solution to the old problem of why the two

~adings of sentences containing a negated constituent should be
disambiguated in the version with the negated element fronted,
depending upon whether or not "Subject/Awe Inversion" has taken place:
1) John would be happy with no job.
~Two readings.)
2a) With no job, John would be happy.
Only: (,3j\lli)) ..,. H
)
2b) With no job would John be happy.
Only: ~ .3.J. (\N.j. I- fl),. )
It is suggested that the constituents are fronted into "E 10 (under S) and
mto COMP, respectively, and that otherwise motivated rules for interpreting elements in these constituents in fact yield the readings
nquired, as well as acounting for the curious association of the
nadings with the presence or absence of subject/awe inversion.

~

••lin

a.n JIG•1bl.o for aituaUona &tfootecl b7 tov ozo tower '9Ui&bln.

LEONARD 'l'ALNY, University of California, san Diego
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Linguistic Dete~ners of Perspective-Point and Attention

Languages have grammatical and lexical devices for Indicating the points from which a
scene Is to be "looked at" and the aspects of a scene to be most attended to. Fl I lmore
showed how different forms like 1:ome/go Indi cate different locations of perspective·
point, and ones like buy/sell Indicate different locations of attentional focus. But
langua~es ~rk further distinctions.
A perspective-point can be stationary--with a
synoptic v1ew of many scene elements at once; or movlng··with a close-up view of the
elements in se~uence. This difference Is marked, e.g., in: There are a number of
houses in the v~ There Is a ho~se every now and then through the vallet. As for
attention, there are other patt'!rns than "focus and periphery" for selective y attending
to aspects In a scene. Thus, while a plurality is referred to in both All the members
raised their hands and Each member raised his hand., the full complement is attended
to in one, and a representative exemplar In the other. Distinctions like these seem
fundamental. They are marked , e . g . , by deaf children who have developed their own
signing system. Thus, one boy, wanting his experimenter to remove her glasses first
gestured as if removing them from her himself, and then, as If removing glasse; from his
own . face.
Or, to express ' give me' , he either Indicated the end-points of the transfer
or 1ts pathway Hany further factors are present in perspective and attention . They
seem to fit into a system that , among other properties, allows embedding.
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ll•c:oorse Explanation for "Specified" and "Vnspecified" NP's i n universal Granna.r

~ 2rammar~ ?f ~anr, langua2es distinguish between "specified" (definite/referential)
~

unspec1f1ed ( generic /non-referential) object constructions (SOC's and UOC's).

Mexplanation of the differential behavior of these two types of NP's derives from

~fact that SOC's tend to occur in the foregrounded, or event-centered parts of the
tlscourse, while UOC's tend to occur in the backgrounded, or non-event-c;ntered, por~s. Many languages have UOC's in which the Vis marked as intransitive , or the 0
~omitted, incorporated, stripped of certain morphological categories or demoted from
~mnood. T~ese const~uctions te~d to involve the same types of V's a~ross languages,
se referr1ng to hab1tual, rout1ne human activities, and they tend to occur i n non~nt-cent~red discourse, e.g . , in habitual or imperfective aspects, but not in event::tere~ d1scourse, e.g., in perfective aspects, imperatives, and with specific time
• ness1ons: SOC's are marked by such devices as absolutive or accusative case marl": trans1tive V morphemes, and special grammatical morphemes derived from V's mean~~ take, hold', and they tend to occur precisely in event-centered discourse .
bl~ontrast to the sharp distinction between UOC's and SOC's , agents/subjects are neu~ with respect to the event-centered/non-event-centered discourse functions because
~eir autonomy as topics vis-a-vis the predicates which signal grounding .
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The Nature of Lexical Representation:

PATRICIA TRAINOR, University of Toronto
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llllll!tb Vowel Deletion:

The treatment of interpretive rules such as VP-anaphora (and pre•
sumably coordination reduction) in Jackendoff (1972) depends crucially
on the base generation of appropriate empty nodes in the reduced clause.
However, a sentence like Did John go to Japan by boat or by plane is
falsely predicted to be ambiguous as to whether to Japan is semantically
present in the second clause, because the base rules m~y or may not
generate an empty PP node there. I propose, therefore, that the semantic
representation of the second clause is filled out by carrying across all
presupposed material from the first clause (following Jackendoff's (19721
treatment of focus and presupposition). This analysis predicts correctly
that to Japan is necessarily present in the second clause. This rule
works much like Jackendoff's (1972) rule of happen pro-sententialization,
except that it adds semantic material where there is no anaphoric element,
and, in fact, not even an empty node of an appropriate category. This
rule is shown to render the rules of VP-anaphora and coordination reduction redundant for all cases of alternative questions, thus raising the
question of their status in the theory as a whole.
Jackendoff (1972). Semantic Interpretation in Generative Grammar. MIT
National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education

is pape~ reanalyses the definition Y.~. Chao (1968:252 ) gives to t he " tentat i ve"
fh(V (yi)V } in Mandarin Chinese. Chao claims that this aspect expresses the
i __
i "just" and "making a try". However, a) "just" as a taporal adverb
iiJIDediacy, but the aspect in question does not. b) ''malting a try" at some action
t presuppose that one does it, but the actions in sentences which the aspect
could have been carried out .
this paper, the "tentative aspect'' is reanalysed as having the ~eferential
of describibg the short durational temporal profile of a situation. According to
analysis, it is proposed that the name of the aspect be changed to Delimitative
In addition, the aspect has the socio-styliatic meaning of deference when
in ~equests. It is argued that the semantic cha~acteristics of the referential
the aspect lends itself to the socio-stylistic extension. The time involved
out an act like e.g . reading is usually ~ather long, the appearence of the
in the command gives the impression that the heare~ has the option of choice tothe committment he makes in reading of the book. Thus, the meaning of deference.
Zhe
ben
shu
ni kan (yi)kan.
this class. book you read
!!£
(Please take a look at this book . )

/FRI HORJI :
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A Rule of Presupposition Carrying in Alternative Ouestions
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a Study of Breaking in Frisian

Broaki"ng in \/esterlauwers Frisian involves the conversion or the ta
(unbroken) diphthongs r i3 Ia ua oa) into the corresponding rising (
diphthongs ~jl jE wo wa] • The process generally .takeg place
syllable is added to the stem; the noun CklotlJ 'calf' is broken
nlurar tkjEJ.;,nJ , the diminutive (kjEltsj-a]
the derived verb [kj
1
i caJ.ve', and the compound t kjEl -e po at] 'calf s leg 1 ..
In the prese
language the rule is far from automatic. In standard Generative thoDrJ
this must bo dealt ~~ith by marking ea<?h morJ?heme for wh~ther or not it'
undergoes the process. The problem w~th th1.s apnroach l.S that many
phemes are unpredictttbly subject to Breaking before certain suffixes
not befo~e others. In addition, e particular morpheme may undergo the
process in some compounds, but not in others. For example.1 ti~rJ 'ear'
broken in tjEr#i:z-arJ 'golden headdress', as opposed to Llar#bElJ'ea:rring'. It is concluded that the nrosence or absence of Breaking is 8
property not of the morpheme, but ' rather of the respective derived
or compound, and that this argues for a lexicon made up of words in
of morphemes only •.

RUDOLPH c .
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Conclusions for Rule Applicat1on

-!'his naper di~cussfl S a (no!'1-cyclic) account of tho vowol deletion
ess in. Klamath and draws conclusio1'1s for two theorios of rule
'iication in phonolo"'ys 1, The Dircctio11al Theory of Rule Applica:f:n, ar;1 2, 'Z'h11 Uni vorsally Deter:nincd Thoory of. ih1lo. Application • .
itllin 1 it is shown that if the sul>rulos of a d1rect1.onal rule sM.ama
ere expa~ned locally, then they must apply leftward in soma derivations
1ft') rightward in others.
To pravcnt ad hoc directionality rnarkings,
It is suggostad that tho subrul?s arc expanded linearly, in the order
dlltel'!llinod by tho formalism. t'll thin 2. several derivations arc· considered whore tho application of a sinelc rule, as well as the inturaction of several rules • cannot be predicted corrc ctly by universal
principles.

~
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Center Embedding in Coahuilteco

• the Neurolinguistic Processing of Rh!lme

Kuno (1974) has suggested,as a functional explanation for Greenberg's (1963)
Universal 17 that nominal IIIOdifiers usually precede noun.s in SOV languages, that
having postnominal relative clauses would increase the likelihood of center embeddinq.
Coahui lteco, an extinct Indian language of South Texas, with a basic SOV word order,
also shows center embedding of relative clauses, with as many as three levela of
embedded (or nested) S's.
A unique feature of Coahuilteco, so far reported in no other language, which
serves to mark relative clause boundaries and hence facilitates 'tracking' of
embedded clauses, is subject-object concord. In this system, the determiner following
the noun is marked for subject status by a -! suffix. All non-subject NPs are marked
by a suffix on the determiner corresponding to the person of the subject of the s.
In addition to the function of marking clause boundaries and clause-matinees, subject
concord may also serve as an ~ndicator of switch of subject reference within a
discourse sequence.

fti1 study sought to compare the performance of unilinguals and bilinguals
~obehaviorally

on a task involving different types of processing
material.Stimuli consisted of word pairs presented
KUfly to left or right visual fields. Subjects were to decide
W.ther or not the words rhymed. Rhyming items were visually and
~~tically similar, while nonrhyming pairs were neither, being
MMntically similar, instead. Results revealed that both unil~uals and bilinguals were faster at making judgments of rhyme
~of meaning. Moreover, bilinguals responded faster to words
~in the left visual field(right hemisphere). In a second
~riment, both the rhyming and nonrhyming items were visually
dtilar. When subjects were thereby obliged to analyze the words
~etically, a significant right visual field (left hemisphere)
~riority emerged . among the unilinguals. The findings are
ti~ssed in terms of group differences in preferred information
~ssing mode, with bilinguals favoring a right hemiSphere-based
Yisua1 pattern matching strategy, and the unilinguals a left
~sphere-based phonetic processing strategy.
~linguistic
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Idiomat.1c versu.s IJ.tet:a.l Interpret.tt1ons or Ditrop.1callv AmbJ.5(uou.s Sentences

"Ditropically" ambiguous sentences(each having both a literal and an idiomattc:
possible meanins) were prepared for listeners' discrimination judgments by haviaa
five speakers record 150 such sentences in disambiguating paragraphs. The sentences were taken out of the paragraphs and presented in randomized order to 26 subjects. Listeners were unable to discriminate the literal from the idiomatic versions with any consistency under these task conditions. Instead, subjects showed
a bias toward interpreting the sentences as idioms. Next, silent readers were
asked to rank the same sentences on an "idiomaticity" seale. The strong bias toward hearing ditropic sentences as "idiomatic" correlated with the rankings of
each written sentence for the likelihood that the particular sentence would bear
an idiomatic as opposed to a literal meaning in natural language situations. In
a further experiment. the same fifteen ditropic sentences were recorded in pairs
by speakers seekins to convey unequivocally the contrasting meanings. Under thasa
conditions, listeners were easily able to discriminate the literal from the idiomatic versions in each pair. These discriminations were apparently b~aed on prosodic cues.

IRENE VOGEL, EVERDIEN VAN DBR PLIER, & GERARD BOL,
Un.1versit~

[SA'r JI)RN:

conce~ning assimilation, Schachter
and Schane (1972) have proposed several metatheoretical constraints on ass !mileWhile these constraints account for many assimilations, neithe~ of the proposals
constraints on consonant cluster assimilations .
purpose of this paper will be to provide a brief survey of the t ypes of assirules which occur and to examine in particular detail the nature of assimilain consonant clusters. A systematic survey reveals the following asymmetries :
_.,d~·~es were found of progressive assimilations in which the primary place of
a•~•JAL~~·" changedt and 2) regressive assimilation rules occur with far greater frethan progressive assimilation rules. In o~der to account for 1) above, the folconstraint ia proposed: Progressive consonantal assimilation rules do not change
f._f!~~~~~~o~f~a~r~t~~~t~i~o~n.
It is also suggested that if syllable final position
.-k and syllable initial position is strong. there should be far more examples of
~1 tve assimilation than progressive.

In an attempt to characterize some of the facts

. , rtBISLER, Stanrord Un.1versity &
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of Amsterd4m

How Dutch Ch1ldren Learn to use

1nton~tt1on

to

Disamb.1gu~tte

.ur. Def!ndensy G.t.~Z't. ,V,.6t.behr..ue .ll!tletiont ,an,d fe~ical Form
IA cenor:Ll, the a.rgU!'lCnts for non-trD.."'1si'orna.t1o:nal gra.>::r..ars have considered t'llO

Who-Questions

In this paper, we investigate the development of children's ability to use intonation to
disambiguate the following type of structurally ambiguous who-questions in Dutch:
(1) Wie 'betaalt de man?
'Who is the man PS¥ing?'
(intonation I)
(2) Wie betaalt de 'man?
'Who is paying the man?'
(intonation II)
The only difference in the Dutch questions is that the main accent falls on t he verb in
(1) and on the noun in (2). The subjects, 67 middle class Dutch children, ranging in~
from 4-12, and 8 adults, heard 26 questions on a tape and answered by indicating 1 of 4
figures in 2 drawings corresponding to the 2 possible meanings of the ambiguous questiou.
The results show not only that this use of intonation is developed gradually and relati~
ly late, but also that this development follows aU-shaped rather t han a lin:ar course.
That is, there is a first period of apparently advanced bPhavior marked by dlfferent rebponses to the two intonations. At this point, however, it seems more l i kely that the
~hildren are responding to individual cases rathPr than usi ng rules.
They then cease to
make a distincti on, ov ~rgpneralizi ng t he use of a singl~ rulP accordi ng t o wh i ch wie ·~·
is interpreted as subject, rPgardless of intonation. Finally, the children modify this
rule, allowing th~m t o make a consistent distinction between the meanings of t he 2 intonation patterns.
JOHN R. JIA'l"''ERS, Un.1versity or
Institute of L1nguist1cs

C~tlirorni~t,

Los Angeles

&
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u.-s of rulosa lone-distance rules and locoJ. rulos, !louavor, Sch:~.chtcr (1978) has
non-transfom:t.tional Dauchtor Dcper.deney Gralr.!".ar on the basis of a ro.a11tiS of Vorbphr:~oco dolotion (Vl'D). Sinco Vl'D is a ar.or.lber of a third class of rule~
.. An~phor!l. irules, Schachter's a.rgur..onts havo tho potential for providing independent
~tntion tor 1oxic3list appr~:1chcs to s,yntax.
i!11J papor arcuos that Schachter's analysis of Vl'D is faulty especially llbGra it
po:tts tho foatu.."'' (t?ro) mich is asserted to play a consistent role in the syntax
111 ~-'Jltics of Enelish. I uill also shou that the analysis can not be extended to
.u.r anaphoric rola.tionships, as uo wuld "~.'ish.
Die analysis I support involvos app~'ir.g tho V!'D transfor:r.ation subject to an
!llr.tity condition requirin{: indontity pot~·rocn the trtt.nslations of the target and
~llinz VP's at lorienl form.
This analysis explains the interaction bot~~en
,.t1t1or and telr.}.-.ora scope and Vl'D, and also the possibility of deriVing
llltoce<!ont-containod dolotiona. Hero I ' lll"CUG that apt>eal to loc;ical form is
lllftieiont to explain tho facts, but that Sch'lchtor' s p-Jroly S)-nt4ctic analysis is
too UOll.'to Tho i.>r.plic!'.tions for lo::::!..col!st syntax Me discussed.
~for

Cllf G. JIBISJI8R 1 DANIEL A. DINNSEN, & HARr P. ELBERT,
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liiiUM univarslt!l

An Argument Favor1ng the Suprasegmental Represent:atior, or 2'one

AWnlcal Study of the Vo.1cing Dlst1nct1on and Pinal Stop Deletion

Various arguments have been given to support a suprasegmental as against
a segmental representation of tone.. One frequently neglected argument
---neglected because tone rules in the segmental approach are usually
written in abbreviated' form---involves the detailed· comparison of the·
form of tone rules in the two approaches in order to determ1ne I) which
approach, if either, provides a simpler account of tonal processes, and
2r which approach, if either, reveals the generalizations concerning
tonal processes with greater· clarity.- In this paper, the tonal rules
covering the noun and verb of Ejagham (Etung), an Ekoid Bantu language,
are formalized in both approaches. The comparison shows that the supra~
segmental approach is both simpler and more generalr simpler because it
requires considerably fewer rules, in the form of fewer environmentsr
than the segmentaL approach; and· more- general because it uses only
relevant information, namely tonal environments and syntactic categorie~
while the segmental approach includes segmental fnformation ,. all of
which is i'rrelevant to the processes. These facts suggest that tone, at
least in Ejagham, should be treated' suprasegmentally;..

ftd1 investigation examined the speech of three children who manifest as a clinical
~Rity the omission of final stops. We reasoned that, although these children general-

56

)J tailed

to produce word-final stops, certain contrastive features associated wit h
U.l stop voicing may be preserved by differential durations of the vowels preceding
U. deleted stops, Data bearing on this hypothesis were obtained by constructing a
1
~h sample in which the voicing of word-final sto~s was systematically manipulated,
1111 having the children produce these utterances under controlled conditions. Acoustic
~urea of vowel durations showed that for all target words in both isolation and
~tence-final position which were judged unanimously by three transcribers to be omit
t~, two of the children produced vowel durations which were clearly sensitive to the
~lng characteristic of the deleted, final stop. The third child failed to show a
~latent difference in vowel duration dependent on the voic ing of the final stop.
~~is of spontaneous speech samples showed that the two children who pr oduced the
?liable vowel duration difference also showed clear evidence of medial stops when the
~ containing the deleted final stop was inflected. The third child, h owever , omittec
~ in both inflected and noninflected forms. These results are discussed in terms
ttl) the conditions which may be necessary for a child to use differential vowel dura~ to mar~ the voicing of deleted stops , and 2) an incomplete neutrali zation.
57

KENNB'l'H Ji. tiHIS'l'LBR 1 Universit!l of Califort~ia, Berkele!l
Inverse Pers011 Marking
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in Nootkan

An examination of the system of persona1 paradigmatic suffixes and of
anomalous "passives" in the Nootkan languages of NW America shows that
what has traditionally been regarded as a passive construction in
those languages is actually ~n inverse person marking sys~em, closely
analogous to the system of d1rect and inverse person ma~k1ng seen in
the Algonquian languages. An analysis in terms of pred1cate perspective and argument focus is presented to ~how the ~emantic and pragmatic conditions on Nootkan inverse mark1ng. It lS suggested that
inverse person marking is a typologically significant grammatical
category and that it may be a characteristic feature of languages of
Sapir's Algonkin-Wakashan typological superstock, as well as of some
"split-ergative" type languages of Asia.

RICHARD HOJCIK, Barnard Colleye 1 Columbia Universit!l

[PRI HORN:

tion of Sinclair (1967) cognition and linguistiC experiments to profoundly deaf
1ca avg. IQ to determine what extent link between cognition and linguist ic comperemains demonstrable in spite severe language handicap. Linguistic competence
t closed system but depends on cognitive level (Piaget).
Subj ects: 12 deaf {5 to
nO) use Signed English w/ or w/o speech. Data to be collected by simultaneous no~5 ~f speech, sign, and gross gesture (l vemey 1976 , 1979). Conservation of l iqu ids
serve as cognition test to determine level of conservation (NC--non-conserving,
rmediate le ve l, C--conserving) . Three I lnguistlc t a sks with clay, disks (chips),
enclls follow procedures detailed in Sinclair (23ff). Responses to be anal yzed
~ple teness and content, identify ing types of words used a s vecteur (' si mple ! and
adjective') and scalaire (subjective and object i ve). Results to be compared with
English, and French retardates. Expect to find descr ip tive use of l anguage
~late to level of conservation with lower %complete responses and less variety
give n category of response, spread of cognitive levels compara~ le to hearing
, restricted variety within any given type response more like responses of
tes. Hearing handi cap retards language development but not cognitive developupon which it must be based.
2}

University of New York, Buffalo &
uni versity of Hamburg
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Borderline Cases Bet~Veen Rules and Processes

Mccawley (19?9) has crlt1c1zed Stampe•s natural phonolog7 tor talllng to
clarity the not1oh of •r~le' (as opposed. to 'process•). In tact,
Donegan and Stampe ( 1979) (henceforth DS) remark that contraction ia a
rule 1n their termlnologJ, but they aren't sure why. Another borderllu.
case 1a the question of whether the /-~z/ allomorph or the English
plural 1s related to other allomorpha (/-a/ and /-z/) by a rule or a
process. The problem ls that both rules and processes may involve phone.
mio alternations. A borderline case arises when the operation 1n quea.
tlon is phonetically conditioned and appears to facilitate art1culatlon.
Contraction 1s even more or a problem because it varies with speech &tJlPalthough DS clalm that all rules are obligatory. This paper defends thl
categorica.l distinction between rules and proc.,sses by refining. sometimes redefining, Stampe 1 s concept of rule. Spec1f1cally. lt 1s argued
that rules are functionally 1dentlcal wlth suppletlon, that they represent real constraint• on speech production. and that they may vary with
casual/formal style (but not tast/alow tempo). Borderline cases can alao
be resolved by studying cases 1ri language acqu1a1t1on

.2!J!I!:tive Constraints on Constituent Ordering

Are the constraints determining the order· i n which the speakers of a language
constituents specifically linguistic, or are they a function of general
~f~itive biases? Psycholinguists (e.g. Osgood and Bock, 1977) have proposed a
~r of cognitive principles (such as perceptual salienc e) whi ch influence the
~ring of nominal constituents.
In this paper we will argue that the syntactic
~strain6 on the order of subject and object in German dependent clauses proposed in
~ literature are in fact a subset of cognitive constraints which can account not
~J for obligatory S-0 and (~S ordering in some contexts, but also for preferred
1(4edng in contexts in which order is apparently free.
The data consist of native speaker ratings of 14 farget sentences in which
~cy, specificity, contextual salience,and the order of subject and object were
~1teaatic ally varied, e.g. (1) and its mate with O-S order:
1. Dieses Tor ist nur gefallen, weil der Schnee den Torwart geblendet hat.
'this goal was made only because the snow (nom) blinded the goalie (ace)"
~~ce

U. 1entences all described events in a soccer game, and were preceeded by a spartamater's monologue, in order to contextualize the experimental task as much as possible.

JAHBS NOODWARD, Gallaudet College
crossing:
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'l'heo!!t ·ot Naturalness 1n Si!lfl Larlguage Ph011ology

Psycholinguists studying American Sign Language acquisition propose that crossed
handshapes are highly marked, since they are learned latest in child acquisition of
American Sign Language. This paper tests this claim of aarkedness by e~amining the
frequency of occurrence of uncrossed and crossed handshapes across nine sign languages
from five different sign language "families."
Crossed handshapes are .uch less common than uncrossed handshapes in all the
sign languages. Several sign languages do not have crossed handshapes. For those
that do, crossing occurs in less than 0.2\ of the signs. Uncrossed handshapes
outnumber their crossed counterparts from forty-two times (in American Sign Language)
to one hundred forty times (Swedish Sign Language). Cooccurrence restrictions with
locatiQns for the handshapes are also iaplicationally ordered at a 100\ rate of
scalability: uncrossed handshapes occur in more locations than crossed for all
languages.
This analysis provides further evidence that sign language phonologies operate
under the s ..e constraints of •arkedness as do oral phonologies (only the particular
physiology is different.) It is interesting that certain artificial signing systems
designed to ~imic English are much more marked than natural sign languages. For
example, SEE-II has over 300\ more crossed handshapes than American Sign Language.

5}
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Stranded to

The unacceptability of English sentences like
*Children really shouldn't play with rifles, since to can
be incredibly dangerous.
12) *It's not easy to justify your attitudes, and to you would
have to do some fast talking.
ruults from the ~trandin~ of the complementizer ~ as the ~nly morpheme
bft in certain constituents: normally, to attaches to a ne~ghboring
~nstituent to form a phonological phrase-with it, but in (1) and (2)
~is attachment is blocked. An account of the attachment possibilities
• st distinguish cases like (1) and (2) from acceptable leftward
lttach;nents like
•
Ill It•s easy to justify your attitudes, and not to would be foolish.
The account I propose refers to the bracketing of sentences into
~stituents: very roughly, attachment to the right is blocked by
!!lie right bracket, while attachment. to the left is blocked by ~wo
relt brackets; within these constra~nts, ~ goes right if poss~ble,
otherwise left.
{l)
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abstracts
of symposium papers

EXCEPTIONAL LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTIC THEORY
Organized by Loraine Obler with Lise Henn
Thursday, 27 December
7: 30 - ll:OO p.m.
Room:

l

zxceptional types of language, such as aphasic language or the language
it is often claimed, may illumine our understanding of normal
language. This symposium is convened to examine precisely how they may
Recognizing the impossibility of covering ·the full array of appropriate
'
language types in one symposium, we have selected six representative
which speak to linguistic theory in its broader sense, and which will
to illustrate the general issues. These areas are: aphasia, child
, second language learning, pidgins and creoles, language death, and
,.ue de~~~entia.
~ildren,

the papers demonstrate that the extrinsic evidence which is provided by
_, frOID these exceptional fields may be relevant to linguistic theory in one
~-veral ways:
It may support a linguistic model or construct by providing
,~verging line of evidence, such as an indication of the psychological
~ity of a unit, rule, or concept (~,Blumstein) .
It may , on the other
~. distinctly contradict a theoretical formulation or notion in which case
S& a&Y provide the necessary data to decide between one model and an alternative
. , (~, Keller-Cohen) or to suggest how one might modify the linguistic notion
fa tuestion so as to resolve the inconsistencies (~, Henn), Linguistic theory
. , 110t be sufficiently refined to describe the data from exceptional languages,
.. which case elaboration would be called for (~, Obler). Finally, data
fne exceptional languages may appear orthogonal to linguistic theory, in which
Clll they may serve to ~ it by highlighting other language phenomena '~hich
a~versal theory of language would be expected to account for (~. Dorian,
r.mff).

Individual participants hzve been asked to treat the areas they represent
rather than attempting a broad overview. Three discussants have
~invited to comment on the topic and papers:
Berko Gleason who has pioneered
a..Wer of exceptional fields, Labov who has expanded linguistic theory by inCDrporating rich sociolinguistic data from normal adults, and ~icCawley who has
~broadly concerned with the valid construction of linguistic theory.
Among
~.ore general questions we anticipate arising in the discussion periods are:
- Bow research questions and methodology may shape results and interpretation.
- How the performance nature of so much of the data from exceptional
language fields influences the findings.
-How far one is justified in going when postulating separate perception
and performance grammars .
- How the interaction between language and thought enhances/obscures
applicable research on the exceptional language groups.
- Whether the language of the various exceptional populations is, in
fact, simpler than that of normal adults and if so, in what ways.
- What the limits to safe/productive analogizing between exceptional
and normal language are.
- Why so much more support and enrichment for linguistic notions have
been proposed than contradiction of them.
- Why evaluation of linguistic theory has not been a major focus of
linguistic work in the exceptional fields.
~~depth

7: 40

LORAINE X. OBLER, Boston Aphasia Research Center
Language ili Senile Dementia

~age Death and Linguistic Theory

In dementing patients, phonology, morphophonology, and syntax are relatively
preserved while lexical, semantic, and pragmatic realms· are disturbed. Produc
perception may be distinguished in that patients produce complex syntactic for~s
empty or deviant lexical selection, while in comprehension they do not completely
syntax but rather respond associatively to lexical items. In the lexical choice
of these pati~nts w~ find evidence confirming the notion of semantic features,
gesting that lexical selection occurs late in the process of formulating a
Among the normal phenomena for which we may expect linguistic theory to account
are highlighted by their breakdown in dementing patients are the abilities to
register-shift, to appropriately initiate, maintain, and stop speaking, and
stand one's native language when spoken with dialectal or foreign accents.

7:55

are the follcwing questions: (1) What bearing does the suc cessful particithe "semi-speaker" of a dying language in the speech colillllunity which uses t hat
have on definitions of the speech community? ( 2) Does the reduced :anguage s ys---•-·~n.PAkers of the dying language show features in line wi th lingu~stic t heory
which may be characteristic of reduced linguistic s ystems in general ~ (3)
f atures reliably criteria! for semi-speakers as a group? (4) I s the remarkably
u:t of change in a dying language's grammatical s ys t em promoted by any (or all)
tors which promote change in "healthy" languages? These questions are answered
ac using data from a dying Scottish Gaelic speech f orm: (1 ) Only Hymes' broad
• co~unicative competence which characterizes a speech community is adequate
speech communities in which semi-speakers a r e suc cessful partic i pants .
is found to be controlled better than embedd i ng by semi - speakers generally ,
1·~~~n the tense system the simpler of the tenses survive best .
(3) The best of the
wi
performed more like her fellow semi-speakers t han like t he youngest of t he
--·-·•·....... , although the latter is her brother and is only one year older t han she.
of 4 factors taken to promote change in healthy l anguages account f or systematic
here, nor do all 4 together, nor does simple decreasing use. Thus change patterns
~~ge death present a challenge for current theories of linguistic change.

'f

SHEILA E. BLUMSTEIN, Brown University & Boston Aphasia Research Center
LISB HENN, Boston Aphasia Research Center
Dissolution of Language in Aphasia:

Evidence for Linguistic Theory

Aphasia, the study of the dissolution of the language system as a direct ~gnst!Q~•
of localized brain pathology, affords as it were an experiment in nature, in which it
possible to explore the effects of brain-damage on the adult linguistic grammar. Such
study can provide important insights into the nature of the linguistic system and tbe
structure and organization of its primitives.
Several issues will be addressed in this paper. Each speaks in a
how the study of aphasia can uniquely inform linguistic theory. The first issue
the autonomy of linguistic levels. Although the components of the linguistic grammar,
i.e. phonology, syntax, semantics, and the lexicon, are semi-autonomous, there is a
plex interaction of these levels both in terms of ongoing language processing and in
t~rms of their vulnerability with respect to particular areas of brain-damage.
The
second issue addresses the nature of the primitives represent ing linguistic levels.
dence is presented in support of the notion distinctive feature in phonology, and the
dichotomy between lexical and grammatical formatives in syntax. the third issue
the dissociation of components of the grammar found in aphasia, but not necessarily
clearly compartmentalized by linguistic theory. For example , comparison of right and
left brain-damaged patients suggests that the pragmatic system may be an independent
tem and not necessarily directly elucidated within the structure of the linguistic
8:20

GILLIAN SANKOFF, University of Pennsylvania
Pidgin-Creole Studies

as a

Source of Constraints for Lin gui stic Theory

Linguistic theory needs metalinguistic constraints, some of which should derive from
bet that language is a human communicative behavi or which i s largely learned. The
of language development is obviously crucial to t heories concerning rule lear nFurthermore, as a natural small communicative system with signi f icant simito adult language, early child language affords an object for study which we
to model adequately, and from constructing s uch a model we can arr i ve at more
theories about adult language. Some models, e . g. Mac\{hi nney' s, center on the
of morphonology. Such a model provides expli cit predictions of the err or patthe learner and the conditions which would have to be satisf ied before one could
that an individual possessed a morphophonological rule in an ac tive (generalizable)
• ,..aive (tacitl y recognizable) sense.
~ther group of models focused on early child phonology dissect s t he relationsh i p
rules and output constraints, clarifies the notion of real-time process ing in
~ge production, and suggests t estable hypotheses on syllable-structure constraints
II adult language.

Jd5 DBBORAH KELLER-COHEN, Uni versi t y of Michigan

and Language Change

Second Language L earning and Linguisti c Th eo:ry

The importance of pidgin-creole studies to gene ral linguistics has recently been
stressed by a number of authors who have claimed that creolization in particular may
constitute a key to the understanding of the human faculte de langage (Bickerton,
Traugott). Some striking parallels in several creole langua ges have been seen as a
reflection of language universals, which may be more accessible in a situation of
other-language input to those acquiring the language. Bickerton has indicated five
areas of remarkable grammatical similarity.
In pointing t o the stabilized language "facts", however, it
crucial diachronic aspect, perhaps the most important for general linguistic theory.
pidginization-creolization, one may be able to study the grammaticalization process in
its entirety, tracing the institutionalization of innovations on the way to becoming
"facts" of the language. Using diachronic data from Tok Pisin on the featur es Bickertol
claims are crucial to "early-c reolized" languages, I discuss how grammatical elabora
1

~s~r::!!z~:ge!::~~=g~~er~;~:~=n~~ ~~~e:;~t:~~~!e:~a!;e ~~g~:~~r~~~~~eLab!~e&d:::z~;~.

account of the basis for an ade quate theory of language change (applied only to phon~
logical change in their presentation).

64

child Language

This paper considers the relevance of data from s e cond l<ln g~Ja ge learning to an under. .ding of normal adult language. Attention is paid t o the r elevance of uni que proper~ such as interference or transference. Such data have relevance in two general ways:
.., Day provide additional support for a given linguistic desc ript i on, thereby strengt hen.. ita claims; s econd, these data may point to linguistic generali zati ons not previ ously
~ated. Finally the paper considers the implications of divergenc ies between dat a
hla second language learners and lingu i stic theory .
Interference errors, f or exampl e, can be used to support a typologi•al distinc t i on
.Uaa that between subj ect- and topic-prominent langua ge s . Huebne r (1979 ) found evi.... of imposition of Uandarin topic str ucture on t he s ubj ect positioro i n t he English
-ences of a native Mandarin speaker.
ly lookinz cross-culturally at second language learners from diverse language back~ds learning various second languages, we may deduce the sorts of linguis tic rules
~~'intrude' into a person's second language s ystem r e gardless of their first language .
~ should point to a set of nuclear r ules of second l anguage acquisition wh ich ought
te k part of a uni versal grammar.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PIDGINIZATION, CREOLIZATION
AND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
Organized by Roger Andersen,
University of California, Los Angeles
Session I:
Friday, 28 December, 9:00 a . m. - noon
Session II: Friday, 28 December, 8:00 - 11:00 p . m.
Both Sessions: Room l

During the past five years an increasing number of researchers in the
and creole studies and first and second language acquisition research have
lationship between pidginization/creolization (as well as depidginization/
and first and especially second language acquisition and the relevance of linguistic
versals and universals of language acqui s ition to this relationship. Although earlier
in pidgin and creole studies often assumed a language acquisition framework for dealing
issues in the field, it has taken recent developments in linguistic theory and new data
theoretical models in pidgin and creole studies and first and second language -~~u·,•~tt••
provide an impetus for this valuable new area of socio- and psycholinguistic inquiry.
time is right for a more thorough investigation of this relationship. This symposilliD
been organized with this purpose.
Each of the participants in the symposium has approached an aspect of
symposium from a different perspective in his/her own research. They have been invited
participate in the symposium in order to (1) review previous research , (2) discuss curr~
issues , (3) present new research results , and (4) discuss new approaches to previouslyresearched questions.
The symposium is divided into four parts, each consisting of {1) a brief
summary of previous research and current issues relevant to the topic of that sub··sesai.M_
(2) a 30-minute lead paper synthesizing research in an area and/or presenting
(3) one to four 10-minute discussion papers, each commenting on the lead paper
perspective of the discussant's own research, and (4) a 20-minute period for open
The lead papers (and accompanying introduction, papers by discussants, and open diseuse
are grouped into two three-hour sessions .
Session I focuses on "Simplification in Pidginization and Second Language Acquisit
(SLA)". The two lead papers in Session I approach this topic from two different direct
simplification in the input to SLA (Hatch) and simplification in the learner's output
The perspectives from which Hatch's paper will be discussed are (1) Foreigner Talk and
"Broken Talk" (Ferguson), (2) the importance of input in SLA (Larsen-Freeman), and
(3) simplified input and the origins of pidginization (Naro). Meisel's paper will be
from the perspectives of (1) language death (Dorian) , (2) research on Foreign Worker's
German and a recent longitudinal study of the acquisition of English by Spanish speaken
(Gilbert and Mack), and (3) pidginization and linguistic change in emigrant languages
(Saltarelli and Gonzo).
Session II focus es on "Creolization and Decreolization as Processes of Language
tion." The lead paper by Valdman will deal with creolization and SLA and the paper by
Schumann and Stauble with decreolization and SLA. Valdman's paper will be discussed f~
the following pers pectives: (1) processes of creolization and linguistic universals
ton), (2) the social context of processes of creolization (Sankoff), (3) relations
structure and function in child language, pidgins and creoles (Slobin), and (4) langua~
change (Traugott).

Focus on Simplification in Pidginization and Second Language Acquisition
University of California, Los Angeles
Simplified Input and Second Language Acquisition

as parents adjust their speech when addressing child_lea:ner~, _we adj~st our .
~hen talking with learners of second languages.
Th1s s1mpl1f1ed reg1ster wh1ch
ed by the learner and native speaker has often been called Foreigner Talk.
Talk is thought to promote communication, establish an affective bond, and,
serves as an implicit teaching mode.
is divided into three parts. Part 1 describes foreigner talk data gathered
settings (child learner with child native speaker, adult learner with
ve speaker, child learner with adult native speaker) and school settings
learners and native speaker teachers). The descriptions are 1) measurements on
of a variety of phonological, lexical, syntactic and discourse factors, and
descriptions with appropriate examples. The second part of the paper
ts of a set of hypothesized benefits that might accrue to the learner given such
interactions. These hypotheses are an attempt to bridge the gap between data
ions and theoretical claims about second language acquisition. The third part
r relates input/interaction research to the other papers on pidginization,
, decreolization and language acquisition presented in the symposium.

cHARLES FERGUSON, Stanford University
DISCUSSANT'S PERSPECTIVE :
Processes

HSimplified" Registers and Universal Simplifying

Jll].ysis of the structure and use of "simplified registers" and the like (e.g. baby talk,
talk) is a promising field for exploring universal simplifying processes in
~wage.
The modification of language for addressees of presumed limited linguistic
..,etence is a phenomenon of interest for its own sake and because it may be an import~ component in larger processes of pidginization and acquisition.
Neglect of this
~ent may lead to inadequate models of language change; detailed studies of the
~non, especially interactional studies and cross-language comparisons, will
•tribute to richer, more realistic models.
~igner

DIANE LARSEN-FREEMAN 1 The Experiment in International Living's School for
International Training
DISCUSSANT'S PERSPECTIVE:

The Importance of Input in Second LlUiquage Acquisition

•~nd language acquisition researchers have found there exists an accuracy order of
•~hem~s which English as a second language (ESL) learners follow in their acquisition
d!~gl1sh. ~!though the order is not invariant, researchers can predict with some
a8ftdence whtch morphemes ESL learners will supply in obligatory contexts the most
~t~, the next most often, etc. The morphemes which have been studied have varied
~hat f~o~ study to st~dy; nevertheless, the following are the ones usually included :
C.:~ aux1~1ary and the .!.£& of the progressive aspect, the be copula, the articles,
possess1ve marker, the third person singular present tense marker, the regular
~t tense marker, the plural marker and some irregular past tense forms.
pursuit of an explanation for why such a common order occurs, the data from the
~he=e studies were examined i n light of conceivable determinants. Factors considered
account for the order were basically of four types : the nature of the morphemes
~el~es, characteristics of the learners , acquisiti on heuristics and characteristics
~ e tnput to the learner. Only an input chara cteristic, the frequency of occurrence
llthese morphemes in adult native-speaker speech, correlated significantly with the
etL:~curacy order. Thus, it is important to consider the i nput in attempting to
ln a learne r's output.

....
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ANTHONY NARO, universidade Federal & PontiEfcia Universidade Catolica,
Rio de Janeiro

GLENN GILBERT & DONNA HACK, Southern Illinois University

DISCUSSANT'S PERSPECTIVE:

DISCUSSANTS' PEMPBCTIVE-t A Recent Longitudillitl Study Of the Acquisition of
snqlish by Spanish Speakers

Simplified Input and the Origins of Pidginization

'Simplification' denotes modifications made by native speakers under perceived
difficulty of communication. The origins of the process consist of two basiccomponen~.
1) prior stereotypes, and 2) a strategy for use in cases not covered by (1).
'
These components change and interact during the course of conta~t. For example, it
has been shown that at the very beginning stages of the explorat1ons that l ed to the
Portuguese penetration of Africa (i.e., during the period of training of interpreters
in Lisbon, 1430-1440) it is likely that previous systems of simplifi cation contributed
little more than a tendency to put verbs in the infinitival form. Major modification.
were determined by the following strategy in these initial small-scale contacts:
'Express each invariant, separately intuited element of meaning by at least one
phonologically separate, invariant stress-bearing form' (A.:. Naro in Lg.S4:318), Soon,
however the 'simplified' speech that resulted from these f1rst contacts spread to the
populac~ as a whole through popular plays and songs. Thus, by the time the Portuguese
colonization of Africa began in large scale in the 1460's, the component of simplification due to prior stereotypes was undoubtedly much greater.
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purpose of this paper is to shed more light on recent claims that pidginization isa
associated with the early stages of second language acquisition . In January,
a six-month l~ngitudinal study was begun with 2 native speakers of Venezuelan Span;equiring English as a second language. We studied: negation, the copula, verb auxilri••• yes-no question inversion, the definite artic le, and the possessive ~ · We con~ from the study that the hypothesis of negative transfer from Spanish to Englishwill
~t satisfactorily for most of the errors observed in these structures. The data sug..u that there is no need to posit an additional learning strategy of pidginization .
.- 'sh and English are clearly a poor choice of languages in the attempt to answer the
:::ion: Does pidginization exist at all as a strategy of second language acquisition;
.. if so, how important is it? And, what kind of evidence i s critical in deciding be~ transfer and pidginization. We intend to carry out further second language acquisidll studies similar to Schumann's work with his subject, Alberto, but where the source
.. target languages have obligatory syntactic structures which are maximally different
,_. the predicted outcome if pidginization were the learning strategy employed. Thus, for
. . .le, with regard to NEG placement, if both the source and target languages had NEG
_.ters occurring only after the verb or incorporated into the VP, the appearance in early
lfiiiS of the acquisition of the TL of NE<: + V would constitute evidence for Pi.d litinization
:~~~uvu

JIJRGEN M. HEISEL, Gesamthochschule Wuppertal

Ut30 IIARIO SALTARELLI, University of HawlSii
LEAD PAPER:

Strategies of L2 Acquisition:

This paper argues that structural simplifications in L2 acquisition result from diffarent kinds of strategies. Whereas some prepare the learner's next step towards the
target variety, others facilitate the use of the internalized approximative system
without necessarily contributing to its further elaboration. The arguments are based Ol
data from cross-sectional and longitudinal studies with immigrants from Romance
countries acquiring German in a natural setting. Discussing deletion phenomena and
word order problems, it is maintained that there exist different kinds of simplificatioo
at each stage of L2 acquisition, characterizing different learner types. Sociopsychological factors are said to influence the formation of such learner groups. Thus,
a distinction is made between structural properties of simplification, strategies serving different purposes (e.g, elaboration of the internalized system or facilitation of
the use of this system), and socio-psychological factors influencing the choice of such
strategies. The relation between these, however, is not one of cause and effect,
although it is far from being arbitrary. This is to say that, for example , integrative
orientation does not necessarily entail successful learning but it does help; and
simplifying strategies do not automatically yield specific structural changes.

11:10

NANCY DORIAN, Bryn Mawr College
DISCUSSANT'S PERSPECTIVE:

&

SUSAN GONZO 1 Iowa State University

More than One Kind of Simplification
DISCUSSANTS' PERSPECTIVE:

Pidginizati<Jn and LingUistic Change in Emigrant Languages

edle most of the research on the linguistic problems of immigrants has focused on their

~sition of the language of their new country, our research has been concerned with
~ ..intenance of their native language and its acquisition in subsequent generations.

•have focused on generational studies of emigrant languages, the type and rate of linpbtic change, and the external factors which influence this change. Our research to
ute indicates that the same processes and strategies characterizing natural SLA are
~involved in the acquisition of an emigrant language. Likewise attitude motivation
~1ocial distance are as important here as in natural SLA. In spite of the simi laritie~
~e l~guage lear~in~ situation is more complex in the case of emigrant languages since
~~ ~1ld of the 1mm1grant usually acquires the language of his parents in a s itua t ion in
~i~ their language group is politically and economically inferior to the dominant lan..~ group and, furthermore, where there may be minimal linguistic input from sources
ldJide.the fam~ly: ~he ~inguist~c situation which obtains with emigrant languages is
...est1ve of p1dg1n1zat1on. Unl1ke the process characteristic of natural SLA in which
~ ~gu~ge evolves from pidginization through intermediate stages toward ev~ntual con~ty.wlth th~ tar~et la~guag~ norm~ th~ emigrant language continues to simplify, e vol~ f~1:ly r~p1~ly 1n a d1r~ct~on wh1ch 1s away f rom the native language as spoken by
~eor1g1nal 1mm1grants, unt1l 1ts eventual death in the third or fourth generation.
0

fiSSION II:

Focus on Creolization and Deoreolization as Processes or LangUa~e Acquisition

Simplification in Natural SLA and Language Death
•:115 ALBERT VALDMAN 1 Indiana Uni versi t!l

Like natural second language learners, imperfect "semi-speakers" of a dying language
speak some other language fluently and are untutored in their less well-controlled language; yet for some of them the imperfect language is the mother tongue, and they have
outstanding r eceptive skills in it. Semi-speakers of East Sutherland Gaelic use certau
simplification strategies: (1) re duc tion in the number of allomorphs and generalization
of one high-frequency allomorph in complex morphemes (noun plural, gerund); (2) colla~•
of two or more competing structures with the same semantic value (negative imperative);
(3) transfer of a complex morphological system largely to a single overused representative of a large class (tense system); (4) elimination of unusual or complex synthetic
forms in favor of analytic forms (1st person conditional, conjugating prepositions).
But their Gaelic does not show particularly heavy admixture of English lexicon or
grammar, and it remains considerably more grammatically complex than most pidgins.
Relative psychological distance is not predictive of relative grammatical skill, aaon&
semi-speakers, as it often is among natural and classroom second-language learners. 1h•
chief value of the study of semi-speaker linguistic systems may lie in discovering what
simplification will appear despite outstanding receptive skills and what complexity will
survive despite incomplete acquisition and partial use.

LBAD PAPER:

On the Implicature of Creolization for Seoond Laaguage Acquisition

Cteolh a t 10
·
·
1ves t h e crystallization and subsequent elaboration of an autonomous
n 1nvo
Uc
of e~language system. It consists of nativization, the crystallization and elaboration
1 tie IL system and ~ern~cularization, its use by a multilingual community of lea rners
i:~ven:ergroup commun1cat1on · Creoles originate in speech varieties ranging from prim~ Jargons to elaborated pidgins. MUlhausler' s (1979) model of elaboration as a
•W ~Ot>mental continuum will be adopted and illustrated with data from French-based
~ns a~d Creoles. Features emphasized will include: regularization, increase in
.._ olog1cal.nat~ralnes s~ redund~ncy, and i ncrease in referential and non-referential
U.~e Creol1zat1on.requ1r7s.soc1al conditions which will induce nativization and foster
~1
of the emerg1ng nat1v1zed system as main means of communication for communities
..t':;ne:s, e.g., abrup~ ~anguage .shif : and deculturation. In SLA studies attention
~~
~ 1 :e~ted to mult1l1ngual s1tuat1ons where rapid language shif t is occurring e g
~~~:u~slt 1 on of Fren~h in multilingual settings in Francophone Africa. Creolization' ·
~t 1n the elaborat1on of the most economical system compatible with assimilated TL
~.t·.ln fo~al L2 l~arning, situations must be created i n which communicative needs
flkt~lp t he 1ntegrat1on of TL features with the nativized system and where learners
lon as a linguistic community. Such attempts will be reviewed and evaluated.

ELIZABETH TRAUGOTT, Stanford Uni vers.i. ty
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DEREK BICKERTON, University of Hawaii
DISCUSSANT'S PERSPECTIVE:

Pidgini~ation, creoli~ation, decreolization, Ll and L2 acquisition and linguistic
change are simply different aspects of the innate human language faculty. Human beina
are born equipped with a series of hypotheses about the nature of human language. The•
hypotheses, given ~y.the neura~ struc~ure of the spec~es and the mode ~f functioning::
its organs of cogn1t1on, are h1erarch1cally ordered, 1.e., there are f1rst-rank hypoth
ses which any learner will make and hold until they are disconfirmed by experience. Ifethere is relatively little disconfirmation, the result is a creole language. If there ~
disconfirmation, the result is one or other of the world's 5,000-odd languages. The
question is, what happens when a learner has already mastered one or more languages?
Final answers to this depend on natural language acquisition research in areas where it
is commonplace for a child to have acquired three or more languages before puberty.
Arguments between these two viewpoints--that the 12 learner still relies on innate kn~
ledge or that his hypotheses are primarily determined by the nature of his Ll--can al~at
c ertainly be reconciled: there are clear areas (such as basic word order) where the
innate mechanism seems to make no hypotheses and where in consequence only the Ll model
can be followed, others (such as definite/nondefinite distinctions) where innate hypotheses can override Ll influences. But basically, Ll and 12 learners' positions do not
differ--both are correcting pre-existing hypotheses rather than 'learning' a language.
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JOHN SCHUHANN & ANN-HARIE STAUBLE, University of California, Los Angeles
LEAD PAPER:

Processes of Creolization - The Social Context

In a series of papers I have dealt with a number of aspects of grammatical change in
Tok Pisin, a creolizing language spoken in Papua New Guinea. These changes include the
transition from sentence-initial adverb to tense-marking preverbal auxiliary; the cliticization of subject' pronouns, and the evolution of relativization. Aspects of creolization in Tok Pisin studied by other researchers include the evolution of number marking,
of complementation, of lexical derivation processes, and of causative constructions. It
is possible now to begin evaluating the reasons for and sources of the changes that have
occurred. The social bases for grammatical expansion have clearly been (1) massive increase in the number of second language speakers; (2) the beginnings of a generation of
first language speakers; and (3) a great expansion of communicative functions in private
and public life (e.g., the percentage of speeches in the House of Assembly, which rose
from c.40-50% in Tok Pisin in 1964 to 95% in 1974). Looking at language use in context
provides a functional explanation for the development of certain features, while others
are more c learly attributable to other influences (substrate, superstrate). I have
argued that even changes attributable to the natural relization and extension of language
competence must be established in the language through social interaction. This discussion paper will evaluate the relative importance of two levels of social analysis (macrohistorical social processes and the dynamics of face-to- face interaction) in creolizatioo
DAN SLOBIN, University of California, Rerkeley
DISCUSSANT'S PERSPECTivt: Relations Between Structure and Function in Child
Language, Pidgins, and Creoles

Pidgin languages and early stages of child language reflect a similar set of solutions
to functional pressures on a linguistic communication system: (1) Semantic transparency
is maximized in that surface arrangement of morphemes corresponds closely to underlying
structure. (2} Sentence processing is facilitated by surface cues to underlying
meaning. (3) There is a limited range of devices for carrying out rhetorical functions
and for achieving cohesion in discourse. Developmental progressions, both ontogenetic
and those of depidgini~ation-creolization, are characterized by reduction in semantic
transparency and blurring of surface markings, along with expansion in rhetorical and
cohesive devices.

Processes ~ Creolization f:tom the Perspective of

of creoli~ation continue to pose important theoretical questions for the
language change concerning such constructs as naturalness and genetic relationprovide crucial evidence on the relation between language change and language
demonstrating that language acquisition and restructuring are continuous
that are restricted, but not brought to a close, at puberty. They confirm
that phonological change and children's acquisition of segmental phonology
le in common, while syntactic-morphological change are widely matched by
processes; such differences can be accounted for in terms of differences
.,curstional development and ~specially of the functiona~dly differ~nt rolesdoff
logy and syntax-morphology 1n language. They a so prov1 e a test1ng-groun
or .
~'ting what is meant by 'the discourse origins' of syntax or morphology, support1ng
1
~ ~pothesis that all grammaticalization ultimately originates in forms with propo~al meanings which are selected to specify some previously unexpress~d (or no
pt :r unambiguously expressed) discourse meaning. Processes of creolizat1on are not
~Kial cases' of change, but test-cases for the theory of change.

GILLIAN SANKOFF, University of Pennsylvania
DISCUSSANT'S PERSPECTivt:
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DISCUSSANT'S PERSPECTIVE:
~gtlage Change

A Unified Model of ACquisition/Change

A Discussion of Decreolizatiol'l ltlid Second Language Acquisit:ion

tickerton and Washabaugh disagree abnut th2 nature of decreoli~ation, but they both
~e that decreoli~ation is a variety of second language acquisition (SLA}. In support
~this point of view, Stauble has demonstrated that the acquisition of English negation
~ Spanish speakers is motivated by the same processes (replacement and restructuring)
• is the acquisition of acrolect negation in the decreolization of Guyanese Creole.
tickerton finds Washabaugh's lexical diffusion model unacceptable as an explanation
~r decreolization. Nevertheless, Washabaugh's claim that high frequency associations in
tM acrolectal input result in replacement of basilectal forms finds support in SLA
~arch where there is evidence that the order of acquisition of grammatical morphemes
correlates highly with the frequency of those morphemes in the input.
~en though there is agreement that decreoli~ation is SLA, there is evidence that
~idginization is also a SLA phenomenon. Bickerton and Odo claim that pidginization is
RAwith restricted input and imply that as input becomes less restricted second
~guage development occurs through the process of depidginization. The data that exists
•depidginization shows that this process, like decreoli~ation, is a product of
lt~lturation and proceeds through replacement and restructuring. Therefore, it may be
~ case that decreolization and depidgini~ation are the same phenomenon at the process
llvel.
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l)ICICE!ISoN, University of Illinois, Urbana-Ch ampaign
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ThiS paper concerns generative phonological rules in English and their use
L ronunciation classes. The discussion deal s with three points. Fi rst,

~ri~ytlabic Laxing Rule (TLR) is part of nearly every major generative treat-

of vowel quality fn English. I want to show that the TLR fs a widely applicsubease of a much simpler and more general vowel quality rule, the Bisyllabic
Rule (BLR). Second, the BLR is one of numerous examples of the fact that
~traditional phonological deep structure of English {~ la Chomsky and Halle
!N8) contains as given (i .e. unpredictable) a great deal of information which is
lt fact predictable, particularly in the area of vowel quality. This leads to the
1
tion that technical analyses of English begin to move in the direction of
~~quality prediction rules which generate tense and lax vowels instead of
~inuing exclusively with vowel quality alternation rules which change given
UftSt and lax vowels. Third, I want to highlight the important consequences of
~~ BLR (and other vowel quality prediction rules) for learners of English as a
~ond language. This third point is a report on recent advances in our pronunci•tion materials for foreign students.

1f1D R. ECKJfAN, Universi ty of Wisconsin-Mi lwaukee

[THURS AFT :
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01'1 Predicting Phonologi cal Difficr.lltl} in second L anguage Acquisition

One of the problems which has defied explanation, both within the framework
of contrastive analysis and error analysis, is the difficulty t hat second l anguage
learners have in making a phonemic split in the Tl between two NL allophones . Thus,
for example, Spanish allophones [d .l and(?!'Jare phonemes in English and present
problems for Spanish speakers {Stockwell and Bowen 1965) ; and Japanese fl.) and [r J
art phonemes in English and present problems for Japanese spea kers learning English.
~ purpose of this paper is to propose an explanation for this phenomenon .
This explanation makes use of the hypothesis that markedness corresponds to
nlative degree of difficulty (Eckman 1977); and a principle in Houlihan and Iverson
1979 which states that allophonic rules produce relatively more marked segments.
Given these tenets, the above-stated difficulty follows from the fact that the learner
already has the unmar ked phoneme in the NL, but must learn the more marked allophone
as a phoneme fn the TL. Since this learning involves the acqui sition of somet hing
Mhich fs relatively more marked, the degree of difficulty i s correctly predicted.
An additional consequence of this theory is that i t correctly accounts for the
acquisition of a phonemic split when the phoneme to be acquired is relatively less
11rked than the phoneme in the NL. Thus, relatively l ittl e di fficulty is predicted,
and also borne out experimentally, for speakers of Arabi c, who have fp J and (bj
as allophones of /b/, since the acquisition of /p/ i nvolves learning a phoneme in
the Tl which is relatively less marked than the NL /b/ .
~LAS

E.

FLAHI~,

[THURS WJRN:

Colorado State University
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.ln.llyzing the Cohesive Pro{)!!rties of Te xts

Educators and researchers have long been atlc m~t i ng t o deve lop ob jective , r e l iabl e ,
Yllid criteria to measure linguistic mal urit y in wri t ing . Unf ort unatel y, much of t he
work. whi ch has been done is highly restricted in scope. Analys e s of t he lingui s t i c
properties of writing have not yet gone beyond the ~ e ve l of the sent ence .
Recent research by Hallid ~y and Hasan(l976) ha~ resu l t ed in a comp re hen~iv e framework for t he analysis of the cohesive, beyond-the- s~nte n ce properties of t exts of all
types . The primary purpos e ·C' f t his l'l tudy is to ut ilize a s light l y modified version of the
llalliday-llasan framework in the anal ysis ~ [ the coh~<s i ve prop er t i e s of \.'rit i ng sampl es
produced by elementary , jun i or high, s eni or high, and college s t udents .
Twenty- f ive subj ect s from each level will be u&ed. All subj ects will us c t he same
writing s t imulus t o insure compar ability of resul t s . The analysts will ceterminc both
the frequency of cohes ive elements rela tive t o t ex t length and approp r i ateness of
cohesive elements relative to inter - and intra-sent€:nce »emantic relationships . Res ults
Vill be analyzed to test f or development patterns a nd trends. In addition , t exts wi ll be
holistically evaluated to determi ne t he ri!lationshi p between f r eq uency and a ppr opriateness
of cohesive elements and overa ll <, uality of writing.
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STEPHEN J. GAIES, Unlvers.1t!l of

Northern I<:Ma

[THURS APr:
/'l'RURS APT:

St:rateg1es and Effects of L6arner FeedlHick ln

C¢Jibt~Unlcat1on

Interest in the variables operative in teaching/learning settings has leo in
years to considerable classroom-centered empirical investjgation. In many cases the
tradi tiona 1 process-product paradigm has been abandoned i.n ·favor of alternative- design
5
more suitable for descriptive studies. The present study follows this trend; it
describes the nature and role of feedback in communicative settings in which the Partt
pants do not have equal proficiency in the language in use. Specifically, the present
study investigates learner feedback and its effects in teacher/learner interactions
A total of twelve different dyadic and small group learning settings provided the
data base. The activity used to elicit data was in each case a problem-solving task ;
which a teacher (S) had to describe verbally, without recourse to gesture, a number ofn
different graphic designs such that the learner(s), who had the desjgns reproduced on a
sheet of paper, could determine the order in which the designs were described. Learne
were informed that they could request any kind of clarification or re-explanation if~
they deemed it necessary. Two tasks of this kind were performed in each of the s~ttin~
In the analysis of the data, strategies of .learner feedback are classified and the'
effects of learner feedbac~, as reflected by Ss' post-feedback responses, are examined,

ROBERT H. INGRAM, Madonna College

6]

Tasks

[TIIURS lfORN:

per examines the concepts of

co~unicative

competence and markedness as they re-

~ second languaqe acquisition; more specifically, it suqqests a theoretical frame

tb8 specification and cateqorization of the languaqe learner's errors. One of the
the psychology of second lanquaqe acquisition is
phenomena to be investiqated. The idiosyncracies
dl'dl• 1anquage learner's performance are not arbitrary, in other words, the rules gov. his use of lanquage are not unique. They are shared by other languaqe learners
~similar cultural backqround, aims, or linguistic history , Moreover, apparently
~-l~formed sentences ~ay in fact be der~ved from rules which deviate from those of the
1111 et language , What is needed is a conceptual frame within which the relevant data are
~erenti ,ted from the rest of the ~ultitude of observable behaviour in second lanquaqe
~ ping. In qeneral, the relation marked - unmarked as it applies ~ second language
~Jtion concerns the sequence in which linguistic items are learned and retained. The
••nt paper departs from this usage and argues that the set of rules qoverning the
~r's lanquage includes a system of markedness, that is, that the lanquaqe learner
..velops his own perception of the relation marked - Ulllll&rked in the target lanquaqe, a
~tion which leads him into error.
~ e-st difficulties in the study of
~~iguous identification of the

6}

r#)IIAS P. PIETRAS, Ann Arbor Public Schools

{THURS AFT:
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Linguistic Contributions to the Tea~1n2 of Sign Language
_.rs, L.inqllisu,

Prior to the current decade , the teaching of sign languages to hearing
adults consisted almo

t

and Language Arts Di.rectors:

BlaCk vernaCUlar Bnqlish and the Schools

exlusively of drilling vocabulary items in isolation

and then in English- based sentences.

With the recognition that American Sign

Language {ASL) is not a form of English, but a linguistically distinct language,
teachers of ASL have begun to incorporate data from linguistic research and
methods from second language teaching into their instruc ti onal materials and
techniques.

This paper chronicles that development, proposes some areas of

nned for future research and discusses possible limitations of descriptive or
explanatory linguistics to the teaching of sign languages as second languages.

[TIIUR$ H01Ufl
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DBL SAVILLB-TROIJCE, Georget<:Mtl University
Dltl.t•d-&tnt.tnce PNfdNn"** I

A R6fl6ct1012 'of 'PsJicb6l1n$J1st! c Pi:ocess1ng oL ZnfO.l'llat.1oa

~lat1onsh.11?fJ

This paper defines several information relationships, presents a
technique for studying psycholinguistic processes involved in perceiving
those relationships, and discusses a recent study of the proficiency o!
university students in processing relationships in written English.
Information relationships defined include "hierarchical" (generalto-specific) order and "non-hierarchical" (spatial/temporal) order •. Several factor analyses conducted to establish the construct validity of
those relationships are summarized.
The "extended cloze" technique is presented as a tool for understanding how people process information in context. In the extended clo••
approach, complete sentences rather than words are deleted from written
discourse, and the student selects an appropriate sentence for the
The study reported here used an extended cloze instrument to com~
the proficiency of American Freshmen and advanced ESL students in processing information relationships in context. It was found that nonnative speakers of English have significantly more difficulty than native
speakers of English in processing hierarchical information relationships,
controlling for differences in general reading ability. Linguistic and
~edagogical implications of the study are discussed.
76

tfle ~Creative:

['l'RURS HORN:

Stages 1n the Aotllis1tion of English Be b:l Nava:to Children

Early stages in the acquisition of be by speakers of a native laniUage which
lacks any copular verb construction should provide evidence for second language
~~esses of rule perception/interpretation and generalization with minimal
~sibilities of interference, yet the findings of this study provide unambiguous
~idence for a basic level of native language interference in the acquisition of
balish grammar. The speech of approximately one hundred six-year-old Navajo
~ildren constitutes the data base, recorded at both the beginning and end of
irst arade. !! forms are initially omitted, and then go through differential
~lo~ent depending on context. Full forms occurring in be-ina constructions
~ re1nterpreted as aspectual prefixes in a verbal complex similar to Navajo
(e.a. boy he-is-play for the boy is playing); contracted forms as an s prefix
• ~he n~xt word (e.g. boy splay for the boy's plaring); be between N~s as a
~Junct1on (e.g. boy is girl is
for boy and g1rl and~og). Locatives involve
1 change. in word order (e.g. boy t le under for the boy is under the table},
~.Pred~cate adjective constructions aay be followed by be interpreted as the
~valent of~ 'it is', optionally used for emphasis-:Ln Navajo.

cal
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ANDREW SCHILLER, University of Illinois,

Chica~o

Circle

The Language af Accidental Death and Dismemberment:

[THURS MORN:

A Case of Forensic Linguisti£!

The paper embodies an actual report commissioned by a law firm:
a linguist's "expert opinion" on the interpretation of critical
language in an insurance contract. The issue revolves about the
meaning of the terms "accident" c:nd "disease," since the insured
drowned while suffering a heart attack. If he diec accidentally,
the heirs can collect: if he died of a disease or infirmity, they
cannot. The report develops the semantic features of the critical
terms and shows how they are understood "in the light of the
reasonable expectation and purpose of the ordinary man when making
an ordinary contract."

I!!!l!lT.Q..B.i

This report, an example of "forensic linguistics," demonstrates
how, in a particular landmark case, the expertise of. ~he lir.guist
was employed in the prosecution of a lawsuit. Depending upon the
outcome of the case, the language of all standard accident insurance policies may need to be revised.

AMY

SHELWN, University of Minnesota

The Acquisition of /r/ and /1/ by Japanese Learners of Erig_lish:
Production Ability Precedes Speech Perception Ability

[THURS AFT:
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Evidence that Speech

The paper will present the results of a study of /r/ and /1/ by Japanese learners of
English. The purpose of this study was to compare the ability of learners to bot h perceive and produce this new contrast. The hypothesis that is being tested is that the acquisition of the ability to perceive new phonemic distinctions precedes the ability to
produce them. In other words. the learner can not produce new sounds or new sound distinctions before they can perceive them. Participants were Japanese learners of English
and native speakers of English. Tape recordings were made on which each subject said a
list of English words with /r/ and /1/ appearing in different positions within the word
and in different vowel contexts. Each person listened to a tape recording of every other
subject as well as their own recording. Subjects were tested on both an identification
and a Giscrimination task. The results indicate that the production accuracy of some
learners is better that their perception accuracy. Also. neither the /r/ and /1/ was
unilaterally difficult. The difficulty of the liquid was affected by the position in
the word that it occurred in as well as the vowel environment. The results of this study
will be discussed in relation to previous research on the acquisition of liqui ds by Japanese speakers. and in relation to linguisti c aspects of liquids in other languages. The
applied implications of this study will be discussed also.
ROBERT C. WILLIAMSON li JOHN A. VAN EEFI.DE 1 Lehigh univenJity

Language Mlllntenllnce llnd shirt in

!THURS KJRNr

a Breton llnd ·welsh S!Jt!2le

The study concerns the status of two minority languages, notabl y t he
relative health of Welsh as compared to the more marginal sit uation of Breton,
Interviews were conducted with 77 Breton and 81 Welsh inhabitants of villages
and small towns in the spring and summer of 1979 in Finistere and CardiganHerineth, respectively. A major aspect of the study was the t es ting of hypotheses regarding the effect of social backgrounds or "subcultures" (for example,
age, sex, socioeconomic status, and urban-rural origin) on the use of the
minority and official languages in various domains, In addition, problems of
language identity, interference , the role of formal and infonna.l socialization,
and the mass media are analyzed, Attention is also given to the question of
language loyalty a nd the literary renaissance, as well a s projections about
language survival in the context of religious, political, and economic factors.
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